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tatingly that Were was not ‘a word of Seriptural command, not a single example, and
therefore the doctrine should be abandoned.
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Castles

in Sand.

——

Two ch

n were making the most of the day,

In the

shod their.castles building,

While out in the harbor the sunset gold
Was every vessel gilding.

But the sea came over the castles deur,
And the charmof the sunset faded ;
Oh! afler a labor is lost may we
Go happily home as they did,

ade

t

For we build and build in a different way,
Till our heads are wise and hoary;
But after it all the sun goes dow,
And the sea—tis a common story.
— Hiram Rich.
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Close Communion.
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REPORT OF A SERMON BY D2. PENTECOST.
re ——

The position of Rev. Dr. Pentecost,of the
Warren Avenue Baptist church, on the communion question, is now well known.
His
pastorate in Boston has been a creditable
one. Being known to hold opinions on
several points of doctrine different from
those held by his denomination as a whole,
his utterances have been rather carefully
observed. He lately resigned his pastorate,

but the church was unwilling to part with
him, and united in asking him tv preach

a

series of doctrinal sermons setting forth his
views on communion, baptism, the Lord's
supper, &c.
He complied, and the series

“of sermons

is now

well along.

That on

.!* Close commurion Unscriptural, Inconsistent and Schismatie,” was a kind

but

direct

présentation of his views. After a few introductory remarks he read the statement of
the position of the Baptist church in the
North on the question of close communion,
as drawn up by Dr. Hovey aud adopted hy
a meeting of Baptist ministers, at

time

that Mx, Penteeost received the call to the
church of which he is now pastor. In the
statewent the declaration was made that
Christian baptism is the immersion of a believer in water, in the name of the Father,

Gout,

and of the Son,and of the Holy Ghost ; that

ipelas,

Christian churches ought to be composed of
such regenerated persons as have been baptized upon profession of their faith in Christ ;

nimal.
pounce
t valu-

that the Lord's Supper ought to be observed

vithoot

by such churches only; that invitations of
courtesy, to partake of the emblem, should
be given to none but members of churches
properly constituted, and that such a course

nk.
yenue,
lm42

es

the

—was
upheld by the scriptures.

I may,

said

Mr. Pentecost, put this into a syllogism.
The Lord’s Supper is a church ordinance;

and

baptism, which

is

immersion,

is essential

to church membership ; therefore no unbap-

tized person,

JANT.

E
|

whatever his

qualifications

may be, may be lawfully allowed to sit at
the Lord's table.
This is the doctrine of close communion
which limits the ordinance to a sect of the
Christian church. So it ceases to be a Chris-

.

ercises

Singing

ruses ;

tian ordinance and becomes a sectarian
dinance, unless it can be shown that

raceful,

orthe

Baptist church is the only Christian church.
That proposition is unseriptural, because no
man can find in the Bible a single word
that identifies the Christian church with any
ecunen
ce.

orgauization,

It speaks of the church as a

spiritual body only.

-

the

a

Lt

Scriptural term,

the

church

hends only spiritual men and

compre-

women,

No

sect can possibly, as an organization, represent that church, In the second place,
that statement is unscriptural, because it
makes the Lord’s Suppér an ordinance of an

New

ations,
rely the
class

organization, for membership in which bapfor that reason.

at!
ED

ols
”»

non,

tion, live or die;

but it is not a

mat-

small

ter that we should pretend to be what we
are not. 1 only hope that we shall put ourselves squarely and consistently on the
word of God. It is hard to break away
from some of our cherished views and practices, I know; but the difficulty is independ-

ent of pll these considerations.
If we are right, if the doctrine

prue-

and

tice of close communion is without the authority of the word of God, then in God's
name let us say that we do not believe in it.
If it is in accordance with the word of God,

then conform to the practice

of the church

and live strictly to the letter of the law.
Itisa wider
There is no half way course.

question than any mere local consideration.
It is a question that God has pul upon you.
The time has come, not by my choosing
but by the providence of God, when we are |
to say yea or nay lo a

practice

concerning

which we are all agreed. All of you to
whom I have spoken, without a single exception, say that you do not believe in the
doctrine ; and what you say individually, I
name,

what
shall

to say collectively. We need not ask
other people may do or say, but what

we do in the sight of God Almighty ?

»

y Unit-

believed

pies.

that

hearts in the

twoshirds

Baptist

against this doctrine,

of the

church

are

Christian

rebelling

It seems, he said, as

if this were the only formality taken by
Baptists as a requisite t6 receiving the Lord's
Supper, We are. continually arraigning
others for Scriptural authority or commana

Détore
school.

ot of

in defense of the baptism of infants, but we

i,
hY

morals,

as

represented by

Taxing Church Property.
There is naturally some
what the bearing of the

interest to know
Mr.

Golden Rule,

should cease to do so until we can point out
authority ourselves in support of the doctrine of close communion.
He said unhesi-

not for mercenary profit but for buman
>
vancement.

ad-

Whether this ground is tenable, whether
it would bear the test of logieal and impartial examination, we need not stop to discuss. We instance it because it happens to
represent the old and popular way of looking at the question. But the facts which
underlie this whole matter- are other the in
they formerly were.
Church edifices, such as

are

There

is occasion among us,

as Freewill

Baptists, for special gratitude to God that
our young men whom he is calling into the
ministry are coming forward in larger
numbers than heretofore, and offering
themselves to this blessed work. There is
also reason to believe that this sending of
men on their way to the ministry is God’s
method of responding to the denominational effort, suggested by the General Conference and undertaken

by the Education So-

ciety a year ago, to provide means necessary to aid these young men in their educational preparation for the great works
There are doubtless, to-day, in workshops,
stores, and counting rooms, in law, medi-

cine and polities, and in the pulpits of other
denominations, a large number of our

young men of talent and piety,

veared in

our families, converted in our churches,
whom God would have led into our ministry,
and brought into our vacant pulpits, had
we, as a people, offered them suitable encouragement to obtain an education by fur-

nishing them the needed help.
however, lost to our ministry
denominational cause, though

They

are,

and to our
not all, nor

the most of them to the cause of Christ.
God bless them wherever they are found
working for the Master, and bring some of

never put bis

cision of the old Jewish passover requires it ;
fifth, that this has been the almost universal
practice of all sects of Christians.
Mr. Pentecost took these reasons one by
one, and criticised them in detail, quoting
freely from the Scriptures. He said that he

revious

CAS0,

to

It is unscriptural

The Lord

baptism and the Lord's Supper and cirecumn-

mses Lo

T

a man - tomes

ment of pnblic

»
“The progressof religion among us is
‘bered that the special oceasion for the col- bindered by two classes of evils: evils of
lectionsof that day, Nov. 7, is the lack of Theory and evils of Practice; errors of Befor this needy gause, And: lot it be remem-

funds to meet the appropriations
due at the

sisting these young men to avail themselves ‘cause?’

the average mau. If men can be found so ‘of the facilities we have, at such gost, problind to the necessities of Christ's king- vided for thems.
dom, 0 slow to understand the obliga- |
‘Our churches are looking more and more

them and says that he wants to unite with tion of stewardship
over the Lord's fo our schools
for pastors, and the denomithe church, but he cau not subscribe to the mouey, - as to vote: half a million of};
nation looks
oks tothem, and hasa right to
doctrine of close communion, it is one of dollars into a monstrous pile of chiseled | sq
so, for men “of (rained intellects as well
the commonest practices for ‘ministers to stone, which, _when completed, ean not
heartsyto fill the vavions
reply, ** Well, well, come in, but don’t say accommodate over six or eight . undred
I trimst. But it is oy
anything about it.” It is a common practice hearers, and very likely may never contain
Society in’ this work
for members of Baptist churches to say to nlf that number, why should their mag‘men’ to lend them a help:
friends privately, nificent edifices—which meet no public want ing “hand on their toilsome ‘way
their Freewill B
‘“ We want you.” They do secretly, said and are*demanded by no spiritual necessity, the pulpits and the trusts that hor
but which are built from motives peculiarly for "them.
the speaker, what we do openly.
This
is the
appropriate
Last of all, the practice of close commun- loca! and indiv idualistic—go untaxed by the work of any Education’ Society. It is the
ion is schismatic, because i: tends to divide authorities of the State? Why should lux- only work now dome by every other Educa:
the church. It is putting us in the position ary in this form be treated by the authori- tion Society in this country.
of separators. The responsibility of the ties any different from luxury in any other
The Society has through its Executive
division of the body, so far as this is con: form ? Why should pride with such an ex- Board, marked out for its agent three lines
Brethren say to pression be regarded with greater favor of action, all looking toward Securing funds
cerned, rests at our door.
me, ** What if you do hold these ideas, than Jide having some other expression ? for this one object.
why not keep them to yourselt? I love Our ote is given for taxing all church
. FirsT—he is to secure, while traveling:
body of properties valued above a certain figure. every. dollar possible in collections and
the church, but [ love the
senti- Churches built at a cost only sufficient to cash contributions.
I “Wo any
Christ better than
men*. lama Christian before I am a sceure the needed accommodations for the
SECONDLY—he is to obtain subscriptions
Baptist. I can not keep silent, because I people’s benefit, should he exempt. But in the form of notes payable in ten equal
believe that we are, occupying an unseript- churches whose cost rose above a certain annual installments without interest—in
position. line, should be taxed like other property.
schismatic
ural, incousistent,
other words, pledges to pay a given sum
Some say, ‘You are no friend of your = One benefit yhich would arise from tax- each year for ten years.
church, no friend of your denomination.”
ing expensive churches would be that ex-THRDLY—he is" to make arrangements,
It is because I am its friend that I speak; pensive churches would cease to be built, as far as possible, with Quarterly Meetings
because | want it to go back to the old That would be a great point of advantage and churches for regular quarterly collecScriptural basis. It is pleading for the old, gained ai’ once.
Such churches are not "tiois for the cause.
old way; it is pleading for the way of God; needed ; they do not serve any adequate
It is to this third item that I wish to call
it is pleading for the way of the Holy Ghost. public use. They must by every candid special attention here.
There is nothing in the Scripturesso severe- mind be regarded rather as hindrances than i We have in round numbers 1500 churches.
ly dealt with as that which divides the helps, in relation to religious progress. The Suppose two thirds of them —1000—should
church. We have a duty to our Baptist collectionof great sums of money in eccle- give'a collection of $1.00 a quarter, $4.00
brethren, but have we no duty tb that vast siastical hands, has always been, in every a year for this cause.
host of God's people just outside of our own country where it occurred, a curse.
The result 'is $4,000, enough to carry on
organization ? It is safe to say that nineWhy should the State give a premium on the work a year! Would this be really a
teen out of every twenty that I know in this the multiplication of such folly ?
hard thing for our churchesto do? Have
church do not believe in the doctrine of
Put the tax on them, gentlemen; make
we not a thousand congregations, in each
close communion any more than 1 do. The them pay roundly for their egotistic extray- of which an average of ten persons could
point is, simply believing that the doctrine agance, and we shall see if there will be be found who could afford to give ten cents
of close communion is without warrant in many more granite palaces builded- in Bos- apiece four times a year for this cause? 1
Look at them, and then go and look do not forgetthat there are other causes dethe word ot God, we have no right to put it ton.
forth as an authorized statement of our be- into them oan the Lord's day, and decide for manding help. Neither do I adwit that
lief. On our articles of faith it stands aud yourselves whether that is the style of relig- there is any cause among us more igh or
binds us formally to the doctrine of close ious administration calculated to influence more worthy, than this.
communion. We have not practiced that for good, and elevate the average American | Nor am 1 ‘willing to believe that our
for three years. Let us be as honest to the character.
churches will not cheerfully and generousworld as we are to God. This is a broader
he
aa ae
——T
ly respond to this call when it is fairly
question than any which might affect any
made. The hearty welcome the cause has
Help for the Young Men.
particular congregation.
met the year past wherever it has been preAs a matter of fact, it is of small conseBY REV. E. N, FERNALD.
sented, shows, beyond a doubt, that our
el
—O——
quence whether this church, as an organizapeople are ready to help it when they know

Murray's new paper, will be towards. the
leading questions of the day. Here is what
ordinance into the
hands. of an
or it says about taxing church property:
- ganigation, but gave it for the union
The matter of taxing church property is
of the whole body, It is unscriptural, | evidently occupying a prominent place in
because it imposes obstacles which the the public mind at the present time. While
the church edifices of the country represent
Apostles never imposed.
But the more popular, doctrine makes the necessities of religious education, while
baptism the prerequisite of partaking of the they costa sum only large enough to make
Lord's Supper.
The reasons in support of them comfortable to those who worship m
this doctrine are five in number. First, them, they might be exempted from taxation on the ground that they represented
that there is a direct command; second,
that it was the practice of the early apostolic property entirely devoted to the moral and
church ; third, that the correlation of the spiritual improvement of society, and hence
two is such that they can not be separated; were actual co-operators with the governfourth, that the analogy existing between ment, as a benevolent institation organized
tism is a sine qua

ity and
for the
grocery
y make
8. Co,
2041.

T

ed to make exceptions. It is one of the
commonest practices of ministers in New

ask you as God's minister and in his

In every case and under all circumstances
‘ey

plaser, sly (hi§t our young men whom

|

okawiston,

Mea Oct. w.

;

them, av least, back again, if 4t shall please
him,
to the old denominational home.
Warm hearts will welcome them, and hard

work is waiting for them. We could not
afford to lose them. We can ill afford to

lose any more.

Th

But groaning over past failure is no
guaranty of future success. There is always something better to be donc—viz., to
look the difficulty, the evil, the cause of
failure, squarely in the face, go to work
more fully to overcome it, and stick to ot

till success is an accomplished fact.
It has been apparent for many years that
a great obstacle in the way of our denominational progress,

has been

sufficient number

of able men, trained for

the

lack

the work, to lead

our host.

The

of a

brethren

who assembled at our last General Conlerounce met this difficulty

fairly,

took

strong

hold of it with the proper instrument for
such work—the Education Society—and
they purpose, by the grace of God, to
hold on (ill he gives viztory.
Let it.be borne in mind that the thing
undertaken by the Education Society—-the

thing to be done, is to furnish

men for our

denominational work,—men for our pul
pits, for our Home and Foreign Mission

fields and for the

‘conduct of our literary

building 2 Hy and

our large cities and villages, are not necessities ; they are rather to Le classed, like
an elegant mansion, under the head

of Jux-

uries. They meet the demands of fine taste,
social pride, and ‘denominational rivalry.
The very form and fashion of their archi
tecture show that they ave not intended for

benevolent institutions. It proposes
to do this by rendering direct pecuniary aid
to the men themselves who are struggling
through a course of study preparatory to
Be it remembered, also, that
the work.
our denominational Academies, Colléges and

Theological Schcols bave Been established
at great ¢xpense of money, hard work and

1

{Sh

Braati of he Wee
WTd
lo

ih

do me Wate Avenue Baptist
din fuvor

ANI
dt. fi

WEDNESDAY.

were

lief and errors of Conduct.

We can not tell

grant to other Chyistians full and free inter- They do not stand for the conversion of the
| close of thep!
ut term. Can any child which of these is greater, nor is it necessary
ure, course and comity mn all things except this, sinful, for the consolation of the sad, sfor
of God doubt, for a moment thut His bless- to determine their relative importance, since
Now
this
woitk
of
the
Education
Sodas
IL is inconsistent for another rensori’; claim- the elevation of the lowly, for the improveto pre- i undertaken
for the single’. purpose of as- ing will'attend such an eliopt to,Sibel his both are to be. eradicated. I wish
ing it to be a law of God, we have presumYork and Boston when

The Morning Star,

Baptists

is- igeonsistent,

They

never constructed in ovder that the gospel
God calls to the ministry might have ample
of Christ, in all its beauty and fullpess of
facilities among thejr own people, to secure
power, might be preached to the: people.
the Tequisite literary and Theologiea) cult
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sent the Sunday school as an ¢fficient remedy for the evils that hinder the progress of
religion,

*‘ There are other agbicles not {i be overs Ta

| Hooked or cast aside, ordained God, and
provenYo
OF Joirs of successful

oh

14 iy

his tesignation.— Professor Wheatstone,

ool

us may Waders

he seiuty to,

of them
ofef rs inventingz the it may be well to examine some
electric telegraph with Professor Morse, briefly.
who di des the honors

died in Paris’ last Wednesday.
He had
“The firs of which I shall speak is Infidope much to promote and improve the delity. By this I mean not a simple disscot
science,——The National Convention
of from the fraths of the Christian retigion,
Universalists was heldin Lynn, Mass., last but a dowa-right denial of Ged and the Biweek, It didn’t seem to have any great ble; denying that there is a God, or dissuccesses to report, The general conven- puting his authority over us; denying the
tion has to spend the“income of the Murray divine origin of the Bible, or frittering away
centenary fubd, which amounts to some- its force by schemes of interpretation, and
thing over $120,000, bequests and voluntary such tricks of exegesis as sap it of its life
donations, and collections which are requir- and leave it a worthless husk. ~ Of this there
ed to be taken annually in sll the parishes hav-' is a good deal in all parts of our country,
ing the fellowship of the convention. During varying in its manifestations according to
the past year the convention has afforded. the character and habits of the people, but
aid to fifty-six young men and women pre- everywhere the same in spirit, and always
paring for the ministry, has occupied and baneful in its influer.ce.
maintained several missionary stations, and
‘“ The second of these evils is Indifferhas kept in the field a general secretary ence. There are many in every community
or convention missionary.
—£~— Ex-Senator who, while they neither disbelieve the BiChandler, of Michigan, has been sworn in ble, nor yet deny the reasonableness of
as Secretary of the Interior in place of Mr. Christianity, yet live in utter neglect .of
Delano. The appointment gives ‘general both. Religious influences: fall upon them
satisfaction. ——The
Massachuselts
cam- like rain-drops upon the slated roof, only (&
paign progresses vigorously. ' The chances pass off, and leave them hard and cold as
fora Republican victory seem to increase. before.
Their indifference has become
The clergymen of Boston and vicinity have chronic. Something must break the crust
lately held a meting ini the interests of pro- before they will emerge. The stone behind
hibition,and counsel all good men nét to which they are imprisoned must be rolled
give their voté8
in favor of license.——Gov- away before they will hear and heed the
ernor Tilden, of New York, appears in the voice which -calls them to come forth into
role of a reformer. He has addressed a light and life.
letter to all the district attorneys of the
+ Another evil which hinders the progress
State, cautioning them to keep a sharp logk- of religion, is the Spirit of Worldliness. It
out to prevent excessive use of money for finds its center of attraction in this world,
political purposes. There is need enough in the life that now is; it bends its energies
of such a caution.——Frederick Hudson, to gelting out of the things of this workt
the author and journalist, was. thrown ont all it. ean. It drives its victims to the pur- ;
of bis carriage at Concord, Mass., Wednes- suit of honor, wealth or pleasure, and
day, and injured so that he died the next cheats them all. A man may be guilty of
morning.——A Miss Clapp, daughter of a all these sins of belief or disposition and be
respectable citizen in Augusta, Me., has ‘free from the gross vices which disfigure
disappeared from her home, and it can not and degrade humanity. The corruption in
be told whether she has been kidnapped or civil and political life, which has almost
has. committed suicide.——Two hundred made our form of government a by-word
dwellings, a synagogue and five schools in among the nations, springs from the root of
the town of Widsy, Russian Poland, have worldliness, and will continue as long as
its needs.
Notes for $8,000, and $1,000 in
been
burned. Some
persons
perished such things go unrebuked by Christiar men.
cash collections and contributions have
and 3000 are homeless.——A
despatch The dishonesty abounding among business
been secured in nine months of almost unhas been
received from Valparaiso an- men, the impurity in social life, the intemparalleled business depression. The peoples’
pouncing that a terrible fire has
taken perance which drags so many to dishonored
hearts are readily enlisted, and the way to
-place at Iquique, Peru. Three-quarters of graves, the Sabbath-breaking, increasing to
their pockets- opened.
‘¢ What hath God
the town are said to have been destroyed. an alarming extent, and indicating a sad
wrought ! ”
——M. Rouher bas made a general attack letting down of public opinion, are ail seriThe most of our people have not uunde:stood the necessities of onr young men. upon French republicanism and the Orlean- ous hindrances to the advancemen: of the
ists, while pulling in a plea for the restora- cause of Christ.
For these the Sabbath
The subject
has
seldom, if ever, beeu
brought to the notice of many of them. tion of Bonapartism.——The English ex- school is a remedy, by the wise use of which.
Aud who shall do this work and give them ploring steamer Pandora has returned to they may be, toa great extent, removed and
t heeded light if not our ministers now London from her Arctic voyage. She went prevented from extending their influence.
“1 shall mention but two reasons why
in
the pulpits? The Society’ss agent. can as fur as King William’s Land, navigating
n
, personally, more than a hundred an unknown sea and encountering delicious the Sunday school is adspted, in the nature
churches in a year. Who shall bring this weather. Pack ice prevented a voyage of things, to do this. It works chiefly upon
the minds of the young, sowing its seed in
cause before the other fourteen hundred, if further north than Rouquette Island.
the unoccupied soil, during the sprinz-time
not their pastors? Who shall take hold of
of life. We greatly mistake by waiting for
this work of perpetuating the ministry,
The Anniversaries.
our children to come to years of discretion
with both hands and all the heart, if not
eet
The
before we try to lead them to Christ.
the ministry now existing? It is practi(Continued from Jast week.)
feet.
little
for
snares
his
spreads
adversary
cally for the ministry we now have to say
THURSDAY FORENOON.
When our teachers realize their power,
whether they will have any successors.
The
morning
prayer meeting was held early conversions will become the tule
Let all of our pastors once feel the imporfrom nine to ten o'clock.
It was con- rather than the exception.
tance of this subject, that the increase of
ducted by Rey. R. L. Howard.
The
our winistry is dependent
de
upon the success
¢ Again, the Sunday school uscz Bible
time was well occupied, and a good season truths. Other things may be brought in as
of this effort to aid those who desire to enwas enjoyed. The ladies took a prominent aids, but this is the chiet instrumentality.
ter it, that the fature of the denomination part.
By it, the great victories of the church have
is equally dependent @ipon the number and
' SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION.
been won in all ages. By it, the world’s
strength of its ministry, and let them
The anniversary of this organization took great evangelists are to-day carrying forpresent this cause fairly to their churches,
giving them, as far as possible, an inside place at 10.30 o'clock. The Union had pre- ward the work in which they are so sucview of the necessities and struggles of viously held a business meeting, electing cessful. By it the kingdom of our Lord is
the young men, and the churches will, with the old board of officers, with a few changes, to be set up on earth. To the teaching of
one accord, send up a response that will and inaugurating measures for the general this Word let us apply ourselves diligently
gladden the hearts of those now in the welfare. Dr. R. P. Perry, the President, and faithfully, and hindering influences shall
The devotional exercises were yield to the power of.the truth, and the
schools, and induce many more to enter presided.
conducted by Rey. J. L. Phillips. E. W. Master's work go forward gloriously.”
them who are prevented by lack of means
Page, Esq., the Corresponding Sceretary,
alone.
E. W. Page made some stirring remarks,
The next appropriation to the students presented his annual veport. This opened urging the teachers as they come before
with a pertinent and appropriate reference their classes to have something to teach. It
will be due them about the middle of November prox. Applications for aid are in- to the organizaticn of the Union, and the is not sufficient that we simply ask the quescreasingin number, for which let us all “work performed during its earlier years. A tions in the question book or on the lesson
thank God and take courage. Not only is glowing tribute was paid to the chaiacter of paper. It is not enough that we use the
the number in the Colleges and Theological the earlier workers, A great change has helps at our command, or those (urnished in
come in the methods employed, but whether the Star and other publications, but we
schools larger this term than usual, but new
.
.
of
ones are coming in from New Hampton and these changes are for the better or worse, is should go to the great Helper. We must
The introduction have the matter in us, and then we can imPittsfield, and other places, so that the de- an important question.
Refer- part it. Let us in all respects feel the immand for aid is largely in excess of the of lesson papers was commended.
ence
was
made,
to
the
difficulty
of
obtaining
means at the disposal of the disbursing
portance of our work.
;
Owing to this difficulty, the stacommittee.
We can not, we must not, we statistics.
Rev.
J
L.
Phillips
followed.
There is
will not, cut shorter these appropriations. tistics were quite meager. Returns have no work to whick we can make this Sunday
Ta do so would drive some of our students been received from only about one-sixth of school work second. There is one point,
out of "their course of study. There ave the whole number of schools in the denom- said the speaker, which I wish to-urge, that
those now at Lewiston who could not re- ination, It appears that there are in 211
is that we may labor to bring these children
main another term, Shall these young .schools, 17,228 scholars, and 1,445 teachers ;
under
our care to Christ. Oh, that God
men be compelled to leave their course of 2,181 of these scholars, and 1,003 of the would inspire us in our work, The chii~
In 101
study half completed for want of a little teachers, are church members.
dren must be saved, or all our efforts are 4
timely aid? There is yet time for helpful schools there huve been 633 conversions, failure,
action in this matter. Collections taken on Forty-eight schools have contributed $1,154
These addresses wére warm and earnest,
the first Sunday in November can be for- for benevolent purposes, To sustain'schools,
and
seemed to strike the key note.
there
have
been
raised
$4,666.
The
report
warded to me at Lewiston in season to
reach the young men before the close of closed with the expression of a hope that - At the close of the meeting, efforts were
the present term. Shall we not have a some measures might he devised to secure made to secure pledges for the benefit of
the Sabbath school cause. These came in
general
movement ‘in (his direction all a larger number of reports in the future.
very briskly. Some fifty dollars were seRev.
G.
C.
Waterman
was
then
introalong our line on that day?’ Let it be the
inauguration day of a system of regular duced, and proceeded to address the Union cured, The Union then adjourned.
quarterly collections throughout our ranks substantially as follows:
(Continued on fourth page.)
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The man whe seeks to do what is agreeable

to Jesus, keeps

NOTES

AND

* QUESTIONS

it, we

in

stand

we

but

gervants

are not

AND

FOES

OF

as described so truthfully by the

wonderful

John

them into his conusels as a master did not
do ‘with slates, but as friend does with
friend. ' (4) We need not Jay special s{ress

15:11—19.

GorpeN Text AY Whosoever, therefore,
will be a friend of the world is the enemy of God.” "James 4:4.

from that hour.

preceding chapter is meant.

He wishes them

to notice

their happiness,

desired

and made known unto you" are found in the
past teachings of Jesus, and are, in a word,

his gospel j said to be “heard of his Father”
because

will bring

in them.

Thus

ed” simply

secutions, their

apostleship

to

their

~~

was that Jesus went to *‘ prepare a
for them” in heaven; that he would

and

take

them

place
come

them to it; that he would

the Comforter;

win converts, and plant

give

recalled, also, both

that they should be,in

mankind,

| and be filled
God.
-t

send

with the

souls to heaven,

unspeakable

love of

said for the joy of those also who

(5) As a matter of fact, the disciples did
thus become filled with joy. They, in the
midst of all affliction and troubles, were
able to rejoice, and ‘“ glory in tribulation.”
12. + This is my commandment, that ye
love one another as I have loved you.” (1)
occasion

Luke 22:24.
event,

‘of this

The

however,

commandment,

future
made

church has suffered

more

it

than

that

necessary.

The

irretrievably

lating this law.

see

Disciples

from yio-

dishearien

them, and

they

became

an

easy prey to

does not lead men im-

mediately to Despair, for we have indica-

them to
Jpeot of
pi
ye know
you. If

with

to

Now, this genius

human

pature appears in this anticipation of the
way his apostles would be treated. The
doctrines of the Sayiour are not loved by a
world devoted to present gratification. (2)
By the world is meant the temper of ungodly and fleshly minds that give tone to sociely. (8) Disciples are of a different temper; they aim at holiness and cheerfulness ;
they teach pure, self-denying, elevating,
doctrine;
philanthropic and devotional
they call men to Christ, as the type of manhood to be desired, and as the Saviour of
sinners. Not so run the aims and sins of

should “believe on me through their word.”

The

is

it is so impor-

Jesus

of

acquaintance

The

brethren

overthrown,
his master.

its own; but because ye are not of the
world, but I have chosen you out of the
world, therefore the world hateth you.” (1)

the low place
of selfish ambition, and grasping the rare wealth of these words, they
would be full of joy. (4) We see how
adapted to this end were the precious truths
. of Je:zus, but remember tha: these things

to complete

spread across their way webs fine as gossamer, but strong ‘as steel, till, wearied and

ve were of the world, the world would love

Surely, with their minds lifted above

were

because

tant, and because he wishes
see that love to each other is
friendship for him.
48, 19. “If the world hate you,
that it hated me hefore it hated

his absence, guided and taught of the Holy
Spirit ; that theyyabiding in bis doctrine and
prosecuting his business, should bear much
fruit, bless

of their

see that

churches,

This, command

another.”

one

ye love

anxious

threatened Christian and Hopeful, he should
have stood upon the King’s highway and
scoffed at the pilgrims passing by; or he
would have made plainly audible the groans

called up by the prophécy of their fruitfalness. It is the same as if he said, ‘When
tnd
ye become apostles of my redemption,

promised rewards in the kingdom, postponed
and spiritualized. Their comfort, their joy

been

Then, while the Giant Despair taunted and

Sabbath

the
a

for

preparing
:

of

Bunyan

his picture, he would have given us another

17. “These things I command you, that
ye love one another.” This command was

per-

men,

but his * field is the world,”

to the planting member of the family ; he should have been
(4) The fruit of an adopted son, and his veal father should
It is on have been some unregeaerate Little ‘Faith.

Wain.” “The reference is

con-

privations and

Had

of his cause in the world.
the apostles has not been lost.
every side of us. - It appears in this very

was from the withdrawal of Jesus, his death

coming

his

disciples are

creed, is

thus

a

addressed:

dren, love one another.”

tions enough of his presence and his influence to make us quite independent of any
biographer; his mode of acting is very genteel ; I verily believe he would blush at the
very mention of force; in fact, he makes an
especial boast of his superiority to all such
things. He lulls you to sleep when you are
weary, like a gentle nurse, and then, like a
vampire, sucks your blood; he proposes to
give you a tonic, like a good physician, and
carefully avoids all boisterousness in the glee
with which he watches it rob your brain of
its acuteness and your nerve of its power.

all

makes this

The Giant Despair, when

he comes to seize

you, finds only a dead body.
need of watching now, nor

There

is no

threats, for

the

key of promise has been stolen, and the vietim can only die once.
Let ns cast aside the allegory and speak
without a figure. 7he twelve men sent to
spy out the land that lay like a fair sanctuary just beyond the sight of the wandering

tices that fell in with the vices of the world

his command, not merely his counsel.
His
mind, as he uttered it, swepi through all
their hearts, and through all coming history.of his people, and so through these times
of many seets. (2) ** As I have loved you”
are words that both tell the kind of love
disciples are to have for each other and also
how that love should be exercised.
(a) In
kind,the love of Jesus

(5) The
would greet them.
welcomes
world hated the apostles because they hated

him who, not of the world, nor teaching
things agreeable to the evil of the world,

had cailed these men to go forth everywhere
in contact

was pure, unselfish,

love

should be our love for other disciples. (4)
The way Jesus loved was by being patient
with their ignorance, forbearing with their
stupidity and hardness of heart; endeavoring to encourage rather than to condemn ; to

welcome,
not (o repel ; to accept sincerity in
place of perfection, and to pass by even erroneous motives that left them still devoted
to him and willing to~ grow up to abetter
knowledge of his will. Jesus loved them as
he

was ; and herein we can well copy him,loving as he has loved us.
18. “Greater iove bath no man than this,

that a man Jay down his life for his friends.”
Love, when ready to make this sacrifice, is

at its hight.

sus had for the world, for the twelve,

Can

is friendliness to God,

he

most

wants

saspeaded

it,

from

Christian

boy “shoulil be

being thought
by his bravado, no dread of
a coward by bis penitence.” It 1s added,
“that when prayerful interest has followed

er love was never expressed than his; how

does it affect us?

the suspension of a

14, 156. *“Ye are my friends,it ye do whatyou.

of the

and where there will be no applause to win

and the shame of the cross, Greatmaduess

mand

them

followed to his home by the superintendent
and hy the teacher, where an opportunity
may be afforded of quiet converse with him,
removed from the sceneof his evil behavior,

away

from his table? The love of Jesus was
veady to defy the agony and the derision, the

Henceforth
T call

you not servants, for the servant knoweth
notwhat
I
Se EE

world,

counsel. The

‘any who receives it from his fellowship, or

soeyer I co

of the

when

It is the kind of love that Je-

you conceive of such love thrusting

a

lead

of the twelve had

seen

the

then

our view of things

look on different sides of

subject,

antumn

leaves

along

the

shore.

It could

not be that Sinai was forgotten, with the
mighty warvels of its cloud and thunder,
yet the spirit of distrast had won, in spite
of ‘all this, an entrance to the soul of ten of

them, and sapped the sources of fidelity and

courage.

Tén men—how like a miracle it

Canaan.
Ten men drove six hundred thousand fighting men far away into the desert,

and kept them there for forty years, till all
were

dead

but

two.

Ten

men,

without a

and many of our differences are
character, There are differences of
with reference both to temporal
spiritual things; and'it is very
whether it will ever be ‘otherwise,

days.

used in the

planting

of churches,

from Vermont.

a place

s Lord doeth ; but I have called

scholar, dismissal

sel-

dom has.”

It is a great mistake

(0 advise Sunday

school teachersto use as many illustrations

as they can. ' An fllustration is of value in curable, even by God bhimselt, The uubethe Sunday school only as it makes on im. lieving is the one to whom is promised
portant (rath clear and attractive to the nothing, not even a remedy.
A battered
‘scholars. When the truth is made thus bark, drifted by submarine currents through
tive, further illustrations on
at, | clear and
Many the measureless ice-floes of the northern
that point are quite out of place,

¢ to please the Saviour—the

‘BY W. H.
———

Loos
This is an important subject, and one
which has attracted much attention, and
continues to do so. But we think it is very

and therefore pro-

to remove some

with

reference to it, and in a subsequent one to
indicate what is necessary to real Christian

-so

teachers use illustrations #o freely that sea, and with a frozen crew, is-notmore
their scholars forget what is illustrated. helpless and hopeless than a church without
The truth, not its illustrations, should be a living faith in God. Unless the promises
made most prorainent.

to differ from
be said to the

fact

they

er

have

who dare

them. And whatever may
contrary, it is n well known

that they continue
the

to do this” wherev-

opportunity,

But

|

He was married in 1850 in Geneva, O.,
to Miss Elizabeth M. Crawford.
He was

converted at the age of 11 years and soon
united with the Freewill Baptist church,
and wasordained to the .niinistry

is practicable,
show

ued there four years.

they

been granted leave of absence at
request for one year, with the hope
health might be regained.
Daursummer vacation, he went to New

having
his own
that his
ing the

England for a change of climate] and
wrote home cheering letters in regard to his
improvement in health.

He

was ‘hot only

but others who

conscious of it himself,

he did,

as

knew him well felt as confident

but a sudden cold, taken by unusual expos-

ure one day on the beach, brought on fever

and dysentery which terminated

fatally in

but
about a week. His wifé’ was telegraphed,
did not reach Saco until ‘after his death.

His funera’ was attendad on Sunday, P. M.,

at Storer St. chureh, in Saco, Maine. Rev.
Theodore Stevens preached the sermon,
and Rev. I. D. Stewart gave a brief bio-

araphical sketch of his life. Several other
micisters were present and took part in the

exercises, and not only were the good pec-

pie of Sacothoughitul in regard (o the comand

comtesies,

jublié

knowing

but,

at-

natarally

must

that

(be circumstances

[tend one who wat folf-eduerted and selfs

Onward.
BYH.I

Phi-

losophy, where he continued until his death,

won

Dt

came to Hills-

the Chair of Mathematics and Natural

towards

tending

we are

~ He

dale in 1856 and eutercd upon the duties of

the signs of the

that

and

that

1857.

of 18 years, having taught several select
schools before his graduation. He was connected with the seminary at Geauga,0., for
six months. He then took ‘charge of Kingsville academy, in' Ohio, in 1850,a0d contin™®

should despair of its ever heing nceomplishBut we believe, on the proper basis, it
ed.
times
it.

in

He commenced. teaching) at, the early age

made, and whose life had beeit spent in our
first-born institution of learning, they pro‘vided the means necessary to defray the ex-

M.

@ Oe

The sweet, pleasant summer has passed
rapidly onward to the end. Not many but
will speak of “beautiful things cdnnecied

penses of his sickness

thing

a

and® burial,

for which the family and friends will never
with the departed season, of that which cease to be grateful.
brought joy to the eye and peace to the
He leaves a wife and four children—{wo
Not many bat will remember some sons and two daugbters—there never bavheart.
happy days, some lovely scenes in life, ing been a death in the family beige.
treasures which memory will hoard, as a While the sympathy for them at the fuveral, so far from home, was suid to be deep
precious jewel,to the end.
for

thew

The early flowers arc all gone, or droop.
ing graceful heads in a strong sunlight and
brighter ones are taking their places. Trees
are changing the pleasant gréea for radiant
colors, and the last days will pass to make

and sincere, it is none the less so

seeths passing far more rapidly than the
temporal. * The spring-time has been gone

given continuously to real, earnest and ex-

by all who know them.
Such a life. as Prof.
more

than a passing

Fowler's deserves

notice.

Not

he a devoted husband, a kind

only was

father and a

valued citizen, but a good and true mun evroom for Autumn, decked in brilliant robes,
A ery way—a man of more than ordinary ento come in and fill the vacant throne.
And the
Summer of Life, with us it ergy and consecration to a life work—being

many

Winter

years,

the

will come

Autumn

is

lest the

coming,

first

the

golden

bowl become broken and that earthly tenement, once strong, active, beautiful. hath
met its long repose.
Ah me ! the aged and
the little child rest side by side, the grand
oak or the tender

shrub

the

are cut down,

foll:blown rose or the frail bud alike wither and pass to know their places no more.
will

never

fade,

Not only were twenty
haustive service.
years given to teaching in a prominent and
important department of the institution
where, without exaggeration, it may be
said that he made an iapression upon thousands, but be it said to his honor that he was
the instrument in putting a net of more

funds of

vhah $20,000 into the permanent
the college.

Thus shall the large numbers

towho have been under his instruction,
gether with those who shall be blessed as a

result of his efforts to give permanent being
the Rock of Ages may not be broken.
Death or Life! Why is it the word death to the institution, enjoy the benefits of his
a chill to the human heart,—a de- labors during all the coming ages of the
brings
sire to flee from the dark shadows and world's history. Casting his lot in with the
to grasp brighter things ? One has gone college in its struggling infancy, ata time
before who hath conquered all the powers when its ‘very existence depended upon
of its servants, it can be
of darkness; who hath swallowed death the sacrifice ally
said that his life was in a
most emphatic
in-victory.
given for the cause of Christiau
| ‘But Life is glorious, = Not that life, the good degree
No mention of Prof. Fowler's
education.
feeble threads of which are so easily snap- ‘life conld be just without stating that as he .
ped asunder. I surely do not mean that; regarded order to be the ficst and essential
thing, he was always both theoretically and
but that blessed immortality, given of God, practically true and heroic in the governdeath or

able 10 overcome

the powers

of

or watch, we learn the time of day.

Ii

the’

internal machinery is in order, the hands
point the correct hour; but any disarrangcment, however slight, affects these

faithful

indices, and the whole dial-plate is useless

have not succeededin these efforts; There until the inner works ave repaired.
are divigions inside the Roman Catholic | Our daily lives are the dial-plates of our
enclosure, to say nothing of the large num- secrct thoughts and motives. - If these are
|

Fi

and, graduated at’ Union College in 1849.

that

evil, to pass through the vale and claim a
share in bright, eternal joys beyond.

union.

of pains and papalties on those

wumeri-

Of his early history, we can say that his
attainments were such as to attract more
than ordinary attention, and he attributed

Unanimity of opinion is not necessary
to Christian union. We have often been
now
passed,
has
The last Summer,
amused when reading or hearing statements scattered many little seeds which, as the
on this subject. A large number of Episco- wheels of time shall roll round and usher
potheses
palians, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, in the Summer of another year way bring
Such, I imagine,
thing usual or unusual.
Methodists, Baptists, and F. Baptists, have
Tous in the
was the state of the townsmen of Christ, the opinion that if others will only give up forth many beautiful flowers.
litle seeds
whose unbelief prevented the working of their own opinions, which are of course | summer of our tading lives. The
of
kindness,
it
may
be
wearily
sown,
will
miracles among them.
Such is the prewhich are of
wrong, and- adopt theirs,
surely
bring
forth
Iruit,
possibly
in
a
comprofessed
the
of
many
in
dominant spirit
course right, then there will be a fair foun- ing generation, but richer and more beaufollowers of him,—a spirit whieh, in perfor a Christian union. And many tiful than that of the coming Autumn,
dation
meating the church, bas robbed it most in- of them believe that in the good time comgloriously of its birthright.
ing, at the Millennium, this blessed. union
There is no weapon with which Satan will prevail. Roman Catholics go furtber
Dial-Plates.
strikes at the church, so deadly as this, and in this direction. They
have.sought to
"BY M. E. DEAN.
50 tenacious.
You can not break its force,
;
.
rr —
.
procare union of this character by the reBy means of the” dial-plate an the cloek
and the wound it makes seems scarcely pression of thought, and by the infliction

forall things that I bave heard

stween
the soul and Jesus
basisis desire on the part

Union.

which are current

His faformerly

Prof. Fowler was

children,

and those who have hot this opportunity

Bat the Rose of Sharon

of the mistakes

¢

cally the fifth child in a family of thirteen

church services of their own denomination,

Warren, Ill.

pose in this paper to seek

h

Durgin,

in the town of Groveland, N.Y.
ther, Rev. Josiah Fowler, was

of ‘this
opinion
and to
doubtful
at least

one shal not injure another; persons who
have the means of conveyance should be

bediment of his love, Thus you give only
pain, and receive nothing but disappointment in retarn.

mich misunderstood,

J

The abolition of denominational lines is
not necessary “to Christian union. We
readily admit there are too many small his ultimate success largely to the encourchurches of diferent denominations located" agement of a lady from Oberlin, Ohio, who
stimulated
him with a faith that he could
in the immediate vicinity of each othey.
But the remedy for this is not tothe found work his way through so as to complete a
in all the Christians in a small village join- Peollege course. So, without aid beyond the
ing together in one church without refer- gift ota single dollar, we find him strugence to their denominational peculiarities. gling through, until he spent two years at
This would tend to discord rather thao Hamilton College, one year at Yale, where
A wise discrimination should be he distinguished himself jv mathematics,
union

produces no such fruit as you might plant.
Lay them away in the bosom of your Father
in heaven.
He will transform them for you
till your senses will wonder at the glad retarn.. It is true, it is not wrong to go, for
sympathy and encouragement in doubt and
anxiety, to those who are stronger than you.
Ge, by all means, and with the utmost freedom and frankness, Then you will give
real joy to any true heart who loves his
Master; for nothing i$ so sweel as to help
some one find rest in Christ. But do not

—yr

i |

Prof. Fowler was born February 1, 1825,

in this world.

where you ean plant them ; though that soil

Christian

di

died at the residence of Obadiah

with reference to a shield
which had both a silver and a brazen side,

August, but the ardent sun could not recall
the life to the flowers, and the harvest still
vnripened.
Many a man stood in hopeless
dismay that morning, for the promise of his
labor was gone forever. And, my friend,
that one Lreath of the north wind had destroyed the good of a hundred summer
days. And so you may do; aye, so you
will do, if you scatter the seeds of your

miracles’of

—t

[We have received a rather late biographical
sketch of this lamented brother, which we pre-

in Saco, Maine, on Saturday morning,Aug.
28, 1875, aged 50 years, 6 months and 27

him the cur-

I know

:

Rev. Spencer J. Fowler.

circumstances
and

piano-

or

Hence, differences of

the same

wind had just breathed on the field and the
wood, only once, and that was all. [It was

doubts and your fears.

clock or

opinion ave natur#ly even between those
whose views are right, as far as they go.
We have all heard of the dispute between

And

is limited, and we

tains of the wight, and when he threw them
back in the early morning, the broad, green
earth was sowed with white.
The ncrih

sword, slew the wives of all that number,
every one! Talk of the victory of Gideon
and his three hundred over the hosts of the
What do you think of the vic- |
Midianites!
fifth,
the
in
shown
is
this
do
can
they
of distrust with only ten
spirit
the
of
‘tory
seventh, and sixteenth verses of this chapover
the
anointed
hosts of Israel?
ter.
This spirit works” insidiously and incesa
TROUBLESOME Boys. At interesting dis- santly. The Genius of Doubting Castleis
Does some one sugcussion of the best methods with *‘troub le- well nigh ubiquitous.
some boys” in the Sanday school has had a gest especial work to win some sinner,
lace ing The Sunday School Chronicle, of some one else suggests that it is folly to
In an editorial review of the subondon.
If you speak of
jeet, that paper concludes that while loving attempt impossibilities.
words and mild measures ‘and patient for- the promises, he smiles an incredulous smile.
pearance are commouly effective in sub- Do you' urge the necessity of imporlunate
duing such scholars, there are instances
he ‘doubts if any one can change
where a suspension of the boy from the prayer,
of the Almighty, although prayer
mind
the
privileges of the school is demanded by
justice
both to himself and the othéf schol- is an excellent exercise.” Manifest answers
are, who are hindered in all their class work to prayer lose their influence upon such
by his misdemeanors. ‘‘ Suspension is not. a wind, from the fuct that innumerable
hydismissal, nor is it casting him off, at a time
sre at hand to account for every-

ry that he had showed, and yet would show
to them.
This in kind, if not in degree,

as

untuned

disordered

sent below.~ED,]
0
i
Rev. Spencer J. Fowler, A. M,, who was
go long connected with Hillsdale College,

by othérs,

It was his summer couch.

In lordly state he drew around

Egypt, the crossing of the Red Sea, and the
bodies of their foes drifted like scattered

though it excites the enmity of the world.
The “world” that hates Jesus is the world
that disciples must convert to Jesus. How

it was the love of Gethsemane and of Calva-

were

tell

in antagonism to the wickedness of the
world, The love of the spirit of the world
is enmity to God,but pitying,seli-sacrificing

It was tender love; it was overflowing love;

because they

the

forte,

it in a direction different from that pursued

cavil¢ and assert again and again your nnof Jesus by his selection, but because seems !—did what the power of Pharaoh belief; for the Lord whom you distrust is
could not do, nor all the giant brood of
they were, by relation to Christ, to be put
the center of his hope and the sweet em-

before him ; it humbled itself to them, washed their feet, became poor for them,prayed,
taught, performed miracles for their sakes.

were, not

with men, and

purity, benevolence and salvation of Jesus.
(6) Jesus does not mean that the twelve
would be envied because they were honored

seeking not its own but them, self-saerificing, and ready to give any proof of Xs sincerity. IL sought nmot-first their obeisance

they

slight

will affect our course of thought,

which the Holy Ghost has

an-emerald sea.

their eyes saw the same things, and the report which they brought back was essentially the same. Had they told nQumore,
there had been no sin, and the long wahJesus goes further ip his thought ;
world.
dering
in the desert had been saved. Each
.pracif his disciples brought docfrine and

‘* Little chil-

Jesus

so

or cor-

to mankind as

should Le willing io attend the services of
to rob him of his character of a child of another evangelical
denomination, even
God? Far betier is it to be hig infant than with some loss of privileges, rather than
the sage of another. And wid would not weaken the cause of Christ by planting a
rather have the millstone hazed about his church of their own denomination in their
neek than to rob our brother of his faith, immediate vicinity.
even though the sea were a thousand times
We are told that this dividing up indeeper? Then, my brother, if you have a to denominations is wrong,
and that
doubt, do not propagate it. It will bring there ought to be nothing of the kind. But
you a very sad and a very abundant har- it is a singular fact that all attempts to devest; sad, indeed, as itis abundant.
You
stroy denominational differences haye only
may cavil with your minister and send him increased the number of them.
hrisThe
gad and mourning to his'work, when his tiuns, the Disciples, the Irvingites, the
burden was all that he could bear; and all Brethren, and others, unite in condemning
who listen to him or labor with him will be the sects, but they have each added one to
the losers. . Onc word or two may meet a the number of them. These different seets
young Christiair going on his way rejoicing have their own peculiar views, and hold
and change bis heart to stone and his step them as distzoctly and as strongly as others
to weariness,
It is true, in no other way
Those who claim that there
hold theirs,
can you have so much power; but what a should be no written creed other than the
power! Did you ever brush the bloom from Bible, have an unwritten creed, which, in
a peach and then {ry1o restore it? Why, many respects, is as definite ns if it were
my frignd, the skill of the chemist, with all written; and many of these persons .are
the wonders of his alchemy, can not do it! very tenacious, not to say bigoted, wiih
Would you know the power of a little coidreference to their own peculiar views.
ness? The sun set one evening in purple
If we believed that either unanimity of
splendor; sinking far away on the limitless
opinion, or the abolition of denominations,
prairie, planging like a heated bather into was necessary fo Chrissiun union, we

church of Israel, traveled all together. in
the world. Hence the opposition that the
their
cireunit through the promised land;
gospel meets, (4) Jesus declares that if his

of Jesus must

disciple, and

have

straight course,

He may do it ignorantly, and then he is the

love cach other more than their peculiar |
truth was worldly, politically worldly, and
sectaviea standards.
A theory, a dogma is
his apostles heralds of a political movenot a disciple; but a man loving Jesus,
ment, they would be welcomed by the
whatever

We

necessarily.

rupt, it will be as evident

of the sun may be easily turned from a

verified. No promises are so free and so
all-renching, so completely adapted to every
phase of human longing, as those which, in
the simplicity of his greatness, God bas

the Avabian Knights from the smoke, or
from the ground like an exhalation; and,

what they were called is to be noticed; lo
work, and to bear fruit that should ‘‘re-

stant rejoicing, * these things” of Jesus’ inexercise
struction will seciire. The sorrow they feel | school.
at hand, their

the atmosphere

To hole as easily as through an open door.

(3)

Testament.

New

the

through

sight of the continued reform and growth
in grace of that sinner. Jesus,by his true disciple who heeds the words of his Master, is
made glad. (3) The joy of the disciples,
in a state of

«

freedom of thought.
Bit we are not infallible. Just as the rays
use.

lives must

correspond ; butif they ave selfish

God has given us minds which we are

to

most unfortunate of mortals. What is it to
in other places, is here used, (2) ‘*Ordain- unlike the Giant, he passes through a key- offend one of these little ones, unless it be
means “‘appointed,” here,and all

there is joy on high at

their full joy, their hearts

excels in physi-

has no premises of his own, and Diffidence
is not his wife;

pure and holy, our

young wife in the lové and faithfulness of the * knights

become when

cal force; he can not drag you bodily into
the dungeon and lock you up to starve, he

The same word for “‘chiosen,” as for “elect”

sinner that repenteth, move than over ninety and nine just persons that need no repent-

LIRA

cels in celerity as the Giant

ions which ex-

th it .efforts to the

and he never counts himself a trespasser
to men: Who, then, would willingly
of their friendship for Christ, by showing wherever he may be. He arises like that of given
break the hold of his fellows upon them ? willing to go a few miles to attend the
act.
their
from
not
him,
from
sprang
it
that

we see that not only is there joy ‘* over one

ance,” but that also

nor speak of

go and bring forth fruit, and that your fruit
should remain ; that whatsoever ye shall ask
of the Father in my name, he may give it
you.” (1) The first statement refers to the
calling of the twelve to be bis apostles. It
corrects any tendency to pride on account

faith, steadfastness and

good works, would rejoice

did net come

16. * Ye have not chosen me, but I have
chosen you and ordained you,that ye should

hem joy in place of sadness. Surely, more
hearts have been gladdened by these spok-.
en truths of Jesus than by all the ulterances of umcbristian lips. (2) The *‘ joy” of
Jesus derived from their fidelity is meant
by ‘‘ that my joy might remain in you.”
He, beholding their

Jesus

himself, but as the Father sent him.

To attend to his

consoling and cheering remarks

rather to mean

them. (6) The things **heard of my Father

and that the sorrow his words occasioned
was pot what he sought.

He seems

denomin

—
—

contrary.

the husband—who could do it and not be
conscious of having earned the execrations
which is the first-born of experience and of humanity? To rob a lover of Christ.of
love ; but Giant Despair storms and raves; his unquestioning faith is hitterer still. No
he crushes out all hope in his victims by human being fills the whole of the world of
A trust in God may render largely
simple ponderousness; you feel that he is being.
made ap of veritable blood, and flesh and innocuous distrust of all men; but distrust
bones, with more flesh than blood, and of God will take the sweetness out of humore bones than both; if the pilgrims once man faith and human love, and leave un
get out of the reach of his long arms, he, empty world, so barren and so dead that
has no power to pursue them; he is taken hope itself becomes a shadow instead of a
with one of his fits, forsooth, and before he substance. Nothing in the world furnishes
comes out of it the captives are out of his such healthful food for mind and heart as.
the Word of God. No atmosphere is life
dominions, safe in the king's highway.
Now this Genius of Doubting Castle ex- and energy, strength and sweetness, like

that they should ocoupy the place of fiiends
henceforth. (5) Here consides their apostolic life, for proof that Jesus did so regard

things” the discourse of Jesus in thisand the
he

is as life-like as it

as all things

ber of Christian

’
inthe human heart?
A sweet and tender enthusiasm is a holy
thing, be it in any department of life, or
work.
Who would destroy the trust of the

on ** henceforth,” or ‘*herenfier,” as though touched by that pen, and the Christian pilJesus would always use the term * friends” grim finds in it a stream of that pathos

Notes and Hints.
11. “These things have I spoken unto you
that my joy might remain in you, and that
your joy might be full.” (1) By these

that

story of Doubting Castle

is inimitable,

ee mm—

ist, notwithstanding
all

What limit, then, can be placed to his work

less prisoners in the dungeon, make up the
personality of this demon of distrust. The

taken

had

He

from God.

revelations

es,

i Sane

SRN

ulous as that of Paul. It required no more
power to convert him, my friends, than it
did you,if so be you -are a child of God.

Qn

To the dreamer, nor both together, in their plotting
confidence shown
and planning for the destruction of the haptwelve, Jesus had given doctrines, promis-

JESUS.

PG

beta miracle, then every one who bas been
born again has had an experience as mirac-

to his disciples.

FRIENDS
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| buman’ power and unaccountable in any
light except the direct agency of the Deity
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If anything beyond

have no redemption.

Genius of Doubting Castle.
1

4
hs

of God be true, to the working of even
marvelous things, our faith is vai; and we

Not Giant Despair, nor Diffidence his wife,

friends of Jesus. (3) The proof that Jesus
calls not to servitude but to friendship is his

see Lesson Papers.)

{For Questions

and thus

his commands,

shows himeelf ready for ‘friendship with Je- The
sus. That alliance must stand on this ground.
Jesus died to bring us to this state, and if :
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agreeable to him, his commands
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ment of the institution.

Besides carrying

was, for, seventeen years,

a trustee, and

his share of the responsibility in the general work of the teaching department,he
for

much of the time, a member of the prudential committee.
At the college Chapel, one morning, as
the faculty and students looked upon his
vacant chair diaped in deep mourning as

evidence of the loss they had sustained, and

yet decorated witli rich and elaborate bouof elysiap
quets of flowers emblematic
realms, Prof. Butler very justly remarked
that no words of his were adequate to exress his own ideas, and could only adopt
where it said: ** Blessed are
aspiration

the dead which die in the Lord

from hence-

forth ; yea, saith the Spirit, thut they may
rest from their labors, and their works do
bi
fol’ow them. i: iianics gland

Ofientimes, extravagant eulogigs are pronounced upon departed friends, but those

vho knew Prof. Fowler as an earnest solicitor tor the coli ge, as a devoted teacher, as

a gospel winister, and remember that from
1850 to 1875—a quarter

of a century—he

unceasingly labored for the benefit of oth-

ers, will unite in declaring that ** He bath
done what he could,”—and, with Pres. Dur-

gin, agree that his life was his best and tru-
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of $4,744.97.

o'clock,

From this $1,744.97 have been

loanedto meet the current expenses of the
others, in the vestry of the church.
She Sobiety’ during the past and previous years.
The Corresponding Secretary then made
gave a somewhat minute and highly interesting account of her Jife in India, the trials his annual report. He commenced by vewith which she had to contend, and the ferring to the origin and work of the Sociblessings which attended her. She depict- ety. Its growth has beens much greater
ed some of the habits of women in. India, than its founders anticipated. They did pot
their manner of living, and the ornaments dream of the great West and the opening
which they wear. The address was full of fields of the South. Though the Society
valiable and pertinent suggestions, caleu- has never been large, norits work extensive, yet we have the assurance that oar
lated not only to interest but to inspire.
The'Society convened lor its anniversary labors have not been in vain. In the lanof the sainted Day, * If we have
in the andience room, at 2.30 o'clock.
The guage
President, Mrs. Burlingame, presided. Pray- changed the world’s position but an inch, it
er was offered by President Durgin.
The is somethingto have left it by the length of
The
Home Secretary, Miss L. A. De Meritte, three barley-corns neaver to heaven.”
past
year
has
been
one
of
severe
trials
to
read her annual report. There was included in this the reports from five district sec- all missionary societies. The severe finanretaties, including those of the Yearly Meet cial troubles of the times have wy inflaings in Maine, New Hampshire and Rhode ence to deplete their Treasuries. In this our
Island. Reports have been received from Society affords mo exception. The apporseveral auxiliary societies.
The report tionments made to many needy and worthy
closed with hopeful words in view of the churches; both in, New England and the
West, have not been paid for the want of
sitnation.
]
funds,
The Board deeply regret that the
Extracts from the report of the Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. J. A. Lowell, were receipts have not been sufficiently large to
read by the President. This gave a very do this.

Nirs. J. L. Phillips

¢

Nic

The disbursements
have
equaled that
amount. The Society bas a permanent fund

OE,

AFTERNOON.—THE WOMAN'S MISS. SOCIETY.
On

rx

strength of supérstition

$1,300.

in India

fallen. - Who will rise up to take their places?

The

The person

baptized, and

Master.

So

is

has

now at

it been in

other cases.

-

Mich., and Cleveland, Ohio.
Our cause in
the West still ‘needs the fostering care of

the churches in: New England.
The missions at. Cairo and Harper's Ferry received
appropridte wiention. So also did the opening fields in Louisiana, East Tennessee, Alabama and; Texas.
;
The churches in the North, sided by the
Home Mission, réport an addition of some

200 members.
of 320.

|
self worship
The speaker here exhibited one oKher poetical books and one of |
her idols. The sequel was that this woman
for the

’

The Cairo -ddission reports

3323 members, 67 churches and an increase

was not onlyan idolater, but who was her- |

work

SUT

| havp been “largely
coucentrated. Among
those mentioned
are Chicago, Il., Jackson,

found proved to be a woman of high caste,
_ who could read in four languages, and who

found Jesus, was

im

occupied in giving an uécount of the progress and condition of the work in those
fields in hich the efforts of .the Society

zenana work is peculiarly interesting.
3. God’s special blessing upon woman's
work for women. The great famine brought
to us a large number of orphans. After I
had baptized the last one of these left to us,
she went out to work for Jesus. Coming
in one day, she said with great earnestness,
“1 bave found somebody! I have found
somebody! and I have invited her to come
and be taught by you. You can teach her

than can.”

“

The far larger, pottion of the report was

one-half of this three-fourths were widows,

so much better

start-

During the year, Rev. I. B. Tasker, for
many years a member of the Board, has
djed, aud other. 'aborers in the field have

and many of them fresh and fair. We see
many sad sights in India. T will refer to
only one of them.
T once saw a heathen
mother placing hers ¢hild of ender age in
the attitude of worship before a dumb idol.
With what feelings did 1 behold it! Tiet us
convert the women of India, the strength
of superstition in that country is broken.
2. There is just now an open door in India for women to work for the conversion
.of women.
Men can not reach them, but
wemen can. The speaker gave an interesting account of the struggles, the result
of which was the opening of this door; and
now it is opened, God bids us-enter it.

A movement algo has been

ed to raise $1,000 for the needy churches
of the North, and $600 havg been pledged.

is in Hindoo women. Years ago, my father,
wishing to Marn the number of “pilgrims
who passed in a single day in the great
highway to Juggernaut, employed parties
to count them. Strange to say, the number
wag 19,000, though the number is less now.
Three-fourths of them were women, and

*

In the Shenandoah Valley, there

The

interest

rose to a high piteh.

in

this

anniyersary | Pine St.

EVENING. —THE HOME MISSION SOCIETY.
on

The anniversary of this Society was held
Tuesday evenihg, at 7 o'clock. The

_ President, B. W. Page, Esq., occupied

and

Merrimack

St.

churches, of

this city, for their cordial invitation to meet
them, and for the public courtesy. and private hospitality with which they and other
friends have cheered our stay among them.

MoxumeNT

the

- Chair,
Prayer was offered by Rev. H.
Whitcher.
The reading of the records and
the action of the Executive Committee were
omitted. A motion was made and earried
that a committee be appointed to nominate
officers’ for the ensuing year. While this

T0 REV, G., T. DAY.

The

Committee in charge of the proposed monument at (he grave of Brother Day are anx-:

ious for its erection before winter. A’
stately granite shaft of beautifal design, cut
a year or two since

at an expense of ahont.

$700, can now be ‘purchasedat a liberal

was pending, Rev. A. H. Chase, the Cor-

discount, and

is just

what

the

committee:

responding Secretary, rose and stated that desire. About. $170 more are waated, and
he did not wish the committee to be ap- (he object of this notice is to call the attenpeinted to renominate him to the position tion of the many. friends of our ‘departed
which he then held. This he said frankly brother to théjfact, and ask them fora con-

and cheerfully, as he did not wish fo serve tribution at onee, if they care to do ‘anylonger in that capacity. The committee then thing. The. propriety of this is evident,
appointed by the chair consisted of Revs,E. and will not each one, without further de-

N. Ferpald, J. M. Brewster, G. W. Bean, lay, forward the donation to L, W, Anthony,
A. H. Morrell and A. M. Jones, Esq. ‘This 100 Weybossett St., Providence, R. 1.»

committee subsequently reported a list of
officers the same as those of last year with

Speciar.

O¥Fers.

To

introduce

the

Morning Star into families with the hope
the exception that Rev. J. 8. Burgess sucof obtaining permanent subscribers, we

‘ceeds Rev. A. H. Chase as Corresponding will send the last seven numbers of the
Secretary, and Rev. J. A. Lowell succeeds
~from Nov. 156 to the end of Dec.,—
Rev. L. B. Tasker, deceased, as Recording year,
for twenty-five cents; and this sum will
‘Secretary and member of the Ex. Commit-

y. LD. Stewart, Silas. Curtis and J.
wster

were appointed a committee

Dr. Pentecost

is not yet apparent.

That he bas actually

communion,”

lively interest

no

more

of putting Dr,

reason,

of

itsell,

Congregational

body

that there is to be any general assent to it
in the Baptist body, than there was a while

ago that the whole

was going over to Unitarianism because one

of its prominent clergymen embraced that
faith, or that all we Freewill Baptists were
on the point of becoming Congregational
ists because one or two. of our ministers
had experienced such a change.
The fact
is, there will always be ontcroppings like
these from any system of faith and doetrine.
They are as inevitable as any exception to
the action of natural or mental laws. Itis
never safe to reckon on the exceptions becoming the rule.
Mh

of latitnde.

all

hands,

and

such

These

ready familiar

when

he declares in his rhsh way

wants

that

he

WL
[4

during

the

got to

the

san

should

begin

ity of a Sunday school, on any but strictly
missionary ground.
And it is uot talk, but

work,

that-we want in this department of

Christian labor ;—not

theory, hut example,

The parent who says
to is family: “Let us
go to the Sunday school,” whatever other
Christian duty he omits; is that much warer
the kingdom than the ome who takes fo

practical interest in the work, however full
Lemay keep his mouth of a _ religious profession.

Now, friends and readers,
let us take this

matter

into our

hearts, and

keep

it warm

{ and active. We may be pardoned this faof Christ, we alone have a right to partake miliat style of address,
because we intense
of the Lord's Supper.” We have very
Jy feel that weare negleeting the work at
of that in the North, comparatively spe
| our peril. We bave not an interest bat

** baptisni-prerequisite

theory.”

being the

would be benefited

It was

by this kind of service.

And we owe it not only to ourselves, but to

this latter that formed the basis of the most
of Dr. Penlecost’s remarks, and bis method
of dealing with it may be seenby the report
which we present on our first page.
Of course there will ‘be various ways of
meeting these statemeuts by the regular

the
and
We
the
we

world, in whose Christian development
training we necessarily have a part.
leave the methods with the schools and
churches. It is chiefly for the work that
plead, Ministers, parents, all friends of

better living and stronger religious interest
Baptist body. They can not be ignored; | in thé future, let
us put our
for they come from a source that entitles hinds to this work. Be sure, we hearts and
shall find
them to altention.
They can not be ex- the children ready enough to enter into and

plained away, for they ave

[logical

answers

to actual Baptist ‘doctrines. ' Neither can |
they be treated as representing the thought
and beliefof an insignificant few, for they |
meet

too cordial'an assent,unuttered or ex-

be blessed by it.

be both honored and promoted.

:

The Institution

new

The

Bible

Department.

A. H.

—

| their dearest heritage very cheap from
to the present day. But when they
| Esau
not only

barter their own rights but violate

and trample on the rights of others, they
need not expect that their

puss unnoticed.

recklessness will

j

Pleas are put in for liberalism, for conscience-scruples and the like: we must be
very tender of the Jews, Catholics and in-

though

are American people
The tolerance !

the great fault of the

18 cxclusiveness

and

in-

Again, it is said to be a matter of no consequence.
If so, why so earnestly and per-

sistently sought,

58 Madison

Huling,

and

by

ull

8t.,

NY

ch

neighborhood

schools among” the Choctaws, and the attendance is larger than ever before known.

Two

new academies, one for boys and the

other for girls, have been

fifty pupils alveady in each.

established, with

itd

The amount expended for eleven mohtls
of the past year was $12,000.. The nation

bas a plan to select five boys and five girls

froth the more advanced schools and academies who are sent to some Institution in
the States for the completion of their education, Three are now at Booneville and

twoat Columbia, Mo.; two at Shurtleff
College, Til.; one at Washville;, one at
Abbington, Vi., and one at

Parks,

Texas.

What has been done for the Creeks and
Cherokees, and is now so successfully being done for the Chioctaws may, under proper conditions, be at least approximately
done for other tribes. .

* UNAPPRECIATER

ADVICE.

One

of the

fafirmities of the secular press most difficult of cure, seems to be a disposition to
talk wisely on religious subjects, and volunteer advice as to the best methods of con-

verting

the world.

Ministers are

kindly

instructed how, what-and when to preach;
college boards are told how to turn out
scholars by a patent process which crowds
four years’ work into two; and the members of missionary societies are gratuitously informed that they ave well-meaning old

grannies, sadly needing the editor's spectacles to discover the true relation of weans
to ends.

:

This peculiarity.
was well

illustrated at

the recent meeting of the American Board
of Missions in Chicago. One of the evening papers wisely informed the Board that
it was very foolish to spend so mach mon:
ey on the anpual weetings,
and remonstrated (io its own satisfaction), how much
better it would be to have alt’ the people
stay at howe and pay the expense money
into the treasmy!
A morninz paper, not to be outdone,
caught up the Pembroke murder, and

coupling it with the prevailing exhibitions

Manager.

Chicago,

I.

Michigan and the Mississippi is of impor- { dre and dirty

maoner

of

means? It is-asked, What do Christians ex-.
pect (o gain by having a devotional exer ise

innuendo.’

One of them we

tance to the Government; though the chief { are glad to sky is somewhat reformed of
:
argument for the work rests on the great || late.
Tn our effirts to promote “‘religion at
benefits to the indastrial interests of the | | Bome," we have encountered
in those two

country seeking cheap transportation to the | papers a deliberate and
sea-board hy way of Chicago and the Lakes.

tion to that religion which

appropriation was defeated. It is estimated that the entire extension of the canal—

ments and sug,oofs.

persistent
is

the

opposi-

fovnda-

| tion of our hopes and labors for the world.
Congress has been importuned for assist- it has {aken {be shape,
not alwaysof editoance in this work, and af the last session It | rlal leaders so much as sneering disparagereceived favorable consideration, though-an ment 42d ridicnio of religious. men, move-

65 miles—cdn

The Christian public. will be wore

be completed for less than

four millions of doNers; {lie whole of which

would be saved to the producing

interests! of them learn to at least respect Christiani-

of the people in less than four years. For
instance, the rate charged for freight to
two different points of equal distance from
Chicago on two different railroad lines
owned by the same company is 85 and 60
cents per hundred respectively. One line
competes with the canal and river, the oth-

er only with other railroads.

ty, perhaps the less advice

AND

THE

Exchange

‘¢ eaves-droppers,”

The

can,

the

example.

So

far, the secular press hereabouts has

the «Interior,

which

ring :

Shall the display go on

have

whom

it

is

the

public.

And

member, and: to'the Christian cause gener-

ally,” and adds that they ‘‘will injure his

reputation and influence, by confirming
opinions widely held. that he ‘is self-wilied
and opinionated, reckless of consequences

either

the

with

The Christian Era of course segs no
good in Dr. Pentecost’s course of doétrinal
sermons, Tt believes that they ave *‘certain
to do harm to himself,to his church; to the
denomination of which he is a nominal

advocated Sabbath-observance at the Centennial or remained silent on «the subject,
while the religious press has been emphatic
in its’ protests against desecration.
We
quote, as a specimen, the subjoined words
from

and

takes wonderfully with
that is the worst of it.

enjoying a

exhibition

brethren

x

up mews that they have no business with,
and spreading it abroad. And the most of ,
it is “gossip of the meanest kind.” But it

breaking influence because of our larger
population of this class, we feel even more
importance of right national

Quotes.

It finds them in churches, at social gatherings, ‘and almost everywhere else, picking

of Sabbath desecration, or otherwise, Being more at the mercy of German Subbath-,
than our New England”

and

a

very much dissatisfied. It says that they
are’ gossipers, meddlers with other people's
business, and very often cause to be printed
what ought never to have seen the light,

the Philadelphia Exposition shall be conducted so as to outrage the mong! sensibilities of the whole country by

Notes

There is a class of journalists which the
Examiner and Chronicle designates as

An impor-

CENTENNIAL.

they’ volunteer

to Christian workers,
the better.

tant meeting has recently been held in this
city, composed of representative men, and
measures were ‘inaugurated to secare an
expression from the people throughout the
Northwest so emphatic as to leave Congress in no doubt as to their desires on this
question.
3

pressis by no means

thai

glad to see the secular papers interested in
promoting Christian: work, but until sone

monopoly of the discussion as to whether

Excluded.

rn

(ype Tidels. As

has
is doing a good

Rev.

eastern

The action of the educational board of
What is our own duty towards the moveChicago in excluding the: Bible from the
ment? Manifestly, to welcome and help it. |
public schools excites surprise and alarm
We could not-be trite to our faith if we failed
to do that. But we should not encourage it wherever it is known. It is, however,a rein the sense of promoting or, even counte sult long dnd persistently sought in various
nncing schism in a sister - denomination| parts of the country; and the experiment
Moreover, we can afford to keep cool over would be as likely to be -made in that city
When itis known that althe mutter.
There is no oceasion to be over as elsewhere.
jubilant, nor to begin to tear down and most any measure can be carried by politbuild larger, to accommodate: the Jiberal ical appliances, there is not so much oceaBaptists that would seek a union.
If any | sion for surprise. Many have often sold

work to do. But we can not safely anticipate any rush in this direction. Onr. chief
anxiety should be that the Christian spirit

Western

SUNDAY
2

pressed, in the Baptist denomination.

tind our creed congenial to them, and wish
a home with us, they canbe sure of a Christian welcome and of finding almost untold.

-—

to yawn about the

it is the interest of the parents that
in a large measure determines the prosper-

South, who

doctrine

plan of compelling industry will work im-

portant changes.

of human deprayity nearer home, advised
the Board to expend some of its energies
first of November, and say: “Ah, well, the
Notes on Current Events.
on the “heathen at home,"—as if all the
days are so short, and many of them will |
1 Awerican eharches were not spending fifty
be se blustering, that it will hardly pay to
AX IMPORTANT PROJECT.
A matter of doliars
and sustaining a thousand men for
shine, so I will keep in?” Plainly, a good
very great importance to the producing in- this very work
to every single dollar and .
many localities can not properly keep up
terests of the Northwest, seems now ‘in a
man for the foreign work.
their Sunday school sessions during the fair way to receive
the atteution it de- | The Advance takes occasion to refer to
hight -of winter..
Bat perhaps many of
serves. About a year and a half agoa these
absurd suggestions and inakes some
those might do a good deal better than
convention in behalf of the extension of the telling
hits,
Here, is a specimen parathey think.
:
Illinois and Michigas Canal from Hennepin
Aud this allows us to say, that the oppor- on the Illinois river to Rock Island on the graph:
While advocating the *‘purity” which is
tunities for home religious instruction will Mississippi, was held at Rock Island. As
be multiplied, and should be sincerely im- the U, 8. arsenal is located at that place, a commended to our guardianship, we have
| found two of the leading Chicago dailies
proved, during these wigter months.
Al- direct water communication between Lake
the habitual organs of any a double entenways,

nance of the church, and, as we [Baptists]
make up and represent the only true church

ing, the corresponding

faith and hope to the world, Let it never
be divorced from education in our schools
or elsewhere. Instead of being excluded,
its presence and power in the schools should
be greatly increased.

Let us not give over work this winter and
wait till next summer to begin it. What if

is an, ordi-

to see it effectually removed,

y

churches

twenty or fifty years, we have

plant the seed in the Sanday schools of today. Not the ashes of the martyrs, now,
but the golden texts of jighteousness in the i
heart of childhood,
are the seed of the church.

Lord's Supper to all other Christians,” and

: | forsale.

|

If we expect active, enter-

prising, serviceable
next

that so many of the youth cast

rights and government; the foundation of

actually

has

school

the Sunday

from

us

come from it?

adds, “ It claims that we ouly are rightful
possesrorsof God's blessings.”
He then
examines the doctrine historieally, explain-

work and deserves patronage. The agent
is gradually lifting the debt, and hopes soon

to

a

much more .than

that

utifair to suppose

denomination which forbis and refuses the

Supper

We mourn

off the restraints of morals and religion,
But we shall yield to no such influence, We
shall. not vote the Bible obsolete. On the
other baud, it is the great charter of human

sixth of the profit that niight have come to

He defines close communion to be * tha(
doctrine and practice held by the Bapiist

hold that ** the Lord's

of the exer-

these things. If only a sixth of our schools
have made any report during the year, is it

in New England, and he has become

ing the position of the Baptists

tired

We only meant simply to ask attention to

* mo revivalists in his—ehurcl,” and that
‘“ baptism must be prerequisite to communion,” to these open and unqualified utter
ances of Dr. Pentecost against fundamental
points of Baptist doctrine.
This gentleman has become in a certain
sense the leader and exponent of this movement

is (o be let alone.

Religion has the same right in our schoo's

cizes of the session before them.

in a great variety of expressions, from the

lack of cordial assent to Dr. Fulton

with and

as to the hopeful signs that the Government

now in operation about fifty

as in our churches and our homes, If our
most sacred rights and [privileges may be
restricted and denied in one place, they may
be in another.
i
;
Itis not regard for tolerance or conscience,
that prompts these measares. I. is proscription of the Bible. It is the same spirit
that has denied the Bible to the people in
Catholic countries generally. It is the same
spirit of infidelity that would annihilate the
Bible, Christ, and God himself, if it could.
We deplore and pity all such puny #tempts,

varying the conduct of the sessions, so that
they will always come in an expectant,
eager mood, as though they were not al-

us

an tribes in the matter of education, as well

great things. A little’ leak may sink the noble ship, These
minor matters are multiplying and combining to cherish the corrupt tendencies of
the times: What ignorance, superstition,

not deny or ignore God, hiS#vord or worship.
1

and novelty in it. We need to be giving
the children frequent Sunday surprises, by

appear

and.

The recent report of the Superintendent
of Pablic Schools in the Choctaw nation
adds some very valuable testimény con-

mand the privilege of Christian education
for our children—an education, that shall

is mere routine, that is almost killing many
of our schools. We want more enterprise

a good deal

timely

no one’s conscience, we violate no right;
we use our own privilege with the largest

io

sure, the ordinary Sunday school service is
generally kept up in our churches.
Bat it

There is an unmistakable drift

are (00 clear to he denied.

In this simple exercise we bind

and sin most’ demand

them.
We are not in a complrining mood.
Far
from it. But we bave been feeling more
and more during the:last few years, that we
were sadly neglecting this work, To be

in the Baptist body towards greater treedom in doctrine and practice.
There are
evidences of it on

our

than could he

:

Suggestion is

liberality to others.
A little thing, is it? - Well, if it is, little | cerning the
susceptibilfty of the red man
things need 10 be looked after, for they are to the influences
of civilization, There are
important, and lead to

the blanks that the Secretary bad furnished

These remarks apply to the present case,

but it must be confessed with

the work

fairly desired.

Pentecost for the whole Baptist denowination. Because he declares in favor of open
is

in

above

INp1AN Epvcation.
We last week -referred to (he progress made by certain Indi-

Bat if Jet alone, will they let others alone ?
But it is not a litle thing. Ebristian
Again, the report of the Secretary at that
meeting showed a most discouraging at- people, communities and nations have rights
Christianity has altempt to secure slatistical reports trom the ! avd responsibilities.
several schools during the year. Only about ways been in the largest degree tolerant.
ome in six had reported. Of course, a good When has it ever been intolerant? Is Cadeal of excellent work might have been tholicism tolerant? Is Judaism tolerant?
Is infidelity tolerant? Let the voice of hisdone, and still no report of it have been
tory
answer. Christians have no disposimade. But certainly that is not ‘the most
tion
to
retalinte ; but they will stand by their
usual way of doing things. The live, active workers would ‘naturally have answered own rights, privileges, and duties. We de-

points of doctrine are quite as explicit.
In estimating their weight and influence,

communion

of

ing, but it must be admitted to show a less

His utterances on other

let us not make the mistake

the meeting

chester two weeks ago, so poorly attended
that the speakers had almost to address the
walls; To be sure, that is not conclusive
proof’ that our Sunday school work is wan-

and leaves no ground of doubt that he means

Just what he says.

was

The

stitutions, To them it is a great privilege
to have some recognition of God, of his

outrage.

Sanday School Union, for instance, at Man-

separated himself from them, so far as the
expression of doctrinal belief is concerned,
can not be denied.
He declares himself to
be ¢¢ forever done with close

There

One of the chief

‘worthy of consideration generally,

prive them of this privilege is a wrong and

the work that it ought to do in the Sunday

school.

to whom

Word and worship in the schools, and to de-

The divine agency is needéd for that, and it
has pleased God to make its operation depepd quite largely on human instruments.
«To be specific, we are far from being satisfled that our own denomination is doing

Just how much of a following Dr. Pentecost is to get from.the larger Baptist body

will not.

such ‘exercise is distasteful or offensive.
Butit is not soswith"the grest' body of the

people who provide and sustain our free in-

Christian men’ and ‘Women, any more than
we who are their fathers and mothers did.

and the Baptists,

‘| the noticeof registers that are now ready

would call sttention

others

at all, in the next

in the present.~ These children who are
growing up will not naturally develop into

————

and more, the

hour daily in reading from the Scriptures,” things that good citizens mean shall be en
singing and prayer? = Doubtless there ave | exhibitionin Philadélphia is a well obseryed Christian Sabbatn.
those who are indifferent,

A most excellent way for us to haye poor

'
EE didi gh ohau
&% All communications
designed for publica.
tion should be addressed to the Editor, and all
letters on business, remittances of money, &o.,
should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover! NH."

been 505.

We

in the schools by spending ov. quarter of an

generation, is to neglect Sunday school work

be deducted from the subscription price if
MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE. The
such persons continue taking the paper the
catalogue not only presents a reat
coming year.
EAN
We will send the Star to all new sub- graphical appearance, but its contents
scribers, from the time of receiving their in other respects quite satisfactory.’
aggregate of attendance
- for the year
subscription, $2.50, till Jan. 1, 1877.
REGISTERS.

School Work.

churches, or no churches

are 11 churches, 707 members and a slight that, mainly, because, while being pastor
increase.
of a Baptist church in Boston in good
Rev. R. L. Howard was the first speaker. standing, he openly declares
his want of
He made an earnest plea in behalfof Home
sympathy with certain features of the deMissions, and urged that more attention be nominational polity, and preaches in his
given to the aiding of the churches. He own church a series of doctrinal sermons
also spoke in behalf of the claims of the setting forth the points of difference referred
Freedmen of the South.
to. He isa gentleman of ability and courRev. W. H. Bowen followed. His address age, apparently shrinking from any —
abounded in practical and pertinent sug- matic or ijll-timed utterances on his own
gestions. The claims of the weaker and part, as well as deploring the existence of
struggling churches upon the stronger ones undue restrictions on the part of others.
were forcibly presented.
The
speaker
He is cerlainly explicit enongh.
Ina
urged especially that we should labor to se- sermon on the Lord's Supper, he says that
cure on the part of laymen a greater inter- “* the one grand, primal, essential gualifiest in our denominational work. And all cation for communion is a spiritual regenshould be interested in this work not for eration,” and holds that the Supper is ¢¢ the
their own individual promotion, but for the
communion of Curistians,” and-that it *‘exsake of the cause itself. We claim (o give
emplifies the unity of all of Christ's followno just outline of this address or the one ers.”
Those are familiar ‘expressions to
which preceded it.
Freewill Baptists.
A most interesting feature of this anniIn another sermon Dr. Pentecost deals with
versary was the excellent singing by the
the ** doctrine of close communion.”
His
children.
.
discourse was both historical and doctrinal.

The speaker proceeded to tell what the
- elevating influence of the Gospel has done.
Had itfigt “been for this, the condition of
woniin in America would have been no
better than that of woman in India. If you
can not go to India yourself, yon should
THE ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION.
send some one else, Think of the work
accomplished in this direction by that noble
The Convention held a brief session, and
woman, Mary Lyon. Though never in a the following ciosing resolutions were preheathen land herself, her pupils have found sented and adopted :
their way to all lands. That noble woman
Resolved, 1. That we have occasion to
of ours, Miss Crawford, greatly needs some’ mention with special gratitude the name of"
one to help her. Whe will go? How much Benjamin E. Bates, (he chief financial benebas Mrs. Smith been cheered by having the facior of our New. England College, and
also the names of Hon. George G. Fogg,
missionary of this Society come to her as- Hon. James
G. Blaine, Hon. John D.
sistance !
Philbrick, Rev. T: D.! Clements and wife,
Sisters, I hope you pray. for this work,’ Rev. George S. Ricker, Henry M. Harmon,
not only here but everywhere and at all Esq, and E. W. Page, Esq.. together with
times; in the prayer circle, at the family al- the faculty of the college, for coming forward at this session
far and in the closet. May God help and lend us a helping of our Anniversaries to
hand at this time of pebless you !—The speaker closed by giving an culiar need.
interesting account of the life-work of a
2. That our thanks are due his excellency,
young and noble Christian woman who had Hon. Person C. Cheney, governor of New 1
just closed her earthly career. From her Hampshire, for his presence ‘on this occasion, and for genérous material aid to our
example, he made a most forcible appeal.
Ho
benevolent causes.
The exercises closed by singing the dox3. That we extend our. hearty thanks to
ology.

Sunday

spoke to the ladies and

The publication of the Evangelist has been
interesting account of the nature of the
continued,
aud, it is to be hoped, not with- , work in the foreign’field, presented the
out good results. = An increase of its circuclaims of, that field, and yrged to duty.
Rev. J. L. Phillips then addressed the lation is needful. An effort to raise $1,000
Society. He proceeded to speak of ‘“Wom- for the freedmen of the South was respondan’s work in India.” fle said: 1. The ed to most generously by making the sum
force and

The Worning ‘Star,

a

if he can oniy succeed

own podey.”

in

carrying
out

his

It may be said that the War-

ren Avenue church has sticken from its
constitution the clause that commits it to

clos¢ communion, and that Dr. Pentecost
has withdrawn his resignation. And prob-

true

ably the,church will now be classed asonly*‘a
nominal member ” of the denomination.

without regard

tothe Sabbath?
We have searcely regarded ic possible that so gross an offense to the

He——_e

American people is seriously ¢.iniewplited,
The Christin Advocate iloes not believe
If1 it is, and the earnest proiests unin
Ale
in
dealing summarily with offending church
rising on all sides arelisregarded, tien xe | members
at the first move. Our first duty
say let a National Sabbath league be ory an- |
t

ized, and

‘

un { shoulil be * 0 exercise charity, patience,
Le and forgiveness; to lend a helping hand ;
us test the question y iether or not the laws | to speak words of cheer;
to remind them
of the State of Pennsylvania can be teamy
of plightea faith, of broken vows, of unpled upon with impuni
ty in the face
an kept promises
ou-looking world, = I'he frienag ot ourof [ree
.” The loving heart, it thinks,
institutions can not afford to stand hy and has mere power to draw them back to God
see our nation disgraced in that manner, | han ‘‘all the anathémas which
the church
t
!
a straight

battle

be fought

that issue in Philadelphia vext year.

I

-

3

question

of less than one hundred.
in New

The

loss in the

aggregate there has been three hundred and
seventy-nine, The five Y. M's in Pennsylvania

and Ohio have all

ed for, asit has stood for almost

century.

the last half

It was dedicated by the church more

exception, The total increase is ome hundred
than forty years ago, Elder D. M. L. Rollin
and seven: In the two Y. M's in Indiana, there" preaching the sermon. Thousands of precious
is's diminution of sixty, and in those of Michi-

Northern,

Some of the

of two hundred and fifty-five, and in

fellow. It has been blessed with some long pas-

the other hand, in the Southern Ill. Y. M,

torates.

Bro. Lyon

the Ontario, P.Q., of sixty-six, in the Bengal
and in churches [not

heaven and to rest.

ing the past. ygar, both numbering eleven hundred and sixty-six, and from Q. M’s not conforty-eight. ;

Samuel Strickland,

fields.

more

It doesnotavail us much

important

that we are

retain our position and influence in those hitherto occupied.

May

the Lord help'us! And ma

we, too, seek to help

ourselves !

imminpl

;

-hain

piece of land he said that he bought it for fifteen
dollars per acre, and in one year it was worth
thirty, and since that he had been offered eighty
five per acre, for his whole farm,
So the Lord
has blessed him with long life and earthly pros.
perity,” but better théh all else with a love for
Zion. The first meeting-house,
which he helped
to build, was badly located upon
the topof a
bleak hill near the center of the town. It is now
thought that a move ‘must be made, and an effort has already been begun, for the building of
a new meeting-house in a much more favorable

Now. what shall be

he will not

old,

is too

We ought to
attract (amuse) the young people.
have & smart young man well educated and attracting, and not knowing where to find such a

location,

‘they do

one, 6r how they could support him;

up carly next season.

largely secured.

«church, I would say, if you would have prosperity,give up ali‘thought of having a smart min.
ister. Get gs.good and well qualified minister

churches are few in numbers,

scattered

present location

many

in loca.

we want is an

secure this several plans have been suggested.
They have
One is,apply to the H. M. Board.
no money: Let'she' Q. Mi employ a missionary
with a fixed salary, and let him visit destitute
look

ery church, and thus collect, not for himself,

bnt the missionceause, the principal part ofhis
lary, and so make the mission self-sustaining.

fixed rule,
Let the missionary directors make a
do some:
to require every church they assist, to
Let the
e.
expens
the
ing
defray
thing toward
bered in
prosperity of the mission ‘be remem

es.
prayer, especially in the Sabbath servic

Tet

is a part of
every brother and sister feel that this
contribute
ully
cheerf
and
their Christian work,

D. WATERMAN,

t0 its SUPPOFL. :

tendered to

ten miles north of the

and thought to be well suited

inson,

scription, and the seate are to be free,
and
the men on the Island are fishermen,
s
render
,
season
this
ss
busine
their
of
failure

the
the

difraising of funds for church building quite
p,
Arwoo
H,
°
|
ficult,

and

will

contin.

vertisement.

good,

and

now in her 08d year, teaching her great grand.
children the truth of the Bible. May all Chris.
tian mothers long live (to do the same imporgto BN
tant work"

Quarterly Meetings.
the
Mass. Q. M.—Held it last session with
The
Mount Vernon chuich in Lowell, Oct, 6,7.
meeting opened at 9, A, M, and organized with
Letters and
Rev. Geo. 8. Ricker as President.
verbal reports from all the churches were of an
l
encouraging nature, The churches are genera
Rev. E, W, Porter
ly supplied with pastors,
the
will begin his labors with the Lowell church
first of Nov. ‘There were at this session several
out
ministers from other bodies and some from

Rev, Dr. Graham

was pres-

small
ent and did good service. There was but a
time
amountof business done dt this session, the and
being mostly spent in devotional ‘exercises
One new
the Lord was truly in the midst.

time addresses were

Rand
made by Rev, Dr. Graham, Rev. James
very
and others. On the second day although It was

quarter, and the
churches during the coming
brethren were appointed to attend :
following

Boston church,

Rev's

Houghton

and

Lyford;
Rand ; S. Boston, Rev's Houghton and
Mt. heeds
Lowell, Rev's Rand and Ricker ;
ev's
| Rev's Houghton and Porter ; Lawrence,
and
Dame
Rev's
ill,
Haverh
;
Ricker
and
A student Porter
n
McLea
Rey's
n,
Miasio
Turorooioar, Somoor Items.
n
estow
Charl
;
McLean
St., Rev's
Union
school at J.ewis- and Dame;
Charlestown
writing from the Theological

Sabton, under date of Oct, 20, referring to the
ts
studen
the
that
es
church
bath ‘work among the
i
i

i

are doing, says:

dh

BR

dy
ll

i

ford and

Ricker;
+

stan]

y
"

Houghtaling and White; Amesbury,

ee
aA

———

eve

White ;

Pelham,

Lynn, Rev's

of District

Super-

Rev’s

Java LyPorter and’

Lyford and Rand.

efficacy, given

TAPESTRY

CARPETS. —Dowt

OIL

~The

81 Hanover
ton.

CARPET

Street, opposite American
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wanted
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prepaid

sell

and
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Mass,
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r Cure,
and

Humo
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B20t8

55.55

Treas.

Perkins, Mr.

remedies

SE

ONE

perfect

the worst forms of PILES, also twoto five in
SCROFULA, RHEUMATISM, SALT RHEUM,
KIDNEY DISEASES, and all diseases of the
the greatest BLoOD PURIFIER ever dis
Entirely vegetable. Send to me and take

None for

of failure.

cases

in all

and Female
to’ Male
A WEEK
Costs
locality.
in their
Agents,
Particulars
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to try
HING
CO,
RY
&
VICKE
0.
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REE.
Augusta, Me.
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C.C. WATERMAN

House; BosStal
acthe

IFE AND LABORS

it

is

one

of

the

75 cts. Perfectly
adapted to inter.

Monarc

est Singing Classes.
4
,

already sold, and demand increasing. Theonly new
E
life of the great HERO
EXPLORER.
Fullof
thrilling interest and

xin

:

4

$1

Maine,

free.

Face

Ache,

Rheumatism,

Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat,

Gout,

Erysipelus,

of every kind in man or animal.

BAYMOND,

President Produce Bank.

and

“DHE CHOICE,”

and C. C. CASE.

Teachers’

School Department;

and Examples;

Compiled

80 cts.

by br. Hodges;

Waters.

33% aan

$1.50.

Just

colnes,

Specimen

Pingle

dozen.

on receipt of retail price.
BY

John Church & Co.,
CINCINNATI,

O.

000 Agents Wanted at once for a New
Religious Work popular with all denominations,
and sure to sell in every family, Positively the
best

very

the

of

chauce

year

for

class

first

{
agents, For circulars, address
S. GOODSPEED & CO., 14 Barclay St., N. Y.
Ww. ‘A

of combining

We desite in every
+

county

an

city and

agent

for

the

per

$3,000

Address,

annum.

260 Washington St., N. XY.

Eureka

WANTED

AGENTS

Manfg.

Co.

2441.

FOR

PATHWAYS OF
THE HOLY LAND

Being a Full Description of Palestine, its History.
Antiquities, Inhabitants and Customs, accordin, ne
the Great Discoveries recently made b the Pales
Exploring Expeditions. It sells at sizht. Send for
our extra terms to Agents, and see why it sells faster than any other book.
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
4140

them,

A. CLARKE,

PROFESSOR OF MUsIo AND HARMONY IN THE UNI
VERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.
AND

Author of “Clarke's New Method 16h the Piano~Forte.”

Sent by mail, price $2.50.
Walker,

NT 'E

exclusive sales of a. staplé\article in the grocery
apital may make
line. Energetic men with lit

THE

The only work in which explanations are
given of the nature and compass of the
different Stops, and of the manner

|

Graceful

of Anthems.

$7.59 per

Copies sent, post paid,

STUDENTS.

“ “azn 0nSH

septiinlteowly

Choruses;
and

pub-

. fohed. A most mirth
fine music.
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&

and
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13t41.

100.
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Part-Songs
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Sixty Pages
Price 75 cents;

Easy Anthems.
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IMPROVED SCHOOL
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Stirring

Solos;

PUBLISHED
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Sold by

entirely New

Original and

EYERYTHING CHOICE.
AN
Fagting in works of the kind.
The “Choice” contains a
of Sianaad hjreh
Jossion
IMPORTANT

Choir.
*%0% scene:
Book.
Perkin’s Anthem

®

noi7-1y.

of thirty

. Important Announcement
A new book for Conventions, Singing Classes
hurches.

Chorus

Lee
terms

illustrations

{
Sold by all Druggists. Depot No. 451 Sixth Avenue,
New York. Only 50c.’and $1 per bottle.
1m42

For Choruses, Conventionsand Choirs.
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and
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:

4 rich treasury of the sweetest hymns and tunes.
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liver are responsible
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For Devotional Meetings, just puplished.

& Catarrh Remedy.

at home.

OF

IVINGSTONE

By JAS. McGRANAHAN

For Singing Schools, the famous
Song

Asthma and Catarrh. Warranted
to relieve instantly sothe patient can,
lie down to sleep. One trial package
y mail,
Fullsize Rackufs,
Free.
Langell, Apple
Address I»,
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Druggist
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A DAY

& CO., Boston, Mass.
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with Asthma.
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fhe medicine. a fortunately discove
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Liberal discounts to Societies and Conventions.
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Boston,
711 Br'dway, N. York.
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mail;

years Sirabse adventures,
also the CURIOSII1ES
and WONDERS of a MARVELOUS country; the
milllone ave eager to Ly it, and more
good agents
are needed at once
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particulars and pwoof, address HUBBARD BROS.,
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16 years. i. D. FOWLE, Chemist, Boston.
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everywhere
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even during the hardest tithe that Kansas 1s likely
ever to see. Her jrosperity is now certain. Send
pr particulars.
ferences in every State in the
nion.
J.B. WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kan.
Aa Collections throughout the West a specialty.
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Are you idle? Do you want
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back your money

Society.
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A. A, Willits, D.D.
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stomach the bowels and the
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without it.
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29, Mr. Wiliot C. Daboll, of the city of Troy, and
W. S.
Miss Sara E, Kelley, of
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respect,
every
in
class,
first
strictly
are
above
The
the market.
and ave the cheapest goods to be found in
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giving givingname of this pap
paper.
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Fine styles Philadelphia Superfines is esses.

Lungs,

Joshua Holland, proprietor of the Hollandyville
woolen mills, and Mrs, Annr M. Ladd, widow of
0
the late Rev, E. P. Ladd, bothiof Li
_ In Nassau, Sept. 23, at the residence of the bride,
Amof
Coons,
by Rev. I. kt, Coleman, Mr. Abraham

Look at our new French Moquette Colorings.

All Wool Ingraing........ HTT

5.00

5.00
5,00
10.31
3.82
5.00
10.00
14.00
40,13
32,10
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10.00
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“Tn Mauchester, N. H., Sept. 26, by Rev. H. F.
Wood, Geo. D. Totman . and Ida I. Hardy, both of,
of M. Oct. 18, Simeon J.Tibhetts and Sarah Blake, {
\
both of M.
In North Scituate, R I., Oct. 9, by Rev. L.P.
Bickford, Mr. Francis W. Oatley, of Providence,
and Miss Elizabeth Davenport, of 8.

The Cod 'Liver Oil is in this
ity in New England.
is
combination robbed of its unpleasant taste, and
rendered doubly effective in being coupled with the
lime, which is itself a restorative principle, supplymg nature with just the agent and assistanee requir.
ed to heal and reform the diseased lungs. A.B.
drugWilbor, Boston, i8 the proprietor. Sold by all
ests.

high prices.

now

all single books fail. Also agents wanted for our
Magnificent Family Bibles. tuperior to all
others. And our COMPLETE BIBLE EXCYCLOPEDIA,
with 3000 superb illustrations. These books beat
the world.
Full particulars free. Address
:
JOHN E. POTTER & CO.,
no86-1
Publishers, Philadelphia.

MARRIED

In Limerick, Oct.

BOOKS!!

Tumense Success! 10,000 ote Grenuine
150everywhere.
Distinct
Books,
Sales made from this when

popular-

the article a vast

He

wanted

a

Miss

“In farmington, Oct.
William E. Jeffrey
Mr.

friends of persons who have been restored from
confirmed consumption by the use 'of this original
es,
preparation; and the grateful parties themselv
its
have, by recomwending it and acknowledging
wonderful

Indica.

on our Grand
pectus, répresenting

8.70
10,00
5.00

:

L. A. DEMERITTB,

A
Lime.

ifthe

00

C. O. LIBBY, Treas.

.

taken at the outset, invariably effect a cure in a few
hours. For sale by all druggists.

and

BOOKS!

Autobiography of Rey. 8. I. Barrett,..........$ 1.00
Memoirs of Eminent F. Baptist Preachers. .. . 1.25

N-¥.

of Cannabis

Pains
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— Something

DUNHAM & THAYER, Vassalboro, Me.
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few doses of ‘Hale's Honey of Horehound apd Tar

Liver Oil
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cles. Address CRADDOCK& CO.. 1032 Race street,

B Chapmau,
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BOSTON.
6w3a9,

WANT
new and useful. Good pay.
State rights for sale, For terms and sample enclose
25 cents, and address.

Ba Sent by Mail on
# receipt of retail price

| Inaction of the Bowels,

Dover, N. H.

3elf-Murderous Negiect.--To suffer cold to accumulate on cold, or a cough to become chronic, when a

Cod

stitutes.
Price, 15 Cis.
$7.50 per doz. copies.

Dr. H James cured his only child with

‘preparati>n

2.00

by

oH

-

Wilbor's

(Near Hanover St.,)

nterest promptly, semi-annually, in New York.
No
customer ot ours ever waited a day for interest, not

270.63
Treas.

Mrs Abagail Cheney, Ashland, N H, gold,

«The Book forthe People.” Evidently Clarke's
New Method for the Piano Forte, by. HUGH A.
CLARKE, Professor of Music iv the University of
Pennsylvania,is the work destined to be in the
hands of every teacher and student of music. Book
and Music Dealers supply it for $3.75.

returned and

vigorous in mind, earnest in doing

For the

Kausas, thie position

& 76, 78 & 82 Friend St,

and it is believed to
be without a rival
for use: at Conventions and Musical In+

:
recipe free on receipt
of. two. stamps to
penses. There ispota
single symptom

no37eows

Woman's

D. D., Ateh-

41 Washington 8t.,

a

| ery whereby

‘Miss. Soc., Olneyville, R/I, per
33.00
Sawyer,
11.0)
do Belmont, N H, per 8 B Weymouth,
6.10
do West Buxton, Me, pexMrs J Davis,
2.00
R11,
Prov,
Aldrich,
Mrs CA
89
4
A friend,
Miss Natermams class, Roger Williams ch, Prov., R 100

has

{ Available for
horuses,

Improved

17.70

NH
Dover, N. H.
¥. B.

of the mission school in Egypt; by a donation to
the mission of $5,000 in gold.

stormy the meeting was well attended.
Nearly all decided to hold revival meetings in all the

It is built by subs

Edward Cooper,

i

com-

:

& Window Shade
WAREROOMS,

Guaranteed. We loan not to exceed one-third of the
value ascertained by Personal Inspection. In many
Jeure! business have never lost a dollar. We pay the

Mission.

Boston, Mass,

per

OF SONG

& CO.,

Carpet, Paper Hanging

was hourly expected from Consgmption,
all remedies having failed, accident led to a discov-

1.00

do,

/

anniversary of his marriage with one of the girls

with a membe
| St. church, of Charlestown,
Oh
60 resident and 30 non resident members,
y
the evening of the first day there was a Sunda

's
Te cause of Christ. still prospers on Barter
of worIsland, Boothbay, and our new house

Publication

Mich,

G. ABBOTT

VINEYARD

10

Treas.

Ricker,

other chs. supplied

8 Boston,

intendent of Missionary Work of. the Board,
for
the Synods of Indiana South, Columbus. Cincinnati, Kentucky and Tennessee, with headquarters in Cincinnati.
His Highness Dhuleep Snigh, celebrated the

resumes his labors for the Master and his cause
Bro. M. found his aged mother in good health,

school meeting, at which

Rev.

of

per E W

Mrs E W Sutton,

plete, only 90 Cts.
Best White Holland ditto, with fixtures complete,
$1.50.
Examine Goods and Prices before you buy.

from

many
sources, and
most ot them are the
best productions of
favorite authors.

BAT

287.28 | Sharp

Clareudon, Mich, per HS Kimball,
hi
St Joseph River, Mich,
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A Handsome Gilt Band Shade, with fixtures conf"

0

A C Hogbin,
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H,

collated

A good painted shade, 50 ¢
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Foreign

2d Alton,N

A splendid assortment at very low figures, among

100.

W L Noyes, Lyndon Center, Vt, **

Ill,
Warren,

+

manket

which are a lot just received of 15,000 Rolls at 8

Sent

Concord, N. H.

is disastrous to

below

PAPER HANGINGS!

10.00 | Sum ption that it does not dissipate—Night Sweats,
—— | Irritation of the Nerves, Difficult Expectoration,

STLAS CURTIS,

ASTHMA AND CATARRH —See Dr.- Langley’siad-

visiting his friends in the east, has

of New England.

last week
the “reck-

The Presbyterian, Board

Itis proposed to build at Lin.

Haven, Mich.,

Conference

to the effect that

for much

rates.
;
OIL CLOTHS, all widths, low prices,
3

Society.

Ricker,

the lower floor was also opened for another
meeting, Bliss dividing his time between the two.
Over fifty persons, mostly young men, professed
conviction, asking prayers.

Union
church was admitted to membership, thership
of

Ministers and Churches.
gphip is nearly completed.

already

Illinois Methodist

and

Philadelphia,
hilagelp } Pa., )

Col. Mass& RI Y M,
“ Rowdoin Q M,
A friend,

similar suits still

CARPET

Vv

* J M Durgin, Gilmanton, N H.
"
Mrs Emily Kendall, Bowdoinham, Me,"
Col, Central Asso.,N Y,
ne
* Ch, Fairport, *
John E Howard, = **
AM Amsden Hardwick, Vt,
Mrs Mary B Amsden, **
D B Jiles, Tunbridge, **
Col Vermont Y M,
** ch, Pittsfield.N H.
,
«+ North Danville, Vt,
#
* Belknap Q M,
Quarterly Col.,ch, Haverhill, Mass,per i H Lyford,
se
*
*
Aungusia,
Me.
* CF Penney,
ni
s & Shapleigh, Me.
* E H Butts,
"
$8
ZW Buxton. Me,"
J B Davis,
*
“Mt Vergon, Lowell, Mass, per G 8

turned away not able to get in the doors,t hough

ue to supply them until spring. .Heis well re.
ceived by the church and community. Rev. C.
B. Mills who has been spending a few weeks

their interest,

after

and assist ~ settled pastors in protracted efforts
in evand take collections for domestic missions

~~

church at New

*

TAPESTRY

dress S. H. BARRETT, Rutland,

per E Tuttle,
1.49
Smith,
8.70
Mrs F A C Clark, East Corinth, M e,
10.00
Ladies’ Missionary Society, Hillsdaie, Mich, per d
J Butler,
£0
Collected by Rev. E. N. Fernald in Sept.:
Ist Inst. on note,
Rev J L Phillips, India,
10.00
( G Drown, 8 Barton. Vit
5.00
Mrs M J Partridge, E Orange, Vt,
5.00
Rey O Roys, St Johmsbury,
Vt,
8
10.00

the chureh.”
A St. Paul dispatch of October 11; says: Major Whittle was: joined by Bliss. yesterday, the
first time in St. Paul, The crowds attenaing the
services yesterday greatly increased.
The Opera
House was packed full last night, and 2,000 were

Rev. E.J. Dovig writes from Mich. as fol
* Rev, O. Killgore is preaching with the
lows:

evangelist, to. go after the sheep that are lost, To

and ' places,

is

other

less contracting of church'debts

WESTERN.

The Honie Mission can not know the wants of
those churches, and have not the means to re-

churches

money

The

adopted a resolution

toric field, May the blessing of the Lord attend
this church and make it yet more and more
C. B. Pecxuax,
glorious.

poor in the things of earth, and have no one
that is qualified to be a leader among them,
They are sheep without a shepherd, and are becoming every year more and more scattered,
These are proper subjects for missiovary work,

What

It

of seyeval

4%

SILAS CURTIS,

Education

pending.

and situated to center the Baptists on this his.

tion, at a distance from any other church, and

lieve them if they did.

The

coln, a little village about

as you can, though he may not be all you wish,
engage him permanently, go to work with him,
give him your prayers, sympathy and confi.
dence, and look to (tod for a blessing, and you
will soon be in the midst of a gloricus ‘revival.
But with an angel from heaven you will not

But

for the

is hoped now’that the meeting-house
may bé put

without 4 pastor for the present, and supply the
To such a
pulpit as best they can temporarily.

prosper, in sloth and disobedience.

which gives promise of success

old Walworth church for the years to come.

settlement

76

New Durham %
, N H.
York Co Q M,
Me, per P

= The

byterian church of Philadelphia from its property.
A decision in the church’s favor, which
is algo in Mr: Stuart’s favor, has now been rendered , and the principle of it will determine the

done for them ? First, I ask why are they with.
out & pastor?‘ In almost every Q. M, we have
ministers that have no regular appointments,
ministers who would do good service for the
Master if wanted,
But no church gives them a
call. Some churches can not find such a pas-

: &

EXTRA SUPER CARPET for $1,00 per yard. -

Biglow & Main,

0.00
21.20
300
10.00
37
5.00

West Lebanon ch, Me.$10 of which is to redeem the
Fledec of Rev E Tuttle, at
NH Y M,
19.55
D B Foss, Winthrop, Me, for freedmien,
:
15.00
Dorcas ig
Wilton. Me,
3 00
Rev A D Fairbanks, Wolfboro, N H, pledged at Y
M.
10,00
North St ch, Bath, Me, per NF Dunton,
y
Eliza A Dudley, Agency City, Iowa, one-half
for

nia on a suit to eject the Fifth Reformed Pres-

small village of a dozen houses, Pointing’ to a

religious life very feeble.

other than the Psalms of David.

much busmness,and railroad and canal commun-

no pastor, no stated Sabbath meeting, and the

One

hymns

Me,

New Durham Q M, N H, per E Tuttle,

less than $7,500 are needed at once, to put the

case was
taken up by the Synod, and finally
came before the Supreme Court of Pennsylva-

There are tany, very many ¢Hiirches that have

thorough
plete.

deceased, per Peter Hodsdon, Ex.,

missionaries in’ proper case for their winters
work.
'
Geo. H, Stuart, of Philadelphia, was suspended several years since from membership in
the Reformed Presbyterian church, for singing

there objects of interest, Pulmyra village, now
with her two thousand inhabitants, four or five
churches, with good houses
of worship, with

IL

tor as they desire.

During the ride from

ication with all the world, was, when he first
came through it on his way to Walworth, only a

The Remedy.

menl, is conceded to

Mission.

Coord, N. H.

WE ARE SELLING
A
A GOOD CARPET for 36 Cts. per yard.
A GOOD 2-PLY CARPET for 6@ Cts. per yard.

Sontaine a large
valuable material

be unsurpassed; it is

freedmen to con. herself L M,

g

selections for

been

others

concise, ani yet yery

SVB
Gite,le, Raymond.
Ray
o N 5, yDpledged al at ¥ M wv
Futate of Caleb Hodsdon, hy of White Rock,

the receipt of a legacy of $15,000 from Goshen,
Conn. ~ The 1st of October, however, brings in
€0 many reports calling for payment, that no

abdlut seventy years ago,he pointed out here and

acquiring new territory, so long as we--do not

the theplogi-

been materially reheved within a few days, by

brother of the deacon

Walworth to Palmyra, a distanceof nine miles,
through a beautiful and well cultivated and productive farming country, which was scarcely
more than
a wilderness when he came into it

ures say that revivals are greatly néeded in our
still our

the

Home

and

The Rudimental or
Elementary Depart.

N H.

I M Bedell, Lynn, Mass.

olutions of regret and protest as would naturally be expected.
i
The American Home Missionary Soeiety has

VETERAN.

year, hale and vigorous.

If nothing more, these fig-

older, and what are

A

above named, and the father of the present deacon of the church. He is now in his eighty-fifth

of the Northwest, where our denomination in
that section has been, and still is, considered the
strongest. Our gains have been principallyin
to us.

WITH

Jackson,

C Campbell,
New Sharon, Me.
*D Lothrop & Co. Boston, Mass.
J T Parsons, St John, N B.

not attend chureh, are held ‘in Farwell Hull,
Chicago, Sabbath evenings, and are well uttended.
3
{
The Chicago Presbytery has had. 4 meeting
over the order of the local board of eduention,
forbidding Bible reading and other religious exercises in thef public schools, passing such res-

It has been the pleasure of your correspon.
dent to take a ride with one of the veterans, Bro,

They tell us

that west of New England our
test losses
have been in New York, and the leading States

sections new

RIDE

EXPRESS.
C Hurlin,

Gospel meetings, designed for ‘those - who do

X

A

C H Rollins, Stoc

.

cal serhinaries, concluding on the 14th inst.

here by all these workers and their coadjutors in

nected with Y, M’s, reaching eight hundred and
expressive.

W Phillips, Westfield, Wis.

Clerk.

Dr. Mark Hopkins bas given his course of lect-

ures dp theology in Chicago before

Much good has been done

this place.

Teachers

THE BEST WORK
EXTANT FOR SING.
ING CLASSERudA
ND
MUSICAL = CONVENTIONS.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

Bros. Young, Limbocker, Hendrick and Westgate. From this field, Bro. Madden went to

Our largest gains, by far, come from the American and Union Association received by us dur-

;

Ira Starer,

!

has been declared by

Rev A D Fairbanks,
Wolfboro, N H:
** [ Hyatt, Starksboro, Vt
adi
Yicorge Loudon, N H.
Rufus Clar
Uolebrook, O.

Ladies’ Mission Soc., Farmington,N H,per D H Adams,
Park St ch, Providence, R I, per J M Brewster,
| West Greenwich ch,
Lu
:
a
Strafford Center ch, per 8 C Kimball,
General.
:
:
Oshtimo
ch;
Mich.
St. John’s Kpiscopal Church, Chillicothe, Ohio, Cd Flint, Sutton, Vr, for freedmen,
bas transferred itself to the Reformed branch, Lyndon Center ch, Vt, per W L Noyes.
Contoocook ch, N H, per J C Osgood,
apd got. Rev. J. P. Davis for arector.
Col at Anniversaries, at Manchester,

Bro, Fowler succeeded the founder, and spent
several yearsin this field, Since Bro. Holmes,

connected with either Y, or Q. M’s, fifty-seven.

These figures: are

was converted, baptized,

ordained lived and died within her ranks. Bro.
Holmes spent ten or more years of his life here.

the Kansas, of one hundred and forty-four, in
Orissa, of twenty-five,

of the life of this

church, are seen in the ministers who have gone |
out from our ranks, some six or seven inall.
May God raise up others, a score of them, to

there 1s a gain of three hundred and twenty, in

and

good results

Forbes.

i

men ‘and women on earth and in heaven rejoice.

the two Y. M'sin Minnesota, of fifty-six.
On

and P. B,

meetings have been held - there since, for which

gen of one hundred and forty.one.
There is
a loss in the IIL 'Y. M., of one hundred and fifty six, in the Wisconsin, ‘of two hundred and
fourteen, in the Iowa, of eighty-one, in the Iowa

B

OF SONG

. Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

as follows: For F. M. $6.50
; for Rev. A.G.'
Wilder in his afflictions, $35.
The place of holding the next meeting to be
appointed by Bro. Fuller, Rev. G. H, Damon

]

<< { clase practice are, beRe —
Lond question, supeor to those general.
ly found in works ot
8 kind. They have

VINEVAR

to remain'for another century, if properly car- ‘Geanga Q.M. Collections on the Sabbath were

increased slightly with one

The

|

When selecting a
Music Book for your
SINGING CLASS OR
MusieAL
CONVENTION, remember that

Creveranp Q, M.—Heldits 25th session with
the church in Hinkley, and it was a good meeting with a large attendance. The interest of the
meeting was increased by the presence with us
of Rev. A. R. Crafts, from the Geauga and
Portage Q. M.
His earnest-wordsand able preaching cheered our heartsand increased our desires
for more earnest work. Ira Slater was appoint.
ed a delegate to attend the next sessionof the

came in and reported the first day's work
done on the stone quarry, preparatory to build.
ing the first meeting-house for the use of the society. The house is standing yet, and bids fair

Each of the Y. M’s

York has diminished.

rge~
1 Green

A’ 8, Hivrown, Clerk.

shouted Glory to God, when the good dea con

arises, Whence does it come? The statistics of
the ¥. M's in New England present an increase

J.

8

3H denking - W

Next session will be held with the 8. Limnington
church, Nov, 10, 11.
NE

in the special 'ines thev keep, are unsurpassed.

PHILADELPHIA.

the

y

BO.ROTE
1
18
4 d

Xetters Received.

Send for 32-page Circular.

Such an increase, even though it be no larger,
But just here,

PArsons¥ieLp Q. M.—Held its Sept. session
with the Brownfield church. There was a very
good attendance and the services were quite interesting.

Co.

SEND YOUR ORDER WINDOW SHADES!

Sts.

“ "E.N, Fernald, Lewiston, Me.
'

Coit

bal

cents per Roll.

Rev. A. 8, McLean, cor. Union & Lawrence
Bunker Hill District, Boston, Mass, -

Clerk.

.

Invie attention to their LARGE STOCK, which,

COWPERTHWAIT & CO.

the year,

DIR. Warrace,

Addresses.

SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION

than this, that

ail

A

and barns. One of these was the log house of
Dea, Joseph Strickland, where Bro. Leis, and,
in later times, Lyon, Marks, and cthers held
many precious gatherings, and saw much of the
glory of God in the saving of men from sin. It
is said to bein this log house that Bro. Marks

has been but one short of fifteen hundred.
is encouraging.

vival meetings.

Office

Qver 500 pages octavo. Price
$6.00 Cloth ; $9.00 Morocco.

Perhaps no single item will be more generally
sought after in the Register for 1876, and will
during

1816, jour-

Post

Clerk,

(7)

What Figures Say.

our denominational increase,

in about

A.N. ELDRED,

Churches will correspond with the brethren that
have been assigned to them to conduct their re-

neyed in this wilderness, and by the help of God,
planted this church. It was a good work and it
was well done. Organized with only eight. mem.
bers, it has lived to the honor of God unto this
day.. Its early places of worship, like so many
others of that time and later, were log houses

Denominatioual News and Notes.
receive more frequent mention,

Lewis, of Maine,

RIVER RAISIN Q. M. will be held with the Bedford cnurch, Conference Saturday, Noy. 6, at 9,
A.M. Toeopening sermon will be preached Friday, Nov. buhy Rev, J. B. Palmer.

QHYAIN

Thomas

:

CEDAR VALLEY Q. M. will convene with the
Marble Rock church, sommensiug Nov. 26.
H. C. INMAN, Clerk,

40

TE

Clerk.

HNOS

which) makes a man intolerant, any view of have a great influence to make us humble and Bro, Ricker of the Mt. Vernon church for the
able manner in which he conducted the busiduty which makes him harsh, any concep- develop in our hearts more completely an abid- ness and to the church for many courtesies and
tion of eternity which makes him'a coward | ing interest in our denomination,and the love of liberal hospitality, The closing hour was ‘spent
;
: in an old-fashioned love feast, and as the fathers
and a hypocrite, is proved by its effect to be souls,’’
4 ‘would call it, one of those melting times.
erroneous, A tree is known by its fruit,
‘The conference closed to meet with the Union
and a doctrine is known by its influence.”
Charlestown, Jan. 5,6, 1876.
Warworta (N, Y.) F, B. Cnurch. * Elder. St. church,

4

:

3

M.

.

a

ov.

Xx. C. McKooN,

—

to

rida,

commencin

Coen

" Resolutions” were passed. complimentary

Aurch,

m

Any view of God

The daily

works

such requests as well as the weekly exercise, will

want more of that same kind of
the cause of Christ,

he held with fhe, Jyodon

uAITARAYGUS x gn

ness of the stupendous

belief 1s a wrong one.

ourselves,

|of the Son of God, aud is
thrilled and fascinated by
scenes th
sublime
the
seem actually transpiring.

bor, as well as upon

$

=

pouring of hig Holy Spirit upon

ural, modest, frank, and real. When you
see a person made narrow, and bigoted,
and mean, by hi§ belief, you may know his

read

2 G. Abbott&

i

19

hypocrisy
out of a man,and makes him nat-

LAFAYETTE Q.M.will be held with the Monticello
church, Dec. 8, at 7.0’clock, . M. Rev. 8, N.Jones
will preach the opening sermon.
L. F. FARNHAM, Clerk.
te

=

[Im

Rule,

conceit, and

5
jJUBM

Golden

A. P, WHITNEY, Clerk,

hit

WAY]

the

OTISFIELD Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Turner churchat Bast Hebron, Nov. 3, 4.

;

Resolved, That’ while no words can express
our appreciation of our loss, by the death of
one so devoted to his work,. and so eminently qualified for the responsible
osition which
in humble submission
that field of la- he occupied, we will bow
that we really ‘to the will of the Master and strive to profit by
his earnest piety and the lessons of
and
work to do for abiding truth taught by his example and words
consideration of of living power,
:
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says

Geo. T. Day, D. D., from his work on earth to
his reward in heayen, therefore,

180 Exquisite Original 11lus.
trations by eminent artists.
The reader is an
ye-wit-

« Christianity,”

‘takes sham, and artifice, and

have
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every other means to save men

been exbhusted. should it be exercised.”

Rev,

9sneOaq

until!

and fellow-laborer in Christ's cause, the

[CARPETS !!

tof

En

“HN

seasons are glorious, The Ravieur never fails
to meet in answer to the many prayers of our
brethren who are interested in our welfare, Last
evening wasan occasion of unusual interest.
Among our requestsfor special prdyer ‘was one
from Halifax, N. 8.
We all received sucha
rich blessing while pleading with God for an out-

sort, except for heinous crimes,” and not

*

memory. of the late Dr, Day: *
vi
Whereas it has pleased an all-wise aud inserube held at Canal, Nov. 19.
table Providence to remove our beloved
Bro, * CRAWFORD Q. M. will
N. lH. FARR, Clk.
’
:
-

“Expulsion shouldbe the last re- ery Wednesday evening during each term. Our

tians.”

Notices ana Appointments.

the

A9yY)]

has thundered in the ears of erring Chris-

The follow ing resolution - was passed to

have prayer and conference meeting ev-

TEE BOOK OF THE YEAR

‘We

922 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia,

Paying Investment

A

Eastern

Capital Needed
West.

the

in

The subscriber offers at very low rates (from $300
to #65

per lot) lots 59x190,

frontiog

stree's

80 and

Cleveland, 9)., and ten minutes walk from a

station

100 feet wide; also, lots with buildings
all belonging
to the estate of Rev. A. K. Moulton, deceased, and
about one mile from the eity limits of
situated
where imorovements are being
in demand; and the subscriber
at the above rates—the Jowest
will prove a safe and profitable
.

.

made and rents are
fully believes that
ever offered—they
investment.

MO! LTON, Adm’r,

236 Superior Street, Room 22, Cleveland, Ohio,
no3i-13
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“Harry! Harry! Isay, Harry!”
me.
I supply the farmer's table with trout,
What is itp
“Yes.
and every week do all his people's washing.
¢ Are you awake?”
Meanwhile, you know, I keep the meadow
“ Yes,”
:
al
green,and in the spring I am able ‘to spread
“Well, 1 feel so wretched.”
out into a broad, fertilizing sheet, really
** Do you, Fred? . What it the matter ?
imposing and beautiful,
In old times, the
children and I used to have great sport in Are you-not well?”
‘
“Oh, yes, 1 am very well, but I don’t
that meadow, but that
has passed long
since; there have been no shildren there for Leton well, I am forever being blamed,
forty years. For, though I am always at and feeling that I deserve it, and yet I try
work, I enjoy every moment of my life. to be all right, you know.”
y
i
‘Oh, yes, to be sure you do. You are'a
When am I not singing,or when do I refuse
very good fellow, Fred; go to sleep.”
to smile on the children?
:
“Oh, no, Harry, Iam not good, though
‘“But I hasten from the meadow todo
my duty at the cross-roads. There I afford Ld do not think I am very bad. It must be
refreshment (0 travelers and their weary that I um unfortunate.”
.
Harry laughed at that.
horse€ at all seasons, the year round.
We
*¢ I do not believe in misfortune, Fred.”
streants do not hush ourselves into useless
** But do you believe that it is my own
sleep eight hours out of every twenty-four,
!
as you mortals do; night or day is’ equally fault?”
“ Well, yes, I do,” said Harry, with hesitime for our work, After crossing the ford,
CT PRA ey
I answer similar purposes to the next five tation.

g Poetry.
i

Heart Hymn.
;

—

,» Bear the burden of the present,

Let

the morrew bear its own;

If the morning sky be pleasant,

Why the coming night bemoan?

If ihe darkened heavens lower,
Wrap thy cloak around thy form;
Though the tempest rise in power,

God is mightier than the storm.
Steadfast faith and hope unshaken,
Animate the trusting breast;

Step by step, the journey’s taken,
Nearer to the land of rest.
All unseen, the Master walketh

By the toiling servant’s side;
Comfortable words he talketh,
While nis hands uphold and guide.

or six farmers;

He to-day, and he to-morrow,
Grace sufficient gives

his own.

Holy strivings nerve and strengthen,
Long endurance wins the crown;
‘When the evening shadows lengthen,

Thou shalt lay the burden down.

How

Th

Quarreled.

;
el
To begin in things q
imple,
Quarrels scarcely ever fa
And they fell out, Dan and Dimple,
All shout a horse’s tail!

*¢ Indeed !” said the youth, who,
time,

Danny said the tail was sorrel;

’

Dimple said that it was gray!

J

said Danny,

had beconre convinced that

three different
Bridge, where

chose to tell tales! At length,

“ Red!” cried Dimple, speaking loudly,
‘“ How you play at fast and loose!”
“Yes,” said Danny, still more proudly,

In between them came the mother—
“ What is all this fuss about?”
Then the sister and the brother

half the boys and men
while they counted me

Would have settled it at once!”

Forth ran Dan with Dimple after,
And full soon came hurrying back
Shouting, all aglee with laughter,
That the horse’s tail was black!
So they both agreed to profit
By the lesson they had learned,
And to tell each other of it
Often as the fit returned.

its old red walls.

done to-day,

and all I have yet to do,” repiied the
brook.
:
“Done! you do nothing but run and play ;
what do you do?”
“ J have n't time {0 talk with you here;
the miller is waiting for me. But if you
will meet me below your grandfather’s mill
at the stepping-stones, I shall be able to tell
you there; for then I shall not be in a huritd

by,

.»and the youth rose and walked lazily across

*‘ fed

three

from the
but soon

composed itself.
“ You think I am an idle do-nothing, like
yourself, do you?” began

the

wonder if you can

that I do

not see

brook.

*¢I
more

work ina day than any man in the village.
But idle people are never ready to acknowledge that any one else is industrious.”

“You turn the mill, I ®dow;

but that's

quite as much fun as work ; what more you
do, I can’t tell.”
:

“ Yes, Ilurn the mill,

and so give yon

your bread and batter. As to the rest—listen: In the first place, I ran for more than

a mile in the valleys of Chestnuf Hills"—
“Why,
there?”

do

you

come

from

many now;

but the only

answer was the

constant, cheertal murmur, “ Work, work;
make your banks green; make your place

*« Have you ‘been a ‘good

boy to-day,

Fred ??

The question rang in Fred's

ears as he

went up stairs. © It was’ ‘with

him all the

time he was kneeling by the side of bis bed,
and when he lay down he could not sleep

for thinking, ‘Have you béen
to-day,

a good boy

Fred?”

His mother’s
searching
eyes looked
gravely into his face,as she asked the question.
4
‘¢ It is pretty certain that mamma thinks

that I

have not

been good,”

| thought

Fred.
“ But
science,

what do you
:

{hink 7”

asked

econ-

away off
9 Th

Fred tried to dyict the voice. He closed
his eyes and pretended to go to sleep; but
-* Yes. My course, inall, is six or seven it was of no use, for his thoughts were too
miles; and, though back in the hills Tam busy to allow him to do so, and presently
narrow and small, I water the roots of hun- he gave it up, opening his eyes and resigndreds of trees, and give drink to flocks of ing himself to that which was inevitable.
birds und animals that would perish with- The moon was shining brightly, and the
out me. “AlPthaselz
een tims along those room looked eosy.
valleys s
itheir
Jong
4 tome to
“Toughttobe a good boy,” thought
AN
ooeiy OR fold te failed Fred.
‘‘Everybody is very kind to me,and
them sinee they were saplings, which is, at all my wants are supplied.
And yet, it is
least, a hundred years ago.”
certain that I am not good, 1 want to be;
* A hundred years ! are you so old?” in- but somehow I always fail, I can not think
terrupted
the youth,
how it is. .. Tt is not because I am careless
“Yes, and twide that, and I de nof and indifferent. I care very mugh to please
know |
if
'
+I bave been my futher
and“ mothers #1 want nothing

wwilisd bic imd Be sinde 1 ‘wasp
little rill. But do not jnterrapt me so oftens 1 shall have‘to Jeav. you soon. After

1 leave the hills, I flow ifito Farmer Goff’s
meadow, and there I am useful to men and

attle

all day long.

The cows stand in mv

for hoursin the shade, while I
feet. and limbs, and 1 like very
their
‘quiet brown eyes
Once a year, I am

more thyn'to.give saiisfaction; ‘nnd satisfy
my own consgience,
too,
:

I seem to

be al-

ways biisy, and yet T never get things done
as soon as Harry. I am tived out at night,

and yet I am sure mamma thinks I am idle
and do not try to do my best. Lam a most
unfortunate boy.”
Just then Harry, who was sleeping in
another bed, seemed to be disturbed in his
¢leep, and Fred thought he wonld get his

sheep, which is not so brother to wakeup and say a comforting
ey care very little for

Yes;

word to him,

when

school-time

came

he

lain

he found

that his mother was better

pleased with him, and that his teachers
not so often have occasion to reprove
and that bis conscience did not muke
as uncomfortable as before. He did
again call himself unfortunate, for he
discovered the secret of his non-success
overcome the fault.

passes away.”

and answer'his questions, for he thought of

so

and he found that it saved time, and was
the means of accomplishing more work.
But did he succeed - better when he had
broken himself of the habit ?

men built

‘¢ But you do not grow old or pass away;
isn’t this strange?”
¢ No, not strange; there is my fountain
back in the hills; that is a living fountain,
fed by an ever-hving God, whose will I
gladly do. But I have lingered too long;
the tide is waiting for me.
Try and profit
by me—you are idle, or, if you work, yon
complain ; I work and am happy!”
With
which the brook ran by,and paid co further
heed to the youth, who called for it to stay

his teeth,

he had 10 exercise strong restraint over him
self.
But after a time it became more easy ;

their wicker huts and held councils on this
very spot, and children ran and frolicked
about these banks.
Everything changes
around me, grows old, and

half cleaned

He was now watchful of himself. When
he found that he had half a dozen things begun aud none finished, he made himself go
back and finish the first one and then the
other. At first it was quite hard work, and

past the mill,

British

He

awake that night, and talked to his brother,

this

the fields to the stepping-stones.
Here,
there was an old beach-iree and some wil- “flourish about you; be faithful, and never
lows, with a great swing under one of complain,"—Farly Days.
_ them.
It was a charming spot; no wonder'the brook liked to loiter there. The
The Secret of Non-success.
youth waited only a few minutes for the
:
—
i
stream, which came racing down
mill in considerable excitement,

op

Once well

elms, and when painted

“ What are you babbling to yoarself
about?” said a youth to a brook,as he threw
himself panting on its bank, for:he had just
come away from the cricket-field.

Saying whieh,the brook sped singing

stream;

clothes,

Fie
kuew none.
But one good came from his having

I have a little time to enjoy myself here,
“and to join the children in their sport. Rare
fun they have always had here. I remember when there were two great sweeping

of the Brook.

ry.”

the

his

learning one lesson quite perfectly, he read

them all,

Of all merry scenes, this was the
Nowadays tke boys have no such

mill,” continued

well before

for his little brother.
He finished that, and
then went back to his books, but instead of

gencrations of men and women; and I love

— Alice Cary.

ed

and stir-

turned

of your

““ Your hair does not look smooth, Fred,”

in the village; for
frozen to death, far

hundred years I have

end

gc-

remarked his mother, and he remembered
that he forgot to finish it.
After breakfast he took up bis books to
stady his lesson. He bad got about half
way through, when he left off to spin a top

fun.

‘““ A

the

no

when he left off to begin to brush his hair,
and so he went from one thing to another
until the bell rang, and he was obliged to
hurry down to breakfast.”

were sure to be yverthrown in the middle of

| the pond.
merriest.

believe you will come to
Good-night.”
troubles.

ed his teeth.

ring, and through the clear ice could plainly
see the gleaming of their fires, and hear
their shouts and merriment.
The girls
used to slide round after the boys, holding
fast to their conts, though they knew they

Since to look into the stable

have

was in the middle of brushing

I enter your

beneath I was always wide awake

And she answered, “ I must label
Each of you a little dunce,

1

when he remembered that he had not clean-

on my frozen surface,on winter nights, with

Told the story, out and out.

|

beginning another.
i
The next day, however, Fred found that
it was not easy to break off a bad habit. He

and that is an affair of time.
I could tell
you stories about that pond all day, if Thad
leisure. I remember when your grandfather,and kis father before him, used to skate

When I’m playing with a goose 1”

and

would in future do one thing

a school

‘me to-help me in my great work—the turning of the mill. I'have first to fill. my pond,

All about the horse’s tail!

Lehindhand,

|

An

Honest

said

Growler

mumping

to

on

did
him,
him
not
had
and

Boy’s Reward.

A correspondent at Kalamazoo, Mich.,
sends us the following account of an incident that oceurred recently in that place :—
On Saturday morning a stranger, while
walking upon the sreets of our village,
dropped from his pocket a package consaining four thousand five hundred dollars in
national currency. It so happened that not

Dak! el

“Dear,

dear!”

said

be

the

death

a college for the training of Young men contemplating the ministry.
Thus he .I8 constantly increasing the active Christian forces of the
coun-

of

‘ Ob, the merest trifle, absolutely nothing ;
itis her temper.” All (he servants complain
ofit. I wonder they haven't hanged her
long ago.”
** Well, you see,” sald Growler, ‘‘ cooks
are awkward things to. hang; you and |
might be managed much more easily.”
“Nota drop of milk have F had this'day,”
said Grimalkin, ‘* and such 4' pain” in my

Bante»

“But what,”

said

Growler,

“what

and spirit by

which he has accomplished so “wonderful
a
work for the Muster. Among hisduties inthe
college he elected to deliver weekly lectures
to

the students, with the aim to give them
familiar
instruction in the practical work of the
winistry.

Selections from these lectures have been put
into

the volume which we hive before us,

They are

are

Spurgeon

as

unconventional

as even

Mr,

himself could make, He seems purposely
to have
given himself this latitude in speaking,
so that he
might readily get the attention of §iudent
s weary

ministry, and is calculated to inspive
fer from it! Everything she breaks she reader not only with better purpos the datiful
es but with
lays to me. Such injustice ! It is unbear- more promising methods of accomplishing them,
If he keeps @ devout and sincere spirit, he
able!”
will
Growler was quite indignant; but being hot be likely to be harmed by some of the less
spiritual qualities of the book, What Mr. Spur-.
of a reflective turn, after the first gust of
geon pleads
wrath bad passed he asked: But was lectures, is thefor, and seeks (0 inculcate by his
complete consecration of the minthere no particular cause this morning, ”
ister to his work. Ibis work, he believes, de*“ She chose to be very angry because I mands a man’s all, and that all at its best, ** To
eng
in it half-heartedly,” he says; ““ is an inoffended her,” said the eat.
“How, may I ask? gently inquired wit th God and man.” He aims at training
preachers rather than scholers,—to develop the
Growler.
faculty of ready speech, to help them
* Oh, nothing worth telling—a mere mis- stand the Word of God, and to foster in to underthem the
take of mind.” Growler looked at her with spirit of consecration, trust and courage. The
such ua questioning expression, that she was lectures set forth definite doctrines, and show no
compelled to say, ** I took the wrong thing sympathy with the numerous theological novelties of the day. ‘They exalt fuith In God, and re§
for my breakfast.”
liunce upon his watchful provision to meet all
s. The volume embraces thirteen I ctures,
ich are based upon such subjects as “ The
Minister’s Seif-wateh,” “ The Call to the Ministry,” ** Sermons—their Mutter,” “ The Faculty
of Impromptu Speech,” “To Workers with Slender Apparatus,” Sec. Besides being instructing

‘ Oh I" said Growler, much enlightened.

said Grimulkin,

was,”

confidentially, ‘I was springing at a mouse

tasted it, awd it was rather nice, and—"
‘You finished it?” suggested Growler.
cook

that

if

hadn't come in. As it was, T left the head.”

# Iknow about that horse.”

‘ What can he be bought Tor,

do you

think?” asked the stranger.
‘‘ That horse is worth $200, but the man
who owns him will t ake

$175

for

him,”

said young Harris,

The two rode along a little further, whe
the stranger said:
;
*“ Here is a $5 bill; bring the man to me,
for I want to bay that animal
The stranger then parted with his new
acquaintance, telling him, however, where
be could find him. In a iittle while Harris,
the horse which he and the stranger had admired, and the owner thereof, came together; the horse was purchased by the $4,500

mal, andthen, io a very dict

way, was

turned over to young Harris, “to have

and

to hold’ as his own. There whs we
said about the why and the whevefors
gentleman told the young man, Low

t

hear from me again,”
SE

Most

people

=

:

hd

would

ht

succeed

in

small

things, if they were not troubled with great
ambitions,

useful

little

book.

Price, 75 cents.

Wm. F. Gill & Co.
THE

BAPTIST QUARTERLY,

Boston:

—

October, 1875,

Prophecy; Renan's Anti-Christ; John,
the
Apostle, and his writings ; Exegetical
Studies;
Notices of Books. These papers are well
written,
acd show care and research in the preparatio
n
of them, Philadelphia: American Baptist
Pub.

lication Society,

:

THE CHRISTIAN QUARTERLY.

Contents:

The

Struggle

October, 1875,

between

Church

and

State in Germany; The Ground of Obligation
and Norm of Right, Christ
rist; The

Moore, Publishes. ,

{

Re

SCRIBNER’S

ILLUSTRATED

vember, 187.

Contents:

MAGAZINE.

William

and

No-

Mary

College ; Beauty for Ashes ; Gabriel Conroy; The
Curiosities of Longevity; Glass Sponges; The

Story of Aune Maturin; Laus Maris; India and
its Native Princes; The Story of Sevenoaks; Foreign Dramatists under American Laws; The Old
Germania Orchestra; Morna; The Hotel of the
Future; Awake! The Goethe House at Frankfort; Red Lilies; Top'es of the Time; Home and
Society ; The World's Work. —~New York : Seribner & Co.»
HARPER'S

MONTHLY

1876. Contents:

MAGAZINE.

Living Glaciers

November,

of California;

Cornwall” and some of his

The Fillet; * Barry

Friends; Recent French Curicature; Butter and
Cheese ; Air Towns and their Inhabitants; Rapp,
the Gnome King; New Neighbors; The First
Century of the Republic; The Lover's Prophecy ;

Rococo; Dora Rushton's

Legislative Humors;

Romance; Gartli; A Deux Temp; The Modern

Psyche ; Gentleman Farming; Portent ; Editor's
Easy Chair; Editor's Literary Record ; Editor's
Scientific Record; Editor's Historical Record;

Editor's Drawer—New York: Harper & Broth-

ers.

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY.

November, 1875.

+The head of what?” said Growler.
““ How inquisitive you are,” sgid the black
=
cat.
interest. This ninth of the series has
‘‘ Nay, but I'should like to know,” said
us much of that characteristic ** infinite riches in Precursor of Marco Polo; A Paraphrase, from
; 2 little room”
Growler.
the Gireek ; The Law of God and the Regulations
as either of its predecessors, The
‘ Well, then, of some fish that was meant

for dinner.”
‘say what you
*“ Then,” said Growler,
both sides
now I've heard
please; but

of the story, I wonder she didn’t hang you.”
And so, little reader, you may judge whether

of Society; Duration; An Iucident of the Reign
of Terror ; The Charities of Rome; Song; Progreally pertains to Charles Lamb, that suthor of ress v8. Grooves; Traces of an Indian Leg-nd;
the incomparable Eliana, and whose whole life Finding a Lost Church ; New Publications. —New
York * Catholic Publication House.
was
world will probably never be without
u large
uumber of interested readers of anything that

nearly an unbroken course of grief and
pain,~—as the editor expresses it, “a period of de-

nial and disappo

,” The * recollections”
the cook or Grimalkin was at fault; and of of him that haveintment
been selected for this volume,

one thing be certain,

two

bas

story

every

both be-

sides, and it is always best to hear

attract and repay the reader. To see him as his
friends and acquaintances really knew him, to

fore making up your mind.— Libertas.

John and the Postage-Stamp.
John was a boy who ** lived out.”
week he wrote

home

to

his

Every

mother,

who

lived on a’ smalkrocky farm among the hills,
One day, John pickedup an old envelope
from the kitchen

wood-box,

and

saw

that

the postage-stamp on it was not touched by
the postmaster’s stamp, to show that it had
done its duty, and was henceforth useless.
“The postmaster missed his aim then,”
said John, ‘“ and left the stamp as good as
new. I'll nse it myself.”
He moistened it at the nose of the teakettle, and carefully pulled the stamp off.
“No,” said conscience, ** for that would
be cheating. The stamp has been on one

letter; it ought not to carry another,”
¢ It can carry another,” said John,

* be-

cause, vou see, there is no mark to prove

worthless.

although filling less than a quarter of the space
devated
to Hazlitt, have quite
as much to

it

The post-office will not know.”

** But you know,” said conscience,

*‘and

read of his sympathies and self-sacrifices, of his
intellectual character, of his domestic griefs, of
his brotherly love,~this is really something to
derive satisfaction from.
The recollections of Hazlitt,as already intimated, are quite full, and highly interesting.
There are also enlertaining scraps from the lite
of Campbell and Lady Blessington included in
the volume, the pages describing the habitués of
Seamose Place and Gore House being well worth
reading,
!

The young

publishing

firm of Wm. F. Gill &

Co., Boston, display considerable enterprise in
their live of work.
They lately announced a

* Treasure Trove Series,” to be composed of ten
volumes, the first two of which are already at
baud.
The subjects illustrated in these two volumes are Burlesque and Travesty, and the re-

maing eight will

be devoted

to Story, Extrava-

ganza, Portraiture, Mystification, Essay; Farce,

Satire, Anecdote.
It is proposed to make each
volume the expression of rich and genuine humor, aud the two specimens before us give good

promise

of success.

They

will

* Fiowers, 1 course is greatly in their favor.~T'o their list of

Presently an elder-tree said:
ghake off your caterpillars.”

“ Select Novels” these publishers add the power-

“ Why?” said a dozen altogether, for they
were like

some

children

who

always

say

‘“ why,” when they are (old to do anything.
Bad children those.
The elder said: “df you: don’t, they'll
gobble you up.”
So the flowers

set

themselves

a-shaking

tillthe caterpillars.
were shaken off. \
In one of the ‘middle ‘beds there was a
beautiful rose, who shook off all but one,

ful and fascinating German

an’s

Suke, or, The

by

Edmund

high praise.

tale, “ For a Won

Mysteries of the Castle,” by

Huns Wackenhusen; and

“ The Silent Witness,”

Yates, which

THE GALAXY. November, 1875. Contents:
Dear Lady Disdain; The Londen Marriage Market; Through Utah; Leah, A Woman of Fashfon; Drought ; Twenty Years; Weather Wisdom ;

Rosalie; The Two Amperes; Nannette Schiller;
A Peaceful Pipe; The One Rose; Heterophemy ;
The Battle of Chickamauga; Drit-wood; Scien
tific Miscellany; Current Literature; Nebuie,—

New York: Sheldon & Co.
LIPPINCOTT'S MAGAZINE.
Contents: Up the Themes;

November, 1875.
St. Augustine in

April; The Atonementof Leam Dundas; Qualla;
Camp-Fire

Lyries;

The

Magic

Handkerchief;

Dost Thou Remember? The Comrades; A French
Provinciul
Writer; Retrospeet; * Mammy”;
Still Water; Of Going Hopping; Summer Days
at Vichy; Our Monthly Gossip; Literature of
the Day.~—Phila.: J. B. Lippincott & Co.
The following pieces of sheet music, for the
voice and the piano,have been received from Dis

son & Co., New York and Boston: ***The Devil's
Darning-Needle,”” a polka mazurka, by Josef
Strauss; ** La Belle Zinguara,” a fantasie wmazurku, by H. Maylath; *‘ Nocturne Romantique,”

by Wil-on G. Sm th; “ Sweet Good Night, Dear
Father,” song and chorus, by Cristabel ; “Pretty
Bird,” &c., song, by George Fox; and ** Brown

Eyes

has

that

little Maiden,” song, by Georg:

L. Osgood.

comprise selee-

tions from Lamb, Dickens, Swift, Bulwer, Addison, Hood, Poe, Burnand, Jerro!d, Irving, and
others of that choice class, and as R.H. Stoddard,
who hus made the Bric-a-brae series so popular,
is announced as Editor, at least of the first vol
ume, the series ought to prove something of a ri
val to * Little Classics,”on whose general plan

that is enough. It is not honest to use it a
second time, Itisa little matter, to be
a great ways behind ‘him walked a lad—
sure: but it is cheating. God looks for
young Harris, who drives the city express principle. It is the quality of every action
and seeing the package, picked it up, rag which he judges by.”
along to the geutleman, and asked him’ if} ‘‘ But no one will know it,” said John, it seems Y0 be proceeding. The volumes are
tastefully bound in green and gilt, are printed on
he bad lost anything. The person address- faintly.
;
good red-edged paper, und are of convenient
ed felt iu his pocket and quite nervously
re:
‘No onc!’ cried eonscience. *“ Gol will ‘tize. They are to be sold at a dollar a volume,
plied that he had lost $4,500, and seeing know it ; that is enough ; and he, you know, and are richly
worth the money.
the package in the boy's hand, seized it as desires truth in the inward parts,”
The same publishers undertake what promises
if it was a precious thing. He made some
* Yes,” cried all the parts of John’s char- to be another popular series, although of a less
choice eharacter, entitled * The Satehel Series ?
few inquiries of the boy, and then left him, acter, ‘‘ yes,it’s cheating to nse the postagewithout as much as thanking him for the stamp the second time, and I will not” do It will be devoted to Poetry, Story, Humor,
Travel acd Essay, and will be selected from the
honest act and the restoration of his treas- it.”
writings of Miss M, E. Braddon, Wilkie Collins,
ure.
:
John tore it in two and gave it to the Owen Meredith, M. Quad, who is the funny man
Not long afterwards, in un hour or so, winds, The boy won a glorious victory.
of the Detroit Free Press, and others. It is to be
our stranger saw the boy again and got upbound in paper, octavo in form, and sold at 50
cents per volumes, The'firet volume is illustrat.
on his wagon and rode with him. Nothing
‘Danger to the Vines.
ed, as the others doubtless will be, and contains
was said about the finding of the money.
six good prose stories; and one poem, namely,
Afier a while the gentleman observed a
While I was walking in the garden one Mereuith’s * Last Words.” The series is auvery fine-looking horse that was béing
nounced as being meant for summer idlers, but
bright morning, a breeze came through and it may serve pleasant and useful purposes around
driven along the street,
“My lad,” said he, * is not that a pretty set all the flowers and leaves a-fluttering.
the winter hearthstone of many homes, Like
Now, that is the way flowers (alk,so I picked
the “ Treasure Trove Series,” the cditing and
good horse?”
.
compiling seem to be carefully done, which of
“Yes, sir, thavis a good one!” said the up my ears and listened. °

express boy.

pages

Contents: Private Theatricals; At the gates of
the’ Kast;
Toa Critic; The Sanitary Drainage
of Houses and Towns; Roderick Hudson: Of
some Railroad Accidents; Old Woman’s Gossip ;
aud helpful, the book is quite as entertaining as Homage ; Andersen's Short Stories; Grapes; The
Mr. Spurgeon’s utterances usually are,
Old Regime 10 the O!d Dominion; The Silent
Tide; Recent Literature; Music; Eduocution.—
PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS OF LAMB, HAZLIYT
AND OTHERs, Editedby Richard Henry Stod- Boston : H. 0, Houghton & Co.
dard.
New York: Scribuer,
&
Armstro
THE CATHOLIC WORLD. November, 1875.
Co. 1875. Square 12mo. pp. 3%9, Price,
$1.50. Contents: Freemasonry; Sir Thomas Moore: Is
These volumes of literary * bric-a-brac” do not
She Catholic? Are You My Wife? Eschylus; A
lose their

and I knocked down a dish; and not knowing exactly what it was, I smelt it, and just

“ Well, I should, I believe,

volume of 166

, suitably
indexed, and well arranged,
The author suys
they have been tested by long use.
It is a really

Family as fyplea of the State; Co three Great
Questions of the Age (therelations between Caping 1 humor. They indicate a feeling of the
ut~ ial wod Labor, Cheech and State,
Religion and
most freedom between lecturer and student
, and Solence) ; Literary Notices,
Cincinnati: W. T.

life thut courses so freely through Mr.Spurgeon’
s

“It’s her temper—what I have to snf-

“Why, the fact

little

collugquial,abound in anecdote, and are
not want.

from the week’s duties, and keep his own speech
free from platitudes und dullness. Her.ce the
volume is full of the fresh, vigorous, hounding

im-

mediate cause P”
Way
‘ Haven't I told you?" said pussy,pettish-

ly.

207.

cal recipes extant, and put them

into a neat

nts: Romuns 7:7—28; Arnold
Aside from his many and pressing pastoral du- Conte
ature .
and Dogma; The Missionary Future'sin Litef
the Light
of

* Pray,

what has brought it about P»

pp

ies, he has found time to establish and conduct

try, and multiplying the methods

Growler.

side I”

12mo.

been one of the wonders of his work in London,

“ Hasn't she beaten me, and called me a
to

+

‘Mr. Spurgeon’s theological training college has

Joni.

thief, and threarened
wt
me?"

A

Somebody,—and that is

Wm,
nell, ~1us selected und compiled De.
some of the best
amily and medi

selection from
ddresses delivered to the Students of the Pas‘tor’s College, Metropolitan Tabernacle,
B C.
3 Sha geo, Pres At,
ara Edition,
Ww

very fond of 1alking of hanging me. I
wish heartily some one would hang her."
“Why, what is the: matter?” repeated

Growler, .

plies.

LECTURES TO MY STUDENTS : “A

the

oR
kitchen door-step.
** Matter enoagh, said Grimalkin, turning
ber head another
way, “Our cook is

** Good-night. I will think of what you
have said.”
The more Fred thought of it, the more
sure he felt that his brother was right; and
at last he fell asleep, resolving that he

graudfather’s farm, where Noisy Brook joins

In such anger —struck each other,

* J am talking of all 1 have

this

the brook

many

“ What's the matter?”

complished work to show. If you will just
finish one thing Letore you begin another, I

boy taken an accidental bath; at the country road; and at Dibble’s Bridge, where you
love to go a-fishing when you play truant.
Ah, I conld make many a boy wince if I

As indeed they scarce could fail,

Lesson

are always

places:
first, at the Old
many a traveler has been

cheered by my voice, and

* you are simple!

Then the sister and the brother—

The

by

Speak out.

~ Fiterary Review.

Sides of a Story,

the black cat, as she sat

don’t mind if you do say something unpleasant,”
** Well, then, Fred, I believe that the only
unfortunate thing about you is your habit of
beginning too many things and finishing
too few. If you notice, you do not stick
to one thing at a time, and nothing seems
tdbe done, and mamma blames you. You

“ Next, I enter the village and cross it in

“ Yow’ re a fool, and that is all}?

©“

** But do you think so?

Wonder

was worthy of great respect, and had ceased to interrupt it.

Just as gray as mother’s shawl,
And that’s red!”
Said saucy Dimple,

.

1

never have existed bere.”

So that by and by the quarrel
Quite broke up and spoiled their play—

* Gray!”

and, without me,

what would become of them? Then | Wii
‘round the Meeting-house hill, and by the
school-house ; whether.I do any geod there
no one knows better than yourself, Let me
assure you, my young (riend, though you
think me only a gay prattler, 1 am of that
degree of importance that, had I stayed at
ease up in my fountain in Chestnut Hills
(which would be, by far, the pleasantest
place to stay in), this whole village would

Grief, nor pain, nor any sorrow
Rends thy breast to him unknown;

Two

Literary

Notes.

Wistath, Baldwin & Co., Cincinnati, bave pub-

lished a criticism upon Gen. Sherman's late
Memoirs, whose object is to show that the Memoirs fall far short of eor.ectness. It is making
quite a stir in literary circles.

N. Tibbals & Son, New York, are publishing a
book entitled ** The Homilist,” vy Dr. Daniel
Thomas, which is highly spoken of

and is of great help to

preachers.

The reduced

price to clergymen is $1.10.
The December number of St. Nicholas will
contain an admirable ariicle entitled: **Oune Hundred Christmas Presents and How to Make
Them.”

This article is fullof practical

tious, by the

boys, too, for that matter, can make beautiful
and useful

Christmas

Presents

for all

literature of the centennial

in

the shape of a

their

friends und relations,
The sale of Louisa M.

Alcott’s'

works

has giv-

en her $60,000 already.

'

From 4 beginning, iti 1852, of less than 10,000
volumes and 10,000 pamphlets;
the Boston

lic Library

has steadily

increased,

Pubs

till it now

numbers pearly 277,000 volumes and almost 151,
000 pamphlets, the additions the last year being
16,000 of each of these classes.

The average dui-

ly circulation, which in 1854 was 250, bas grown
in 18756 to 2,681.

The

tables show

that

in the

lower hall the percentage of novels and juvenile
literatare

has

steadily diminished

(rom 78 per

cent. in 1870 to 69 per cent. in 1875, The annual
loss of books isi less /than one-eighth of one per

has already received. cent, of the circulation.
Jil 3
Mur. Walt M. Fisher, lately editorot

Lee & Shepard make their contribution to the

descrip-

uid of which girls of all ages, and

Price of euch, 76 cents,
—

by Dr. Nast,

Lange, Dr. Parker, and others. It gives LomiIetical sketches of various portions of Seriptare,

the Over

{and Monthly
has reticed from the editorial chair

of that magazine and gone to Bogland, hi native
:

“ New History of the Battle of Bunker Hill? It land,

is prepared by William W.

Wheildon,and

aims

On the title-page of the last edition of “ Uncle

to show the purposes, conduct and results of the Tom’ ‘Cabin its circulation is put down’ as 336 ,memorable fight. © Ast piece of history it ceems
Mr. J. Hill Burton, the distinguished historian
to be gecurate, and is as fascinating as any story
and she said to herself, ‘Oh!
that’s a that bas been lately told, Tt is well printed,is of Scotland, is engaged on a History ofthe Reign
beanty, I'll keep that one.” The elder over- composed of 56 pages, and contains a map of the of Queen Anne.
Hurd: und’ Houghton announce a volume of
heard her, and ealled out, ** One caterpillar time.
y

is'enough to spoil'yda’?

ERG

“But,” said the rose, look

and crimson

fur,

and

his

SOBA

‘at his’ brown,

beantiful ‘black

“Library

Sheldon

&

Co., New

‘York, publish

Mes: An.

to

nie Edwards's popular story of * Leah, A Wom-

keep him,
Surely one won't hurt me.”
A few mornings after, 1 passed the rose
again,
There was not a whole leal on her;

attention while appearing as a serial in the Gai-

eyes, and scores of litle feet,

1 waut

her beauty was gone, she was all but killed,
and bad only life enough to weeprover her
folly, while the tears stood like dew-drops
on her tattered leaves. ‘Alas! I didn’t
think one caterpillar would ruin me.”
One sin indulged has rated many.—
Christian Weekly,
4

an of Fashion,” which has attracted considerable
axy.
There are many striking pussages in it,
while some of the characters presented are not

only true to life but really inleresting. Mrs. Bdwards is a good novelist, apd this is one of her
good novels,

The “ Handy Home Book of Medical Recipes

und Family Redeipts” is just wiiat

1ts name im=

Notes”

‘by Hon. A. P.' Rubsell,

of

Ohio. It will.contuin the eresm of years of exten=
sive reading and

dote and epigram.

study, interspersed

with anec -

It will be brought
out, in the

best style of the Riverside Press. ;

;

Br, Zangemeister, head librorian of the Uni.
versity Libracy “at: Heidelberg, is collating the
MSS. ol Ovosius to be found in English libraries,
His edition of Orosius will: form a part of she

Vienna collection of ‘the edition of the Latin Fithers, .

i

/

Mr Julius Kostlin, u professor at the Univer
sity of Halle, has just published what id said lo

be the best hfe of Luther yet written,

.

bun

THE

Zitevary Miscellany.

———

Cn, apa

ing, watering and sheltering

of John Randolph.

ock ; patent nests,

Randolph said'to Clopton, a neighboring
Baptist clergyman, subsuantially: *‘When

I was a young man, infidelity, through tbe
gy. Yet there‘ave twenty-four hours in influence of Mr, Jefferson and the
French
each one's day.
How are they invested? Revolution, was common ..among youn,
Not always after one's own heart. Un- men of culture and rank, 1 ym athize
avoidable and absorbing duties to others with it; but I scorned to be an infidel withmay consume most of our time,
Some
make the mistake of using all theirs in con-

egg recep-

wheelbarrow,—the dead cart of this chicken city. In short, he discovered
that chick-

ens can not be raised thousands

out careful and thorough investigation. 1
thought it fair that
I should first read the
Bible; but I had not read it through before

church

Every

They

will not

ckildren.

in a family,

thrive in masses. Norwill |

keep'th

holiday

crowder

a whole
dance for and
the cap.”
Ber.

to-day;

the | health continued to fail, but she bore

can testify.

August, ber disease

RAB. “Fay! But I'm a-guest thee wot'n
meend my purting ; but tell ma than why
Ber.

requisite amount of reading possible.
kove
for a thing makes a road to and room for it.

And since, as has often been said, it is not
the amount read, but the quantity appreciated and appropriated that benefits us, few
are too busy to snatch a nourishing morsel

from eine A well-spread intellectual feast
of bodily activ-

other

things,

he

said

to

the

permit'so fair

Don't

You could only have a beneficial | Why I be going

for lack of literary matter.
is may limit
the food of, but need not starve, the family

be so pettish, and

to Shaleacott

mind.

We

honor the poverty that wears

but in its etymological sense; and that he

, only homespun, and sups nightly on the
ever-sumptuous pudding and milk; but in

deemed it necessary to say something sharp

people will read
them in

a newspaper thrust before

its freshness] where

a

remains judiciously to
select and digest the amount read.

I wol.

ook har howe pans aking

to #ée my

During the lust fe
was almost unsupho

seemed very near

»

Me
at.

according

far-away homes of their own,
will

he

sweeter

that enveloj
fireside,

to

your

‘He

to the

standard; but he was an

1-4 cents per day, it would

heart
:

cigars or tobacco !

Ss

er.

the lessens to be

learned

from

Bat let us step up high-

Laying aside 27 1-2 cents per day,

save

you

$100 in a year, $1,300 in ten years,and

2

$29,000 in fitty years.
In the same ratio,
fifty-five cents a «day fools $200 the first

We»
It is plain that” TebngSon has chosen his
sutijrot not Som
because
of its fitness for
dramatic presentation, but because he felt
that

of the year,

business.
And many poor young men in
this city are spending eleven cents daily for

mA

Moral of “Queen Mery.”

daily,

$520 in ten years, and $11,600 in fifty years.

MM
rN

$20

This last sum, if saved Ly the young clerk,
in a single decade would leave him quite a
little capital to invest in some legitimate

family

£3
a

to

Saving likewise eleven cents

you will have $40 at the end

than those

of the

amount

i a year, $260 in ten years, $5,800 in fifty
years.

in

ear, $2,600 in ten years,

y years.

and

$58,000

in

If you should save $1.10 a day,

it would leave you $400 at the
ear, $5,200 in ten years,

Queen

and

end

of the

$116,000

in

Riy years.
ow we ask the earnest attention of
smokers to the above figures, and put the
question whefer they can really afford: to
indulge in a practice so costly. Take the
- oped by ‘its’ teaching, the logical conse- eleven cents w day. This sum at the end of
quence of this teaching in the destruetion the year woald leave you $40, enough to
of liberties, and in fostering intolerance and pay the bread bill for quite a family. By
persecution, were shown in Mary's brief studying the above, can you not see how
reign of five yearsws in no other of English you are unconsciously sending off into space
history. In reading the sigus of our times, to make the circuit of the globe money that
good homestead and
it would not be surprising if Tennyson read would purchase a
with alarm signs of ‘a renewal of" Roman leave vou something besides to make cominfluence in Enghsh affairs, and a revival of fortable your old age? We recommend to
all smokers to take an evening, sit down
the authority of the Roman church amon
with their families, and consider whether
the higher as well as the lower classes
the people. The conditions of cultare and they can afford to smoke; whether their
of opinion throughout Europe are such that happiness, their future prospects and their
enhancthe claims of the Romish ghurch, asserted respectability would not bz greatly
as they have lately been, with astonishing ed by a total discontinuance of the odious
audaeity, and pushed far enough to test the practice.— Worcester Palladium.
most elastic credulity, are admitted, with
more or less intellectual reserve, by increasing numbers of men of weight in opinion
The Foolishness
of the Rich.
- affairs. The Roman church represents,
A
with a consistency to which no other church
Mary's reign needed to be pressed: home
upon the England of to-day. ‘The subordination of English interests to the behests of
Rowe, the temper of the Roman church,
the quality of charaeter fostered and devel-

can lay claim,

matters

the principle

By their hobbies

of authority in

The red shirts of Paris, the skeptical philosophers of Germany, the modern school of

scientific
and

thinkers

confused

in England,

sects

of

bequeath stunning sums of

money

for uu-

necessary or impossible objects,—imposing
upon posterity tasks that will not be performed. Tbe thoughtless praise lavished

the feeble

Protestantism,

shall ye know them.

The favorite hobby at present of the wealthjest slaves of business isto give away or

not merely of faith, but of policy.

are

a

vod

thinge,

ney.

that has muckle would aye hae mair.”

ane's death.” And yet agiin, “A penhy in
my purse will gac me drivk when my
fefer

and fine things;such as:

“Bonnie birds are aye

ers,

!

the

»

,
to fair

warst

1

Sa

king:

p

spragged as a long cripple,

“Ripe fruit is sunest rotten.”

“Nearest the king, nearest the waddy.”
‘A’ are gude lasses, but where do the

ill

wives come frae?”
t
“A dink maiden aft mak’s a dirty wife.”
‘‘Ae braw thing needs twa to set it aff.”
‘*A new pair o’ breeks will east down an
auld coat.”
‘Fair words winoa mak’ the pot boil.”
“Love ower het soon cools.”
““A kiss and a tinnieful 0’ cuuld water
mak’s a gay wersh breakfast.”
Another lot of wise saws deal with the

“cardinal virtues:
**He that lives on hope has a slim diet.”
“Heo that’s first up is nae aye first serv-

ed.”

|

:

“Quick believers need broad shouthers.”
*‘At open doors, dogs gae ben.”
“A wan © many trades may beg his

bread on Sundays.”
.
“Them that gae jumpin’ awa’,

limpin’ hame.”

aft

:

“The willing horse is wroeht
—W. Armour.
Ve @

Ope

come

to death.”
.

trgether with

Lord;

may

bave

it,

and

no

power

on

MARrIsH S. KegNEY,

hand.

Moreover,

a

reta

1850.

1808.

forms

in distinct

existence.

tian era, these stories were
in the minds of the people,

already fixed
and that, al-

ation. - Sach stories there are indeed afloat,

as that which inakes the fairies certain of
the fallen angels whose sin was not considered
so deep as that of those who are
now the devils, which represents them as
placed on the earth to await a judgmecy of

which they know not the result. But these
run parallel to, rather than along with, the
general course of the fairy legends, and
seem to be attempts of the missionaries to
awaken distrust where they could not shake

belief; and most of other accounts given
of the wee talk are from their very nature

shown to be of greater antiquity than this,
comparatively speaking, modern invention.
The well-known presumed antipathy felt
by fairies to the mention of the name of the

Almighty may be explained

(without sup-

posing any guilt on the part of the ¢* good
people ”) in a subjective - manner.
The

belief in fairies being a part of the old religion, what can be more natural than that
men should avoid

speaking of

the new re-

ligion when they beheved themselves in the

presence of the representatives of the old
one? A mere intuitive sense of anchronisin

would prevent the connection of the two
names, and then (since it by no means follows that a mah who has this sense wiil
be able to explain it) the fear of (he anger
of the fairies would be brought in »s an

67

1822,

and

was

He

F, B,

life.

NTEW~ HAMPTON
sociates.

for

lish

eight as-

regular courses for hoth sexes. Four terms of

Fall

:

.

Perm

CARENDAR:

Begins

Modday,

Winter Tern hair

Winter T'

A

oo0 ay,

one

e

PO

:

i

vs 30, 18%.

Nov. v. 1, 16, 1871875.

sloses Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.

Sg Rm Sa

Com,

Clo
racai

geek,

a

2

1

an
to wee.
So

15,

Jem

Vill

Summer Term begins Monday, April 24, 1876.
Summer Term closes Thursday, June 29, 1876.
For further particulars, IPP to the Principal,
:
E. C,
LEWIS,
Sec, Trustees.
New Hampton, N. H., July 20, 1875.

Moses

him.

dx i No
LL.
. MRS. BETSEY
CHANDLER died near Deep
River, indiana, Sept. 1, aged 64 years. She was

tue wife of Thomas P. Chandler, formerly of
South Wheelock, Vi., and daughter of Samuel
and Olive Woodmansee,
of Greenboro, Vt. She
was baptized some thirty years ago by Elder A.
Moulton, and united with" the KF. B, ehureh in
So. Wheelock, but on removing to Indiana,
some twenty-two years ugo, fimling no Murch
near of the same order, she became a member of
the M. E. church at Hickory Top.
The burial
services were conducted by
Rev KE H. Ball, pastor of the North St. Baptist church, at Crown
Point.
33

USTIN ACADEMY
FORD, N. H.

.—CENTER

STRAF:

REV. S, C. KIMBALL, A. M., Principal, and Pro
feseor of Latin and Greek. Competent teachers assist. Rooms for self-boarding
families at reasonable rates.

and board in private
Board in clubs
$2.

Apply early. :
:
Free tuition to students who have the ministry
ew.
FALL TERM of 1876
ins August 24,
Two full courses, English and Classical.
The Faculty, by imparting
instruction in a thorough and practical manner, y the use of the best.
text-books, and by careful attention to the wants o
scholars, hope to deserve the continued approbation
of the patrons.
For further information address the Principal or,
WARREN F088, Secretary.
Center Strafford, July 26, 1875.
a

APHAM

UATE,

R.

INSTITUTE

L—"his

—NORTH

Institution

SCIT-

furnishes

College Preparatory, Eaglich and Scientific, and Ladies’ Collegiate course of study.
i
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.

W. S. Stockbridge,"A. M., Principal.

MRs. SOPHIA M. BAVAGE died of consumption

MissAbbie E. Jenness, Preceptress.

9, 1874,

ASSISTANTS.

azed 41 years. She was a daughter of Rev. S.
Hart, a former pastor of the Harrisburgh ehurch.
She followed the Sa.iour in baptism at the earl
age of 12 yeurs, and lived consistently, exemplifying the truths of the gospel daily.
She was
deeply lovedin the community, a warm-hearted,
earnest Christian, prompt to the call of duty,
more than kind in sickness, bearing patiently the
ills of life, and cheerfully laboring
for the good
of others, and the prosperity of our Zion. She
lett a husband and five childven, one an infunt,
an aged mother and one sister. of a family ot
eight. The obituary of her only brother, Way ne
S. Hart, may be found in the "Star, of the 6th
inst. One sister alone remains, with that stricken mother.
Sister Hurt is waiting patiently by
the river, to pass over and vejoin her f umily, all
ot whom died in the Christian faith.
H.S. BALL.
SETH PUGSLEY died of apoplexy, in Sebago,
Me., August 20, at the advanced age of 82 years
and
Tmonths.
He was one of the oldest and
most respected citizens of the town.
Some thirty-five years ago, he experienced religion, and
united with tee KF. B. church and maintained
with honor and consistency his profession until
death.
[His aid and influence was ever in the
right direction, being a lover of temperance, Sabbath schoul and everything tending to
promote

the welfare of society, und the cause
of

:

INSTITUTION.—A.

all Aor tins roms rd

“She leaves a

Y., Sept.

;

for dons
lly
ares

B. MESERVEY, Principal, with

8ix

godly walk and ‘holy conversation.
She was a
good woman, beloved by all; and, while she was
not so active ag some in social service, yet her
home felt the influence of her godly life.
Her
piety was of that ealmer type that showed itsell
more fully in deeds than in words.
Bro. Cur-’
rier is-left alone in bis old age, and yet he is
not alone, for the Lord comforts and sustains

N.

gd

ntific
f
§
For fall ogtalogue,
address fhe JP cipal, a.

ten oly each,

Bean. She was one of the oldest members of the
F. B. church in Candia village, and she ever
proved lierself a worthy member, both by her

in Trenton, Oneida Co.,

a

SEMINARY.—

CERT

She

by Elder

4

Hillsdale,

Lo
iki
eon
mary
ity Wik
1
courses ot study.
English Course. We are

Funeral sermon hy Rev,

baptized

is also a

8)
Term
opens M+roh 16,
\
Oe] Examinations, June 14, 15, 18,
Anniversary, June 17.
Fall Term opens August 31, 1875.

BETsky, wife of Deas Richard Cureler died in
Candiz, Bept. 21, aged 81 years. and 8 months,
Bister Currier embraced‘a hope in Christ in
Dec.,

Lit
brary

Prosident, or L. A ReYoLDS, Sec-

——

Keene

i

and

volumes.

CALENDAR.

excellent house-

wife und’ mother.

B. H. Damon,

Prof

departments” and

or other information, address D.

d Treasurer,

rPIKE

Albro, di

years.

Keeney was an

hushand and two sons,

It would

of the Chris-

Sister

keeper, # good

mix the two forms,
but take one entirely
Christian; and in some of them we have
beth

of Harry
Betsey

aight

Hillsdale, Mich. June 23, 1875.

born in Bprinaville, Brie Uo. Ne. Ye. April was
21,

they do not

seemas if, at the beginning

and

in Warsaw, Sept. 15 ed

It way he supposed that the spread of
Christianity produced many
changes in
fairy literature; but, ‘strange to say, remarkably few fairy tales have suffered any
alteration under the iufluénce of Christian teaching. A few, indeed, ean be named which bave taken a Christian form, but
they’ might almost be counted on the fingers of one

wife

and daughter of John

——

A. T. Sally, A. B.,
Miss Hattie Arnold.
CALENDAR.

Fall Term begms Aug. 25, 1875,
Fall Term closes Nov, 2¢, 1875.

Winter Term begins Dec. 8, 1875.
Winter Term closes March 7, 1876.

-

Spring Term begins March 22, 1876.
Spring Term closes June 17, 1877.
For

further

particulars

address

North Scituate, R. I.
N

the

Prinei pa 1,
tfn23

AINECENTRAL
INSTITUTE
.—
PITTSFIELD,
ME —Courses of study

for both sexe, College Preparatory,
ical, scientific.
Terms, ten weeks.
Fa: Term begins August 23, 1875.

Winter

Normal,

Class-

Perm begins November 8, 1875,

Spring Term beguns Feb. 7, 1876.

Summer Term begins April 24, 1876.
KIN5SBURY BA CHELDER, A. M., Prtncipal of
Latin. Greek and Chemistry.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Priacipal of Normal Department, German.

Didatics,

Science.

Miss

LINDA

C.

VICKERY,

Mental and

Moral

Preceptress, French,

Geometry and Botany.

-

Miss LOVINA H. HAYNES, Normal classes,
Miss ELLA C. HURD, Music.
Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.

Board for clubs,

Christian-

either for

ladies or gentlemen,

from $1.50 to $2.00 per week.

ity. He bad been a constant reader of the Star
for thirty-five years.
He leaves a devoted wife,
six ehildren, and a large circle of friends who
feel that their loss is his eternal, gain.
E. 8S.

Siading

Board

in

families, in-

ome, ete., from $2.50 to $2.70

per week.

For furthor particulars, address the

C. A. FARWELL.

retary,

Pittsfield, Me

IY NUON LITERARY INSTITUTION.
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

Educational,

Faculty :
J.S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
%
G. H. STOCKBRIDGE, A. B., Associate.

Miss L1zzIE CALLEY, Precepiress.
With a fall

LINTON GROVE SEMINARY
.- WEARE,

Three

N. H.—Send for circulars to
aug!l
H.S. COWELL, A. B., Principal,

petent
Assistants.
The tuition will be as usual.

tree to students.

SPRING TERM

9, 1875.

FALL TERM

2, 1875.

X
For further
patiiculare address the Principal,
Northwood
idge, N. H., Aug. 19, 1875.

commences

Spring Term of 12 weeks, commences
1876.
For circulars write to

the

BAKER, or to the Principal.

Presiden.

?

anglsd

Rev.

Penmanship,

-

-

-

will

5 to $20

Fall Term of 12 weeks opens Aug.
Winter Term of 12 weeks opens

IN

a

SANBORN, Sec’y. Board
31
Samples

$1, free.

Stinson

&

nod7-1y

Prize picture sent
free. An ingenious

Address,

with

stamp, E.
21y1

MAINE

RAILROAD

FOR

1875.

BOSTON.

tour

AES

EASTERN &

FURBER, Gen. Sup’.

MAINE

CENTRAL

R. R.

3.00, 5.40, 7.00 P.M.

as-

81, 1875,

Leave Boston for Portland 8.30 A. 12.80, 6.00 8.00
PM.
Leave Boston for Bangor 8.30 A.M., 8.00 P.M.
Pullman Sleeping Car.’
!
Trains for
Portsmouth, Boston, Newburyport:
Salem, Lynn, &c , leave Dover 4.40, 7.50, 10.15, 0.55

»

AM, 4.10, 6,20 P.M.

Nov. 30, 1875,

For further information address Rev. L., Sar
| Waterbury Center, Vt, or the Principal
, Hill,
‘

£

Trains for Dover leave Boston 8.00 A.M, 12.80, 8.15,
445 P.M,
Leave Portsmouth for Dover 7.15, 9.00, 10.20 A.M. ,

Al Portsmouth and Dover R, R. Trans connect ut
Portsmouth with Traine for and from all Stations on
the Eastern Kailroad, and on a 1 connecting lines in
Maine, Canada, and the Provinoes.'

Spring Term of 12 weeks opens Feb. 20, 1876,
Expenses moderate.

|

clubs

Leave BOSTON at 8.30, A. M., and 12.30, and 8.30
P.M.
g
Leave DovERjal
A. M., and 8.08, 6.18, Pp. M.

CALENDAR.

|

tamilies; mn

TRAINS FOR POMTLAND.

VERMONT. —
with

od

Leave Alton Bay at 6.35, A M., apd 12.30, and 4,00,

SEMINARY. —

Principal,

-

Leave Portland at 6.15, 9.00, A. M., and 8.10 P. M.

8. GARDNER, Principal.

CENTER,

-

.
.

ARRANGEMENT,

P.M,

SEMINARY. —CALEN-

MOUNTAIN

.

.
.

Leave DOVER at 6.51, 7.55, and 10.55, A. M. and

Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y., July 10, 1875.

COLLEY,

-

.

5.16, and 6,30 P.M.
TRAINS FOR DOVER.
Leave Boston at 8,30, and 12.30, A. M.,]3.30, and 5.00
P Me

open June 15th, and closé

give Term opens March 21, 1876.
hi a Histishtion is ono of the largest and best in
the state,
‘Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.

WATERBURY

-

Leave PORTLAND at 6,15, and 9.00, A. M., and 8.10
P.M,
Leave ALTON BAY at 6.35, 12.30, A. M., and 4,00, P.M.

Dan for the 86th Academics] Year,
Fall Term opens August 23, 1875,
Winter Term opens
December 6. 1875.

REEN

.

per day at home.

AND

SUMMER

Ridgeville, Ind.

TX

.

.

TOLL-GATE!

BOSTON

WM. REED,

Miss LIZZIE
sistants.

-

Emam

The Full Term will open September 7th, and close

J.

.

worth

Co., Portland, Maine.

gem! 50 objects to find,
CU. ABBEY, Buffalo N. Y.

,
November 25th.
For Catalogue, address the Sceretary,

HITESTOWN

August

:

-

.

for catalogue.
I. W.
of Trustees.
Lyndon Center. Vt..1875.

The

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The
Spring
Term will open March 2, 1875, and close
Term

Tuesday,

is8

15 Lessons,

TRAINS

June 10, 1875.
The Summer
September 2d.

begins

duced tuition.
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in

Sec. Trust. es.

Lebanon,

class

Room

lower rates, and rooms farnished for self-boarding.
For full particulars in regard to the School send

E.

teachers.
Four regular courses for both sexes.
SpringTerm, of 11, weeks, begins Feb, 2d.
Summer -of 10 weeks, begins April 27th.
W.

Reading

A@-Clergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received at re

EBANON
ACADEMY.—W,
E. PULSI4
R, B. A. Principal, with full board of

For particulars, address
ELIHU HAYES,

= Classical,

hool
- first

and

Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
-

ATES
COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
SCHUOL.—FALL TERM, 1875.
The Full Term of the Theological School connect
ed with Bates College begins
Tuesday, August 21th.
For further information address the I resident, O. B.
Cheney, D. D., or Professor John Fullonton, Lewiston, Maine.
J. A, HOWE, Sec. °
I

assistants.

dy

French (extra), .
Instruction on Piano or Organ,

14th,
O.

Library

of 13 weeks

Common English,
Higher English
Latin and Greek,

November

March

of

of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, March

Primary Studies,

tent Assistants.
:
Fall Term of 12 weeks, begins August 31st, 1875.

Term of 14 weeks,

competent

course.

TOITION:

°

ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.
WILTON, MUSCATINE CO.. IOWA.—
REV. G. 8. BRADLEY, A.M. Principal; MRS. G.
S. BRADLEY, Preceptress, with several compe-

pier

of

courses

Ladies’

in every particular,

,

:

complement

complete

Scientific, and

ORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.—FOREST
k EVANS, A! B., Principal; with com-

her sweet glances cast upon me when I appeared asleep; never her Kiss of peace at

0

ey

in

11 of twenty

four thousand

ministry.
For catalogues

in the

removed to Ill, and united with the Elgin

are

Er?
Ee lc, Sv,nis foret
Na renee ohadents
the Chelation

«B.C.

church

There

€0!
;
p
badiilt.
the
Jonation
1s sxbeligt,
and wih
ihe pewi build:

yea, saith the Spirit, for they rest from

cd with the Bangor F.B.

Christianity and Fairy Lore.

A Persian Fable.
Young men should be deeply impressed
NO
with the vast importance of cherishing
A drop of wa'er fell out of a cloud into
these principles, and of cultivating those
habits which will secure them the confi- the sea, and finding itself lost in such an
dence and the esteem oi the wise and the immensity of flaid matter, broke out into
the following reflection :—* Alas! what an
good.
dl 4
i
insignificant ereature I am in this prodigA young man
may be unforfunate, he
may be poor and penniless, but if he pos- ious ocean of waters; my existence is of no
sess unbending integrity, and unwavering concern to the universe; I am reduced toa
purpose to do what is honest and just, he kind of nothing, and ‘am less than the least
will have friends and patrons, whatever of the works of God.” It so happened that
may be the embarrassments and exigencies an oyster, which lay in the neighborhood
chanced to gape and swallow
into which he is thrown.. The young may itof upthisin drop,
the midst of*this its humble solilothts possess a capital of which none of the
misfortunes and calamities of lite can de- quy. The drop lay a great while hardening in the shell, till by degrees it was ripenprive them.
We have known men who have suddenly | ed into a pearl, which, falling into the
hands of a diver, alter a long series of adbeen reduced from affluence to penury b
ventures, is at present that . famouns pearl
some
overwhelming misfortune,
Which
they could neither foresee nor prevent. To- which is fixed on the top of the Persian
day they were prosperous, to-morrow, every diadem.
v
earthly prospect was blighted, and everyTribute to a Mothet.
thing in their future aspeet of life was dark:
i
——
#
>
and dismal. Their business is gone, their
Children, look in those eyes, listen to that
prosperity gone, and they feel that all is
ear voice, notice the feeling of even a
gone; but they bave a rich treasure that
nothing can take away. They have integ- single touch that is bestowed upon you by
rity of character, and this gives them influ- that gentle hand! Make much of it while
ence; raises up friends, furnishes them with yet you have that most precious of all good
pecuniary aid, with which to commence life gifts, a loving mother, Read the unfathonce more, under auspicious circumstances. omable love of those eyes; the kind anx- |
We can not too strongly impress upon iety of that tone and look, however slight
our young men the importance of «ubstain- your pain. In after life you may have
ing from everything which shocks their friends, fond, dear, kind friends ; but never
moval sensibilities, wounds their conscience, “will you have again the inexpressible love
and has a tendency to weaken that nice and gentleness lavished upon you which
none but a mother bestows,
sense of honor and. integrity so indispenOften do I sigh in my ‘struggles with the
sable to a good character. * *‘ Iutegrily of
character I” Who ever possessed il, that hard, uncaring world, for the sweet, deep
did not derive untold advantage from it? security I felt when, of an evening, nestIt is better than riches, it is of more value ling in her bosom, 1 listened to some quiet
than *‘ diamonds and all precious stones;” tale, suitable to my age, read in her tender
and yet every man may possess it, The and untiring voice, Never can I forget
poorest

dead who die

+

will commence

i a

W. + C.C. DURGIN,N,

. 0. CACY died near
Manchester, Iowa, Nov.
29
AX vie born x
ufne, Jan., 1831. He
was converted when about 21 years old,and unit

fire, eyen to swelter wan, an we a-scrimm’d

\

lL

Jesus,

J. L. KROESEN.

e

Sort. . 1" el

Sontaing

we not bear

TE

particular:

courses of study. There are five well 8
erary Booieties,
with libraries. The C

letter, intending to unite

*‘ Blessed are

For

uu

fia Ww. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

Inatractors.’

Within a

her husband with a F. B. ehurch.

their la ors,’

Obituaries,

a

n

when she withdrew by

dark as a pit. Well, to be sure, whep we
come home, maester was routing in the zettle (a pix take em!) before a gurt rousing

earth can wrest it from them. Young men,
allies in driving a large sct of men towards
rize integrity of character above all earth- night. Years have passed away since we
the gates if not within the walls and de- upon such people as Girard, ought not to
laid her beside my father in the old chuichy
gifts,
mislead
us
as
to
the
veal
merits
of
the
men
fenses of Rome.
The love of mental reyard ; yet still her voice whispers from the
and
the
true
character
of
their
acts.
pose and support, : the desire to rest with
grave, and her eye watches over me, as 1
The wisest and greatest man
that ever
absolute reliance upon a definite authority,
ave traits in many natures ohviously inher- lived could scarcely, even if he were per- English Language it England. visit spots long since hallowed to the memory of.my mother. —Lord Macaulty.
ited from a remote period.* Few men can fectly unshackled, execute: such a will as
That which I found most interesting
comfortably rely upon themselves; and the Girard’s without doing more harm than
case now is such that a logically-minded good. But that huge legacy, mow worth, | thronghout Devonshire was the language,
man must either be content to fall back [ suppose, $30,000,000, hus been adminis- the superstitions; and the customs of the |
upon the Jeservés of his own intelligence, tered by the gang of’ potihouse politicians, people. In the cities and towns; of course,
the peowliarities of these have to a great
or to haul
down ita. fag, and surren
his who, for the past thirty years, have constiPARTICULAR NOTICE! Persons wishing obits
soul and life to the guidance, direction and tuted the Government of Philadelphia. If extent disappeared lefore the all-invading
nius of the mineteemth century,~steam,
uaries publisbed in the Morning Stur, who do
authority of the Romish church, What tbis Girard, during the last year of his life, had
survender
and subjection mean is what Ten- loaded one of his ships with all that gold But in villages and rural districts one sill not” patronize it, wust accompany them with
nyson desires to bring home to the minds scraped together by fifty years of miserly so- meets with men amd women whose minds éash equul to ten cents a line, to insure an ioand to the hearts of his readers. ' He has no licitude and poured it out into the notathom- dwell in the atmosphere, and who speak in gertion, Brevity .is specially importunt. Not
The eth.
controversial purpose ; but he has conceived able sea, he would have rendered a better the language of the first century.
of the reign of or Tudor as the time in service to Philadelphia than he did by leav- nologist can not get so much from the old more than a single square can well be afforded
which the
principles and practices of the ing it to found an orphan asylum on a scale English and Celtic’ hronicles as be can by to any single obituary. Verses are inadmissi*‘ grim wolf” of Rome were most Plainly far beyond the wit ol mortals to conduct mingling with these queer lolk of Devon- ble.
displayed in England, and with teiritle sut- successfuliy,—a huge boarding-school of a shire and Cornwall. And fist, with regard
Mrs. E, J. KROESEN; Juughter of L. W. and
fering ud degradation and loss of honor to thousand pupils. There was a printer in to their speech, I am fortunately able to Celina Winn was born in Newton, Living
give
the
reader
an
exact
idea
of
it
by
quotNew
York
who
took
it
into
his
head
to
stone
Co. Ill, Feb, T, 1851." At th8 age of
the lands" The history of these years reads
itgelf to him into the "drama, into the trag:- raise chickens on Staten Island for the New ing from a dialogue in the Devonshire dia- st venteen, she removed with her parents to the
place where her «death occurred.
During the
dy that he has written out,—a tragedy with York market, He bought a farm, fenced it lect, taken down by a lady of the county. month
of Feb , 1872, she wag hopefully convert.
a whole people as its protagonist, and with inand began with a small family of 2,000 (It must not be contused, however, with the ed in a series of meetings held with the Cama vasly vague, dreadful figure of the scarlet | chickens. There wmever. was known such (Cornish, which is as intoxmunicable as berland Pre byterian church,at Pedee, Iowa.

RA

riverof death,

fora

‘JILLSDALE COLLEGE. ~The next term
|

us a~do, the weend waga-go lie. Cryal! T church in 1851. * Me removed to Iowa soon after,
united with the Cox Creek chareh, then the
was a-stugg’d in plid—I never was in such and
Madison church, and at his death he was a faiths
a pickle avore——my coat was a dagg’d up, ful member of the Mount Hope church,
and my shoe heeled in mux, (or it was as
A. PALMER,

explanation.— Chambers’ Journal.

Integrity of Character.

send

y the pain
, at times, she

example of patience and

By the time

though smaller influences might affect them
execu- in minor ‘details, their general character
‘wag too well marked to soffer any alterCate

“A fat housekeeper mak’s lean
tors.”
“Fire and water are gude servants, but
bad masters.”
**Glib i’ the tongue is aye glaiket at the
heart.”
**A'green yule mak’s a fat kirkyard,”

What Smoking Costs.

no memories

the reqlinzs
Seleeted.

others

of

heres glane afore the, ha’ door.” And
again, “Content is pae bairn 0’. wealth.

life was

Probably nut many who smoke cigars
regularly are aware of the expensiveness of
the habit. They whiff away their Havanas
without a thought of what the practice is
Qu
mily’ nd
R fo du : ined actually costing
them,
It is only five cents
to the m
eous,
sw
t
or ten cents a time, and sothey indulge, unto reading
ry ph
\. Wt on d conscious that they are
converting houses,
holiest. of home pleasures.
Most babies
have a standing objection to this, contriving lands;-eapital, and the essentials of life, into awake just as reading begins, and jnfin- to the smoke. But let us look at in the
itesimal interruptions anooy and hinder; light of arithmetic, ' Suppose, gentle 1cader, that you should save the money you pay
still, if determined apon it, every family for
cigars and put it into the savings bank
can secure considerable of this delightful where
the interest will be compounded semiexercise,
Say to your daughters, good annually—bave
you the slightest idea of]
readiog is 8
gréat dceomplishmient. They
the amount of such savings in the ran of
will assent, They have heard that a thou- years?
Beginning with the’ lowest daily
sand times without realizing it. Let them
cost
of
the
use of tobacco: 2 3-4 cents a day
hear a reader that thrills the heart and fills
deposited as above, will amount to $10 in a
the ere with. appreciative tears, and tell year,
to $130 iu ten years, and to $2,900 in
them they can gain (hat ‘gift by puttin
fifty years. How many smokers, who have
beart and understanding in their voiee, an
in the habit for filly years, have kept
the accomplishment will be seen worth been
themselves
down to 2 3-4 cents a day? If
s:riving for. - Above ali, save the sweetest
you should lay aside in the same manner 5
poems, the inevitable religious serial, and

leading

worst

frien’s winna.”
hn
Then we have those which

Mr. Randolph's

the

/

peculiar advantages:

upon

se Jove and rest.

ble,

re Lo bear the cross, and why can

et blunked
at the same time as the weend
huffled and hulder'd it in svan’s eyes. Iwas,
in a sad taking—mno gwain to the lewside,
you know—I must vace it; though ma nose
and lips were a-sprayed, and my arms as

:

‘‘Baith weal and oy says the re,
“come aye wi’ world's gear.” And again

and darning-basket at hand, drops down a
minute, doés her mending, and gets the
news by proxy.

hore, or

*

fis Jet ys tae those which refer to

not that of a Christian

of dispat hing domestic items bofore *‘ the
paper”
comes, and, having
her work-box

hushed forever

:

Book of Scotch proverbs.

earvest believer in divine révelation; and
cast the weight of his genius and his au:
orig in favor of Christianity.
— Religious
Herald.
-:

don’t be selfish about these. They will do
the most. good if’ you enjoy them together.
AoC when the happy voices around you are

C—O

And again, “Money mak’s and money mars.”
And
in, “Poverty is the mother of
health,"—<Mony
ane's
gear is mony

New Testament

the sermon, for mutual ‘enjoyment and icterchange.
Whatever you devour greedily.

¥

Proverbs.

think Clapton, told us, tbat Randolph said
that when he was in college he always fuiled in declamation ; but thathe had ‘a profound conscipusuess of his ability to excel
in speaking those who ecli
him in. eol-

lege exercises,

touger

it?” Again she said to her mother,~*‘Jesus suffered aud died for us, and why can we not suf |
fer for him?” She has left her ourhlog husband, relutives and frien
happy a

Sdder down tke lane ; 'twas sp hard avrore
that the juggymire was all one clitch of ice;

ove to that grand old Storehouse of senniious ftruisms and. commou sense,— the

~The model regukuion of a family reading will always begin the day, wiih the bodily infirmity, there can be no reasonable
Book of books, The literary foundations
ili
for the day thus laid, oversight and interest doubt,
Mr. Randolph was one of the greatest oras regards what the children read besides is
ators of his age.
We have heard, and we

paramount.
We watch what goes into
their stomachs; let not their mental pals
be taken surreptitiously. When you hide a
book, young man and young woman, under
your pillow or elsewhere, that is a sign that
it contains more or less pojson; al best, it
is trashy. With so much food. that is rich
and sweet, why live on tlhe Impuibasie pulp
from which you gain vo strength?.
For the
family, dels of labor in reading is ofien
rofitable. But conversation will Seng al
050 the common stock. So much éye
t
saved. We must be excused from rea
everything, even what is good. To this
end, many a woman has a wondrous Way

NAA

Scottish

" wollege;

¥
INBTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offersto students im
and

few hours of her death she remarked that her
DH-Wa severe, and added,~** Jesus placed us

For the illustration of my subject, I have | way the cold.”—M. D. CoNWAY in Harper's
Magazine.

ed prayer in the room of the deceased man
we can not now recollect. That Randolph's
mind in his: latter years was wrecked by

to bloom

86 years.

Some

to a bookcase for a volume and read it, place as another.
he was Disoussiug
Paragraphs will speak out impromptu from the point, the delirinmWhileofthe
penitent too
lips which would no, by request, read one another turn, and he said that he was so
tract page aloud. So these mucl-abused
a sioner that no prayer should be
newspapers are an auxiliary of reading in great
made for him: - Whether the preacher offerthe family. “It only

a flower

such slaves of business as Stéphen Girard.
They are fooksh to make so much money,
they are foolish. to leave it for objects of
which they know less than nothing, and the

postulated, and assured Mr. Randolph that
prayer was as acceptable to God in one

one will reach

mavy

ork

’

violent a form,

difficult and delicate known to civi izdtion ? in the corn; 'twac a tingley frost—quite a

to make an abiding impression on the mind
periodicals can be of the negroes.
public is not wise in Jocepting their gifts,
Te
had from ove half dollar upward, we can
Once already, within the historic period,
‘Ooce, when Randolph was sick, he sent
hardly conceive of the possibility of being for Clopton to visit him, which he prompt.
Christendom has been cursed with institoo poor to take some paper and to buy an ly did. The sick mah received him courte- lutions founded by mistaken benevolence,
occasional book,
:
ously, and then said (o him; ‘‘Mr. Clopton, ~=convents and monasteries,—which cost
Newspapers may be wade a blessing. Ihave a new asparagus bed in my garden, nations a convulsion to suppress. Let us beTaey cultivate a taste for
general reading, and 1 wish you to kneel down in the middle Wale of repeating the error.—James Paraside ‘from their individual merits. Ten of it and pray for me.” * The preacher ex- on.
:

‘this age, when worthy

Early in the monthof

assumedso

MR. Asan WATSON died Aug, 19, in Warner, N. H., after a long apd tedious il ness, aged

Unloved in their lives, unblest in death are

ing profanity of his language, ‘assuring
him that he used it mot in its theological

prepase’ students

for about
pethen ,heart
i on‘an the
days,
the morningora ofo Otyody congo
n of
ngs
havi
id
the Master:

go.”

ity are highly favorable to the digestion of “When I was in Russia, you aud
the
these tit-bits. There is some danger of d--—d overseer stole almost everything I existence except banking aid stocks, how
“ Tother day yya must know I went to
reading too much as well as too little. Ideas Lad." This charge he followed with caus- can such people be ratio nally expected-lo winding, and took the boy with me to cry
jostle and crowd and displace each other.
tic reproof.
When the service was onded, create institutions the most somplice
em, and ruise away the pigs from muzzling

Want of means is often urged as excuse he apologized to Mr. Clopton for the seem-

5

The sbepjul

her afflic-

that it was deemed advisable to remove her
" her father's home, where she was kindl
and
slfectionntely cared for, but death in
not

is connected with the signingof checks ; gives Rab an account of one of her advenmen, ignorant of every phaseof human tures, from which I take a paragraph:

negroes:

LATIN

Assi
BY
vA My
he oon
of
I

gubby; thee sheu | tions with true
Christian she
as the man a fodothis in 48 thorough
warm friends with whom fortitude,
formed acquainiride S
aderule:
“ven
ancé there

“I can’t go, zure.”
*Wull, very wull.”
“You be a-purt now.”

thee cast’n

NICHOLS

ly
firmly

Well, Bet, wot'n go up 10 the | Tie. of the sume year, she. was married
to.the | theologioal school,afords
to rail and zee the wruxlin. | Rev. J. L. Kroesen, of Tamu Co., lowa,
r | tory course,

town

body

r words | finally supposed to
bea cancer tumor, ,
fu the nter of "14, her disease became so

orphan asylum on that scale by ‘making an old gonmar,
could no more have written it than a mole artificial village, with its schools, the
boys
» “Won wot go? How long vurst?”
could have composed the ‘Principia’ of divided into groups, as closely as possible
Ber, ‘I can't tell tha; I've a gurl many Newton.” |
Seed. resembling families. How can the Sirards chures, andzhere I be drilling away my
On one occasion, when Mr. €lopton had of the world, men who live without’ love, time,”
preached to the slaves of Mr. Randolph,the upon whose knees. children never sit, who
Ras. . “ Pithee don't be & re about men ;
master rose to add a word of exhortation. repel and drive far from their hearts and I'll meet tha here a leet e odds of two
His remarks were clear and pointed, but homes their own kindred, who know noth- o'clock."
did not breathe a very pious spirit, Among ing of any kind of power except that which
In the course of the conversation, Bet

taste is the chief condition of Jialing the

Hours

AR.

his numerous

convenient

many dead ones strewed (he
of a
Ras.
morning that they bad to be collected in a | Ber.

forming to the fashion of this world which
passeth away. We sometimes think that I became conviaced that uniuspived men

within their reach.

for feed-

tacles, every device of the, chicken farmer.
But for some reason guknowp, scarcely nay
eas appeared, few chickens were hatched,
the birds pined and drooped, and soon so

en
@ Pn

It is too much neglected, and for various
reasons. Want of time is a ¢hronic apolo-

contrivances

specimens, | Abéut 187, she began to suffer from what was

explain wt

-»
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He had

Reading in the Family.

Chinese).

a lime among the farmers’ wives of Staten
Island for selling off their old hens,

D0
S00 00 asin

‘woman embodied in the miserable Mary for
its heroine.—%he Nation.

ent,

N, H,
3

a

GEO. BACHELDER, Supt. E.R. R.
PAYSON

TUCKER,

Supt, Me. C. R. R.
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AR

duit

hi

The

Additional

bishep of Montreal warns his flock not to"

|| interfere with, Guibord’s burial, and renews

DOMESTIC.

against

circumstantial * evidence

ik Page, the alleged murderer

threat of cursing

ed.

an

important .extent,

the

The reports of the outrageous assault by Yale
studefits upon an Odd Fellows’ procession, on

1876 show a deficincy, of 15,000,000 marks.

The Presidént has appointed

he was a powerful man and an expert swimmer.
The earliest known work of the Middle Ages
on painting,by Theophilus,a monk of the twelfth

fessor of music.

journey in disguise to the

of Guinea.

M.

latter case; that

French

Of

Government

paid

not only to make it serve

labor to pick their cotton.
Prof. J,C. Watson, of the Michigan University,
has discovered a new planet. It shines like a
star of the tenth magnitude and is moving west
and south,

mit of.

All fair-minded

will

and

The

School

Board

for London

“ Im-

costs.

arranged

Professor

of

pointed Professor

’ ‘Three thousand persons have been rendered
houseless by a fire in Widsy, Russian Poland.

sian provinces, 1,180; in the winter of 1875, they
had fallen to 580. A like decrease is apparent in
the other German States, Leipzig now leads,
with 386 matriculated ; Tubingen has 242; Halle,
204; Erlangen, 136; Berlin, 134; Gottingen, 87;
Jena, 74; Strasbourg, 5S; Boun, 56; Kiel, 56; Konigsberg, 55; Marburg, 45; Breslau, 87; Rostock,
81; Griefswald, 24; Heidelberg, 9; Giessen, 8.
A special school for marble workers has been
in existénce in Canara for the last three years,

of the town of Iquique, Peru,has
by fire.
.
cavalry horses for the use of the
has been abolished, and a tax of

ten dollars for every horse that would have been
drafted instituted in its stead,
by
It is reported that sixty tons of small arms
and ammunition for the Chinese were shipped
from

London

as merchandise

and landed

Shanghai. The Beitish govsoment
» gating the matter.
i

at

is investi-

During the recent remifie le on the English

of Sanskrit and

Comparative

Philology in the University of Edinburgh.
Cornell's Freshman class contains fifteen ladies.
Since 1862, the gross number of theological stu-

in the German

decreased,

During the

universities
summer

has steadily

“ semester” of

1862,they numbered altogether in the older Prus-

supported by tbe Italiau governm nt, the city
and the provincial government, and the chamber
of commerce

of

the

province.

The

subjects

taught in this school ure as follows: Mineralogy,
geology, mechanics (with special reference to the
maehines used in teapsporting and working mur-

co st, five yesnely ara known Yolhave been | lost;

ble), elementury mathematics, physics, ciemis-

The, negotiations. etwetncate

try, drawing, book-keeping, caligrapby, and Ital
fan: Phe full course extends fhirough three years

British ‘and

and the géholars are tauzht frée of charge.

school does not

favor at first,
y first year it was
| ‘the people are
‘| offeredby the

=
French. const and twenty-one persons

drowned:

These ‘3 Sundastruch a rock on

appearto

have met with

poor

feed

di-

the feeding of corn
pastuie in June, did
quarts ef meal per
costing not far from
of milk.
If we ¢on-

vert this milk into cheese, it will be represented
by 2 8-4 pounds, which, at twelve eents per Ib.,
amounts to thirty-two cents. This corresponds
with the experience of Herkimer County, that it
does not pay to feed milch cows corn meal or
other concentrated food, where the cows are
getting an abundance of nutritious grass in pasturage.
The time to feed is. when pastures begin

or fall off in quantity and quality.

and

heroes

fed on

asparagus,

and

The

much

the arts and letters. Among the ancient Romans,
with whom the art of eooking was almost as sacred as a priesthood, , ASparagus was a precious
vegetable, and Apicids tauzht how to cook it in
his famous cookery books. Julius Caesar loved
it, and we may. mention that Napoleon I. and
Napoleon II. resembled him in having the same
love for it. Perhaps President Grant's Cmser-

that

are

often

Why

the

400,000 cows, each yielding about 200 pounds of
BEEF AND PORK.
butter yearly.
Beef, extra mess FN DT CG
A long keeping variety of apple has usually a Pork, new mess, # bbl, .....
BUTTER.
very small and compact core with few seeds. A |

they become foul

highly improved and luscious peur
quently is almost seedless, Fruits

some People are Poor.

T
ds
Silver spoons are used (o scrape kettles,

are not removed until the
worthless.
Brooms are never hung
spoiled.

Nice handled knives are

potatoes

not far removed
seeds.

3

and

soon

line to whip to plodes

fall apart.
Dried fruits
are not tiken care of in season
and become wormy.
4
Rags, strings and paper are thrown into the

uway

and. cold pud-

when

they

might

a. , Op

Take 1 cup of butter, 1

capof milk; 4 eggs,
2 cups of

sugar,

and

soda

and_nutmeg according to judgment.
BROWN
cup sour

cup

1

teaspoonful

soda.

Bake

2

hours.

MoLASSES
very

SPONGE

CAKE.

melted

light, 1-4 cup

Take l cup

butter,

sweet

2 eggs

mo-

beaten

milk, 1 teaspoonful

cream-tartar, 1-2 teaspoonful soda, 1 1-2 cups
flour, a little ginger.

TossEp

i

POTATOES.

Boil

some

their skins; peel them and cut
Toss them over the fire in a
batter rolled in flour, pepper
are hot, and well covered with
MINUTE SPONGE

utes, add 8 cups

CAKE.

potatoes

in

into small pieces.
mixture of cream,
and salt, till they
the sauce.

Beat

6 eggs,
2 min-

sugar; beat 5 minutes, add 2

cups flour, with two teaspoons cream tartar;
beat 1 minute, add 1 cup cold water and 1 teaspoonful of soda; beat 1 minute,
add 4 cups

flour, juice

and rind of 1 lemon

and a pinch of

salt,
GRAHAM
BREAD.
One
coffee-cup
flour, 2
cotfee-cups of Graham flour, 1 cup warm water,
1 coffee<cup yeast, a little molasses, a teaspoonful salt, 1-2 teaspoonful soda dissolved in the water; make as stiffas it can be stirred Avith a

oven.

CHOCOLATE PASTE.

of the grasshoppers

boiling

stir

in

tablespoonsful

corn

cold water; then add

2 ozs. Baker's flavored
chocolate grated, the
yolk of 1 egg beaten, 12 (easpoons vanilla; stir
this over the fire, and when a lit le cool add 1
cap powdered sugar.
This will muke a thick

paste to spread between the layers of cake.
APPLE MARANGE.
Nine large apples, peeled
and prepared the same as apple sauce,
3 tablespoons sugar; cover tight in a sauce-pan, when

done strain through a colander, beat
of 4 eggs, mix with
put it in the pudding

forks in Roman

table furmture,

brates the suceulent plants
Cato, the censor,

Juvenal

cele-

in his writings, and

the yolks

this the rind of 2 lemons,
dish and cover it with the

whites beaten to a stiff froth with a tablespoonful
of sugar and juice of ‘one lemon. Place the
whole in the oven until the marange is slightly
browned.

preferred it to cabbage, in the

cultivation of which hé was a devotee. To come
down to more recent times, William the Silent
used to open his mouth with alacrity before a dish

of

asparagus.

His

descendant, King

William

11L. of England brought to that country the Dutch
method of cutting and eating it, and taught it to
Dean Swift, who of course imparted it to Stella
and Vanessa, so it became the fashion among all

except Jacobites.
statement

If any

about

reader

doubts

William and Swift,

this

we refer

of gréen

toma‘oes: Slice

aA

fairly doted

his favorite,

Pompadour,

Mdme.

de

on

it, and

invented a

mode of cooking and serving it that still figures
on the menus of France as ‘“ Asperges a la Pompadour,” and is regarded as the most precious
legacy

memoirs

the

lady left to

mention

her

country,

that Fontenelle,

French

who lived

nearly a century, in his old age retained his
relish for asparagus. fe liked it served with oil,
“while his friend, Cardinal Dubois, liked it with
sauce.
One day, when the cardinal was coming
to dine with him, he ordered one-halt of the as-

paragus to be served in oil and

the. other half in

in

that

State,

giving

volcanic

origin

he

1-2 oz, ground clove. Mix ull together thoroughly, put the mixture into a preserving kettle, cover it with cider vinegar; cook them over a slow
fire and boil them for 2 or 8 hours, until clear.
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Germany excels any country with
familiar in the cleanliness of its beds.
much a part of yeurly house-clenning
to have the hair removed from the

which I am
It seems as
with them
mattresses,

sive undertaking for an Americun housekeeper;
for skilled laborers are rare, and when found
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bars

may

be

dipped ina

mixture of resin soap, beef tallow and wax.

Mr. Leavitt of Ripley, Me., lately founda
swarm of bees in the woods, from which he
By the Bessemer @ process of making steel,
not less than 4,000,000 tons of coal are saved an-
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in

thin;

According to the census, the Joputation of
Empire State is 4,916,604,

PA

49%

IRON.

them

them well; add 12 raw onions chopped five,
1 tablespoon English mustard, 1-4 lb. whole

sauce. Just before the dinner hour, news came
of the sudd n death ‘of the cardinal.
Instantly
Fontenelle called out loudly to bis cook: *“ All

asparagus

tomatoes

586
890

c+

HOPS
New.

over $1,000 000 worth

place them in a stone jar, putting salt between
4be layers; let them stand 24 hours; tlien rinse
them thoroughly in cold water, éxtracting the
seeds; again rinse the second time, and drain

him to Macauley’s
History, volume 11, page
838. William was not the only modern monarch
whose love for asparagus
became
historical.

Louis XIV, of France

the

+
«

For shipping, ¥ COR senssensns seneees 1600
Tatsessueeesanesigittriraarnee= —

A very intelligent fruit-grower latlely told us
that reflecting that grapes always seemed to

This quantity makes

it 2

g~3

GRAIN,

sation to the legislature.

One cup milk boiled, and

starch dissolved in 1-2 cup

Yhenaeranes - 28

380

of land will be got under cultivation.
Governor. Davis, of Minnesota, has appointed
a committee of three to investigate the ravages

ore loaf.
when

means

flourish on soil of

lasses,] spoonful

State, ¥ dos. ROR
|

$60 apiece from bis own pocket, and promising
to recommend their claim to additional ‘compen-

:

BREAD.
Take 2 cups sweet milk,1
milk, 8 cups meal, 1 cup flour, 1-2

molasses,

the

American te
Bi
sas h
English House Cannel .
Liverpool Gas Cannel ...

swamp,
containing
sonie
farming land, in Chautau-

mated that by this

Choice Recipes.
RE

COAL,
Anthracite(by

qua and Cataraugus counties, New York, 1s
about
to be reclaimed by drainage. It is esti-

be

warmed, steamed and served as good as new.

PLAIN CUP CAKE.

+s 00sasre

bag, gold..

as possi-

:

while milking.
The Conewango
25,000 acres of wet

the brine wants scalding.
are thrown

7
HEH)

Amber, Western, ¥ bush........... «182 a 1%
even by proper management, and under careless . Western Corn; mixed, ¥ bush
—~ 0 @ — 13}
Rye, Western,
#
bush......
= 90
4
92
treatment is likely to rapidly increase,
Batley,
State,
§
bush...
Yanieee
eee
120 @ 125
ing should be allowed with the man w 0 milks’
FARES, 1 TORRE Fa gH BL BIE Sl - 42 8-5

and beef because

Bits of meat, vegetables, bread

is to burn

dimindtion of milk which it is difficalt to regain,

fire.

dings

eerbsivs 12
edie 19

COFFEE.
BOM

Milk the cows regularly, and strip them cleanly every time.
Irregularity in time of milking
and eglest to strip the cow cleanly, causes a

Tubs and barrels ave left in the san to dry and

Pork spoils for want of salt,

Dairies good od Perk
afries, do...
hiRELY

Java, ¥ b,, ¥ bag
Maracaibo, hn.

pigs, or hogs, in pens which are cold and uncom=
fortable.
It is cheaper to build a warm enclosure for such animals than to keep them exposed
to the inclemency of the weather and feed them
to keep them warm.
Besides,
they will not
grow uuder such treatment.
ih

into hot wa-

to it.
on ‘the

Facto
Farm

.) No prudent furmer should attempt to winter

The flour is sifted in a wasteful manner, and
the bread-pan is left with the dough Sticking
left

CHEWSE.

them and destroy as many of the seeds,

ter,

Clothes are
in the wind.

wild state abounddn

they have, the best thing to be done;

:

thrown

Statd new, Jood to prime
Western, do.

not have been permitted to go to seed, but since

become
are

(rom the

not unfrewhich are

Gather up the weeds which have been permit
ted to go to seed and buru them. They should

ble.
up

of

product

the

represent

is calculated to

This
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Wholesale Prices for the week rl
»
Oct, 25, 1815,

Mediom 4-4..... 84..
9
Pan White....2} 8. :
[Span Brown Am .. 4.
Drills, Brown. on 8.. 11
23 8 3..
enRed owt
418.. ".
Print Cloths...
ale
2 |Vermil
Cotton Flannel. 8} @..
8. 8i |Whiting—com ..1@1..
Prints..cooeeses
B FRENCH CHOCOLATE CAKE.
One tablespoon Ticking .coceeee wa. n
ooo
veg
os
SEOMausses
ism has also this characteristic. Itis quite cer: Hr
caps sugar, 2 eggs, 1 cup milk, 2 Gingkams......00 §.. 0p French Yellow -24 9..3
tain that the plant is a favorite at the.
Mous.deLaines 00 @.. .. {yatnishos.ss.PP 1} gsm
cups flour, small teaspoon soda, 2 teaspoons
Pulty.ccese.sies 8 : i
.
Carpetings—
House table. To return to ancient Rome :
80
am of tartar. Slightly melt the butter and Lowell sup. 3-ply @ 1 60 Glue... cesasenss HG
speaks of asparagus in his writings as a very
Extra Superfine... @ 1 85
mix it with the sugar and the 2 eggs beaten, add
ks
crude...
120
@
we
choice dish. It was much liked by Heliogabalus,
Superfine......
the 2 3-4 cups flour and the eream tartar therein,
i}
Refined
the cruel monster but good liver, among whose
FISH
then the milk with soda therein, and 1 teaspoon Cod-largeqt.4 75 g@ 5 00
.
Herosene
celebrated ¢vants'in life was the invention of a
“18
vanilla, Bake in four jelly Page well buttered,
Age 00 @ 0 v0 Naptha....
M
famous pie made of peacocks’ brains and pheasMackerel, ,bbl. 3 Li sn %
and in a quick oven.
ants’ tongues.
When Lentulus was consecrated
shore.
Beef—Mess,
ail 00
’
Western
LiGAT OMELET. Seven eggs, | small teacup Salmon, tee. 20 00 a23 0
apriest of Murs, Lucius Cecilius Metellus gave
817 0"
posmily
MEAL.
AND
FLOUR
a banquet, the bill of fare of which has been pre- milk, 1 teaspoon salt, 1-2 salt-spoon pepper, di- St. Louis,
2.0%
vide the eggs, beating each; tothe yolks add the Medium... ext.8 00— §@ 87 5000 Exton
ol
served in history. Among the guests were the
Cleay a
a8
SE «ol Sho
choice extra 8 76 § 9 (0
Vestal Virgins, and among the choice viands as- milk, pepper and salt, then the whites beaten
58
823
)
sup..5 00 @ 5 25 | Mess,
paragus figured most honorably. Tn the museum toa stiff froth; mix all together and pour into West'ro
com pd
edd
344
Time...... 16 00 §17Ou
Lard tee, B.... 14} g 15
of utensils unearthed in Pompeii is a knife that the omelet pan thoroughly covered with hot mediam a0. =~ @
choice do... — @ = | , cad. Fo Re in 8.3 a}
was used for cutting asparagus plants, which is butter. Cook it om a preity hot part of the
oo am smoke
Illinois and Indinna,
range, and when quite light turn it over in the
a model for such knives to this day. The mode
ro
icesitup
6
58.
8
3005s, dressed... 1138. .11
of eating the cooked vegetables was that of the dish, This makes two good-sized omelets.
PRODUCE.
choice extra, 6 57g 7 50
7 @.. 8
present time ; with the fingers, which preceded
Tomato PICKLES. Directions. for one peck Rye Flour....5 50 @ 6 (0 |spples, dried

for it is reported that during its
visited by only ‘one scholar, bul to have it well beaten and sunncd, and the covis with us to have carpets whipheginning to see the advantages er wa
séhool. The second year it had | ped and freed froin their disease-begetting dust.
the third year the number rose to I grant that it would be a difficult and expen-

four skholars;
eleven, and itis confidently expected
| number wil Syntivye to increase,

used

spoon, let it rise:over night, und bake about an

Epicurus was particularly fond of it. The Athenians
cultivated it as devoutly as they did

Sanskrit at University College, London, and Secretaryto the Royal Asiatic Society, has been ap-

dents

Thusit will be seen that
meal, when the cow was at
not pay very well; for. tour
day, or 28 quarts per week,
$1.00, made only 28 pounds

losophers

The official report of the insult to our consul
at Tripoli, and the subsequent apology of the
Pasha, has been made publie.
The secund jubilee pilgrimage took placeat
Ottawa, on Sunday,
The procession was two
miles in length, and numbered over 6,000 peole.

. Three-quarters
been destroyed
The draft of
army in Cuba

in

hitherto

while

airing,

hour in a moderate

salliron works, Eng., on Saturday.
yedrs. d, ‘and during this time it bas had tev
In the matter-ofJount von Amim, the su- presidents. Dr. Woolsey occupied the presipreme courtat Berlin has endorsed
the verdict of dent’s chair for a quarter of a century.
Eggelivg,

improves the quality,

It may not be generally known that asparagus
was a dainty “especially prized by the ancient
Greeks, and it is not impossible that it may have
been grown on Olympus and been served at
the banquets of the gods, with ambrosia sauce.
It is supposed that the Muses on Helicon bad
beds of asparagus: which
they watered from
Aganippe
and Hippocrene.
But this is only
conjectural.
Tt is certain that the Greek phi-

FOREIGN.
It is no longer sufficient for children in Saxony
The Emperor of Germany has been enthusias- ‘to attend school until they are fourteen years
old—until they are seventeen they must continue
tically received at Milar.
10 receive instruction, in the evenings or on SunThe Prince of Wales has embarked on the Ser- days; the number of lessons ranges weekly from
apis for his voyage to India.
two to six, according to the previous proficiency
of the pupil. Default is punished by fine or imSeven persons were recently murdered
prisonment.
Pierre, Miquelon, for their money.
The ¢
An American girl won the gold medal at the
. sins secured an enormous booty.
recent examination at the College of ‘Brazil, Rio
Fifteen workmen were injured, it is feared fa- Janeiro,
tally,by an overflow of molten metal at the WatYale College is gue hundred and seventy-five

Juhus

making

Asparagus in History.

have served for thirty years or more, and become incapacitated for farther service.

Dr.

und

ed.

that 300 selected girls shall be taught cookery by

The cousit “is to pay the

days

Milch cows should at all times have an abun:
dance of nutritious food, but all extra feeding
above this will generally be foundto be poor
economy, so far as the milk product is coneern-

gree.
:
the teachers of the National Training School for
Westervelt, convicted of conspiracy to con- 4 Cookery.
ceal Charlie Ross, gets a sentence of ‘seven years
There is a movement in Balfimore to secure
in the Penitentiary.
pensions for teachers in the public schools who

the Kammergericht.

seven

or diminishing the quantity does not

to deteriorate

stand by

bas

in

minishes the quantity and injures the quality.
Still, I do not see what quality of butter has to
do with'its percentage or how special feeding
increases it.”

1874-5.

de-

the

necessarily affect the quality,~as I understand
it. Good feed, no doubt, 1ncreases the quantity

Educational.

effort now inaugurated.
Itis expected they will
accept. They have, for the past few days, labored successfully at Minneapolis and St. Paul,
Chicago has a German Y. M.C. A. Thereare
287 of these organizatiens in this country with an
aggregate membership ofabout 6,000.
The President has got back to Washington,
and held a cabinet meeting the first thing.
The lumber trade is feeling the present de-

pounds

Increasing

Mount Holyoke Seminary, the excellent institution for young ladies at So. Hadley, Mass., is
trying to raise $25,000 to complete an Art Building, and will gratefully receive contributions,
however small, from its friends. The object is a
worthy one.
The Seminary bears an excellent
record.
It has probably done more to fostera
missionary spirit among its pupils than any other school in the country.
A large number cf its
graduates are already in the foreign field.
The public school expenses of Boston have increased from $389,829, 10 1854-5, to $2,081,043 in

revival

pasture,

of butter less and the quality less good. ' What
has the quality of butter to do with percentage?

the managers and wish them success “in these efforts.

The Ministers’ Meeting, of Chicago, last
—week;—unanimously ratified the invitation of the
committee of eighty extended to Major Whittle

252

the convenience of its

persons

frequently

within,—~Science or Health.

will?' Coarse refuse food will make the quantity

than the

for Murillo’s

to the

milk over good grass (all the conditions of the
corn to be equal), and if that will not do, what

patrons but also to mabe it pay good dividends
to its shareholders.
The former they have amply succeeded in doing, but the latter has thus
far been beyond their power. But even this
they may’ yet accomplish, if plucx and energy
will do it. The expenses of the road are being
reduced in every way consistent with the public
convenience, and there is an evident purpose to
do the very best that the circums*ances will ad-

can not obtain sufficient

a_very marked

His
Tu-

of Paris,”

less

addition

had all the good hay they would eat and eight
quarts of corn meal per day. I do not think corn
meal will increase the percentage of butter in

maculate Conception of the Virgin Mary.”
The §ghakespeare Memorial Association of England recently held a meeting at Stratford-onAvon, at which it was stated that about $16,000
had been subscribed for building the proposed
theater and library. The preliminary work will
probably be done during the winter, and the
corperrstone-be laid on the 23d of next April.
The friends of enterprising Railroad munagement regret to observe th: embarrassed condition of the Eastern railway.
Its managers have
struggled against the most persistent hard luck

Planters in the neighborhood of Baton Rouge,

in

Siege

in

“ Again,in trials lo ascertain the percentage
of butter or the comparative richness of different cows’ milk,~made during the winter, when
the cows were fed corn meal,~I have found
the percentage of butter no greater than in summer, when
gthe cows were in pasture.
I have
obtained from four to 6.4 per cent. of butter
from 100 pounds of milk from the same cows
during the summer, when their fecd was nothing but grass, and during the winter when they

some months

000 francs, which is 100,000 francs

The town of Vermillion, Ohio, was, Friday,
almost destroyed by fire. Loss estimated at $75,800.
;

pression in business

of ‘‘ The

in June, and the

twelve pounds of butter.
The quantity of milk
and butter were both increased, but the percent‘age of butter 1 the milk was not.

some time on exhibition in Paris. The cost of
this pavoramic painting is said to be about 500,-

sions, with $31,696,350 liabilities.

and lead in the

Phillippoteaux

evening,

day,

which is intended for the Centennial Exhibition
in Philadelphia but which will first be exhibited in some of ouk principal cities. The painting
is a duplicate of the original, which has been for

this number, Massachusetts had 564 with $15,628,321, while New York city had 546 suspen-

and P. B. Bliss to come

Dr. Roblfs will spend

1 tried the experiment

quanti'y of milk was increased to 36 pounds per

m the United States. The American Geographical Society hag invited him to appear at its coming meeting.
Dr. Rohlfs, speaks English fluentIv, and will devote a part of his stay to lectures
on his African jouruey.
:
Miss Lucy Hooper, in a letter to _Appleton’s
Journal, gives notice of a panoramic painting by

tory.
All but one of the defaulting St. Louis whiskey firms have pleaded guilty to several counts
in the indictments against them.
A Louisiana woman brings a suit against the
United States governmentto recover a million
dollars fur destruction of property fusing the
late war.
During the past nine months there have been

La., complain that they

and

among the most courageous, devoted and successful travelers. He is also the only man who
ever crossed the continent of Africa from Tripoli by way of Lake Tsad and the Niger to the Gulf

furnished were

failures,

York.

not

Coffee, tea, pepper and spices ure left to stand
open, and lose their strength.
Potatoes in the cellar grow, and the sprouts

at in the western Sahara first gave him rank

over-estimates

business

in New

Beds

found very musty and disagreeable ‘to guests.
The parlor beds that swallow their own contents
by a magic touch, are fair without, but in time,

meal.

pounds of butter on pasture alone. When this
cow was fed two quaris of corn meal, mbraing

was

unvisited oasis ol

by

made up,

Y. & Vermont—

K > MARKET,

The exports of butter from France in 1874
amounted to 83,000,000 pounds, worth $18,000,000.

heforé being

Coarsesisoe.

Michi.

will

It

pounds,

year, which shall weigh 29,000
cost over $18,000.

once a week, and should be left ‘open for the re-

next

Philadelphia,

in

Exposition,

Centennial

Shipping Bd 8
Spruce. .....
Oak, ¥ ton..
Clapboards ,
Do.Spruce 38
Shingiek pine 1
cedar,
Laths,
ine..
Do.

the
tne

are arranging for
for exhibition at

The duirymen of Ohio
manufacture of a cheese

subjected to the purifying rays of the sun at Jeast

for the luck of proper

by

The three brothers are the sons

explorer, hus just arrived

Sec. Delano is innocent of the charges brought
against him by Prof. Marsh; and that Commissivner Smith
is guilty only of a want of vigilance. The Indian policy of the government is
commented on and some excellent suggestions
made.
The
report is not wholly satisfac-

in the United States 5,334

German

of a celebrated Italian singer named Dominique
Ronconi, the founder of a singing-school in Munich.
Dr. Gerard Rohlfs, the distinguished African

really of superior quality ; that Mr. Saville’s plan
of starving the Indians for the purpose of enumerating them was commendable ; that there were
flagrant frauds in the pork and flour contracts
and in the matte® of transportation, suggesting

proceedings in the

into

The Signor Ronconi,whose death at St. Petersburg was recently announced,was not the famous
baritone so well known in New ® York, but his
brother Felix, a music teacher,
There is anotker brother, named Sebastian, who
is also a pro-

of the numbers of Indians at the agency for
the pmpose of fraud is only a matter of opin-

criminal

translited

saic. Among his well-known productions
the ** Death of Cléopatra.,”
+

mittee has been made. The commissioners find
that ex-agent Saville was guilty of official in-

cattle

been

second,

It is estimated that we produce 11000,000,000
200,000,000 pounds of
pounds of butter, und
cheese annually in this country, and yet the busincss is believed to be in its infancy.

the result of my ewn experiments.
Tf we can
increase the percentage of butter in a certuin
cow’s milk by feeding ‘largely with corn meal, I
would inquire how it is that quite as much butter can b2 made from the
mjlk of a fresh cow in
June, when she is in good pasture, as can be
done in January, when the feed is hay and corn
cow gave 82 pounds of milk per day, 224 pounds
in seven days, and made ten and one-quarter

Doctor Ilg. The first book has been published
and the second and third will soon appear.
The death of Theodore Bruni, the celebrated
Russian painter, at the age of 75, is announced.
He was rector of the Academy of Fine Arts in
St. Petersburg and director in the School of Mo-

The report of the Red Cloud investigating com-

ion ; and that the beef

Andyet, as had been sufficiently proven,

century, has

the opinion that but very

tained, #lrst, by the authorities, and

M. Boutil, who. saved about fifty persons at
Toujouse during the recent inundations, was
drowned in the Seine by the upsetting of a sail-

boat.

expressing

Knowing

Every bed should

ception of air and light sométimes

He says:

little, if anything, can be done in changing the
percentage of butter in milk by teed, I am sus-

Paragraphs.

Prof. Jenney, the geologist, has completed his
survey of the Black Hills,and makes a1 encouraging report concerning the amount of gold there
and inducements to emigrants.
Judge Boreman issued an order, which has
been served on Brigham
Young, commanding
him to ap,
before the court on the 23d inst.,
to show cause
why he is not tobe punished for
contempt for disregarding Judge McKean’s order
0 pay alimony to. Ann Eliza.

of

« *In

from Berlin

he.

have especially made for it, the size of a tick, a
white, tacked comforter, not too thick, so as to
‘be unmanageable in washing; over this the sheet
is spread. Every bed in daily use should .be

meal to increase the

percentage of butter in milk,

says that the estimates for the German empire for

James S. Hast-

charge

his experiments in feeding

:

The Pall Mall Gazette's despatch

ings, of Michigan, agent for the Indians of the
Red Cloud agency, in Dakota, vice John J. Saville, resigned.
John Morissey has been nominated for State
Senator by the anti-Tammanyites.

competence ; that the

Eastburn Reeder has a very sensible article
in the Practical Farmer, detailing the result of

position - of their

cause.

Tuesday, are now said to have been grossly exaggerated,
|
The number of people
in Massachusetts is
1,651,652, of legal voters, 351,066.
A quantity of smuggled
silks, laces and velvets, of the value of $30, 000, has been seized in
New York.
The creditors of Lee & Shepherd voted to accept 15 cents cash or 20 cents in notes, payable
quartétly for two years without interest, the last

and Butter.

Carlist lead-

ers will hold a meeting shortly, at which a decision will be arrived at, which will influence, to

The annual meeting of the Perkins Institution for the blind was held Tuesday afternoon.
The receipts for the year were $79,027,235,

five per cent. to be secured,

care to protect and air them.

Milk

in Madrid that the

must be well paid, as they should

1875.

A,

the obstucle, then, in the way of a thorough renovation of our beds, we should take all the more

his

the grave.

It is believed

of Josie Lang-

Some damaging facts
maid, has come to light.
concerning his previous, life are also: Publish.

Rural [ nd Bomesti.

lost

OOTOBER.

238228288

the Japan coast, Sept. 14, and seven natives
| their lives.

Summary.
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Thirty-four Leicester rams ‘were recently sold
Dry Hide..
00
In Rough.. dy @.- 60 {Ohio & Pennpylvania—
1 England at public sale for $3,080. One ram
LUMBER.
|
Ficklook
(rex 48 Gv, 30
brought $600, and was purghased to be shipped |
Clear Pine. 22 00 6:0 00 | Five Xos.eirn: 41 §1 16
10 New Zenlad, 4
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